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called to the chair and Grade Bowen was nommated secretary pro tem.
At the business meeting it was a matter for
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congratulation that no veteran had passed
away since the last meeting.
Comrade Ephraim W.Wiley of North Belfast
was called upon and spoke
strongly against
making any change or addition to Old Glory,
and finally made a motion to that rfect.
President Bowen appointed Comrades Wiley,
Anderson and Rogers a committee to draft a
set of resolutions against changing Our Flag.
On motion of Capt. Wiley three cheers and
a tiger were given Old Glory.
The president appointed Comrades Whitcomb, Wiley and Davis committee on time
and place of next meeting.
The meeting was then adjourned until half
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by the spirit of Fraternity, so
stiongly in evidence, the veterans assembled
heart cheered

afternoon session.
by the choir, Zettie Smith, pianist.
Prayer by Chaplain Merrill.
The committee on resolutions reported as
follows:
We, the Veterans’ Association of Waldo
county, object to anything being added or subfor the

city government
evening. Sept. 7th, Mayor
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g were read and approved,
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time and place reported:
Next meeting to be held at the church North
Belfast, October 1st.
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belonging to Frank H.

are pleased to stand in the presence of
nation’s heroes, and again welcome you to
grange home.

We

the

their way to the
hast Belfast. It was voted that
ti.m be adopted and the sum
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Honorary member Mark Howard, Master of
Union Harvest Grange, then gave the following address of welcome:
Mr. President, Members of Waldo County
Veteran Association: We wish to greet you with
In behalf of Union
a few words of welcome.
Harvest Grange and the people of Center
Montville, I bid you welcome and thrice wel-
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sible among tree people he in due time bewas
came Freedom's foremost champion, and
a
for
and
31
others
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sent by his fellow citizens to Congress, and
rt avenue, between the
of
United
the
later was chosen Fresident
gett and H. E. Knight, was States. And then, when the evil grew more
^8r
virulent, when slaveholders uttered their warto the committee on fire deof despair, the
cry and the slaves their cry
!teep'
anoii concurred.
woodcutter, the boatman, the son of the great
hief Engineer of the fire west, ascends the Capitol, the greatest moral
read and passed in concur- height of our lime.
Before him the rebel army eager for battle,
is reported for the month
hostile Europe behind him, England favoring
-n of
as
required the South, France encouraging reaction in
buildings,
*
Mexico—in his hands the riven country.
ng c onducted.
He arms two millions of men, gathered half
h'
sty Marshal read and accept- a million horses, sends his artillery 1,800 mileB
I
Council concurred.
in a week from the banks of the Potomac to
the shores of Tennessee; fights more than 600
rrmittee on lights, in which
pitched battles, renews before Richmond the
j'
leetric light on Miller street
deeds of Alexander, of Caesar, and after hav“r
to withdraw, was read and
ing emancipated four million slaves, that
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concurrence.
nothing might be wanting, he dies in the moment of victory, like all great redeemers, at
th** City Solicitor on claim oi
the foot of his work.
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foi damages for injuries re‘•His work 1 Sublime achievement! over
in the sidewalk on Comwhich humanity shall eternally shed its tears
2
and God his benediction."
i--ad and accepted, passed in
Heroes of the Civil War, we are proud to
city claiming no liability.
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our beads to do you honor, such men
bare
P
Standard Oil Company for never die. The human frame may shrink and
waste, but your manly virtues, your deeds of
nd its wharf was read, and il
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ed can never perish.
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f by publication in The ing; song by
{py
an encore; remarks by Comrades White, Con'Mi; and Waldo County Herald
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before said hearing.
A
ant and Rogers; song by Comrade Anderson,
Maurice W. Lord,
who also responded to an encore; recitation by
Deputy City Clerk.
Mrs. Frank Hall; interesting remarks by Com
rale John O. John: on of Liberty, an officer in
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the navy, who said he was a friend to GerBelfast iv
Hd*., ur,iniatidery, United Order of the many, because in our time of need Germany
r‘"* lli their third annual field day
showed herself friendly to us, when some of
'tbedav
Hfevfhls SePL 5th and were 8ueBta the other nations did not.
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Orrttl ‘bltijavo Lodge, the summer home
A rising vote of thanks was given Union
‘bckey 0f this city. While the
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Harvest Grange for courtesies.
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Mrs.
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a feast to which all did
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Lumbering in Liberty.

Men have begun work on a site for a
steam mill in West Liberty to saw tbe
“fc““aihweetandin New England lumber on the many lots formerly owned
““t have resumed and some
-tit
Weeks Lumber Co., now owned
,0 capacity.
Retailers by the
the Andrews Lumber Co. of Portland.
by
and
clearance
aalee,
only
i*1' ij,*"h
that it will take three
■''Htt.a11 ‘8 Cfin be expected until they It is estimated
hia’a Review, Sept ( th. Ife years to saw all of the lots, yr_Mfca.
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large army contracts. Several
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The meeting of the Waldo County Sunday
achool aasaociation, held Sept. 2nd in the Baptist ehurch was very interesting and helpful.
Ten schools were represented by 59 delegates
and 62 people were present.
The praise service at 10 15 a m. was led by
Mrs. Nellie T. Morgan of Morrill and.consisted of “Let the Lower Lights be Burning.'
“Will There be Any Stars,"and “Beulah Land."
The devotional service was conducted by Rev.
Walter F. Sturtevant, Scripture 1 Cor, 13th
chapter, First John, 3rd chapter from 13th
verse.
The prayer service was led by the
Dr. T. N. Pearson of Morrill, who
followed by others. Music, “How Firm a
Foundation." A hearty address of welcome
was extended by Claude B. Nutter in the absence of Charles E. Rhoades, to which Dr.
Pearson responded feelingly. Music, “Jesus
Calls us."
The address of the morning was on Personal
Equipment by Rev. W. J. Setzer of Morrill.
He emphasized the fact that teachers should
be conservative, should feed on God’s word

President,
was

The pupils carry
and teach their religion.
away from the class the spirit of their teacher,
A successful teacher must have an intimate
of God’s word and

knowledge
pupils.

a

like

Music: “Stand Up, Stand Up for Jemu.”
A silver offering was taken, during which
“The Holy City” wee beautifully rendered by
Mr. Lower, clarionet, end n.soprano solo, "The
Song the Angela’ Sing," was sweetly rang by
Miss Edna Hopkins.
A message from the International convention recently held in Chicago waa given by
Mr. Sturtevant, who attended it, and who gave
a vivid description of this wonderful meeting.
There were 876 epeakera and 14 meetioga going on at tbe same time. Forty thourand
Sunday school men were in the pared* Temail through the
perance was made a big thing
convention and there were 400 boye at their
life that counts must have
special meeting.
the world
a tremendous reserve force thst
never sees, but that counts in everything. The
most important thing is to feed the eoul.
Christian life is not kept sweet unless it is
kept flowing. Cease to give out of your life
and you will grow sour. Two things to remember: Keep the love of God flowing in and
out to make life what it should be and dare to
tackle anything that God demands. Maine
must come to her heritage, “The best work in
A

The
Mr.

convention adjourned with prayer by

Setzer,

knowledge

The reports of the secretary were read and
Dr. Pearaccepted. Thanks were extended to
The following committees
son for programs.
were appointed: nomination, Claude B. Nutter
of Belfast; Ferd Richards of Searsport and
George Jackson of Morrill; resolutions, Rev.
W. J. Setzer of Morrill, Mrs. Nellie T. Morgan
of

Morrill, Rev. J J. Hull, State Worker;
...

mi.

li

ii

„e

cre-
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Miss Lena Rose of Islesboro and Mrs.

Oscar

Cole of Winterport. Rev. J. J. Hull, State
adult superintendent, made a plea for finances
in his department and Mr. Sturtevant suggested that the county make an appropriation.
Adjourned with prayer by Mr. Sturtevant.
A bountiful dinner was served at noon by
the local societies, supplemented by the lunches
of

visitors.
The afternoon

session

was

opened

with

a

Haraden S. Pearl.
Music “Jesus I Love Thee;" “Jesus Lover of
My Soul," and “Jesus, Savior, Pilot Me."
Prayer was offered by Messrs. Sturtevant,
Sellers and Pearl, and the latter spoke briefly
The address, “Our Goal" by Rev.
on faith.
Horace B. Sellers was most helpful. He suggested the change of the name Sunday school
to The Church School for Religious Education.
His address was subdivided and discussed*

praise service

led

by

Rev.

THE WAR NEWS.
Monday the Germans moving on Paris were
forced bees, the allies, assuming the offensive
and dealing some effective blows. The British
force was reported to have annihilated the
German Imperial Guard under Crown Prince
Frederic William. The Russian army operat-,
ing in Galicia is reported still to be driving
back the Austrians. In a dispatch from Petrogrsd a correspondent of the Havas agency
aaya that the Russians took 70,000 Austrians
prisoners and 300 cannon of various aiaes
around Lemberg alone. They also captured
three regiments. Austrian soldiers reported
to be deserting. Yesterday the Germans were
reported as still retreating and the allies making big captures. A general retreat uf Austrians on their whole front is indicated in a
dispatch from Petrograd. t he German request
for an armistice of 24 hours was refused with
the response: "We grant you that time to get
out of France." The English militants have
volunteered to go to the front.

Base Ball.

world.”

OBITUARY.

of the

It is more befitting that we keep silent than j religious education, church school, a correct
attempt to recount the trials and privations, understanding of the child, development of
long marches and weary halts, fierce Patties, !
service and Christian Usewounds and imprisonment which you endured the pupil, Christian
to save our native land.
Today we meet to f ulness. The following officers and superinhonor your heroism and bow to your deeds of
tendents were elected: President, Dr. T. N.
valor on the battlefield, the like of which the
Pearson, Morrill; vice president, Rev. J. N.
world has never seen.
A conflict on a larger scale than the world j Palmer, Searsmont; secretary, Mrs. Annie M.
has ever known has begun between the armed
Frost .^Belfast; treasurer, Gerald W. Howard,
hosts of the most powerlul military nations of
Belfast; superintendent ol Home Department,
Europe, and we in America cannot but be
thankful that we are a united nation, one | Mrs. A. J. Lockhart, Winterport; Elementary,
the Mrs. T. N. Pearson, Morrill; Teachers’ Train-,
country and one flag, the government of
people for the people and i»y the people, the ing, Rev. C, H. McElhiney, Searsport; adult
The
all
of
nations.
the
home of
oppressed
George H. Robertson, Belfast; Missionary,
student of history in the study of America is
Hidden from the Mrs. Annie S. Craig, Belfast; temperance,Rev.
reminded of the drama.
tnan fifteen
gaze of civilized man for more
W. F. Sturtevant.
hundred years, its discovery gave promise of ;
to
thousands j
The following resolutions were adopted:
wealth, and power, and empire,
of adventurous men. No one can dispute that
We desire to express our heartfelt thanks
our Republic was divinely planted amid the
and sincere appreciation to the Baptist church
of
and
privations,
of Belfast for the use of their house of worgroans and tears, hardships
the Pilgrim Fathers, on the sterile soil of our ship and to the other churches of Belfast for
have
beloved New England. That they could
their most enthusiastic welcome and royal
succeeded amid such adverse circumstances entertainment. We feel as a body that comOur Republic mendation and an expression of appreciation
was little short of miraculous.
has also been divinely kept. It has had perils are due the officers of the convention in
in
Pearson
Dr.
within and perils without. England was not general, and
particular,
We had to
and effective
satisfied with the Revolution.
for their most painstaking
the
world
show
to
labors during the past year in carrying on the
fight the war of 1812 and
the courage and supremacy of the American Sunday school work of the county and arrangsoldier and sailor before she would be civil.
ing thi3 convention we are now enjoying.
The disease of slavery was preying on our \
We wish to express our regret at the absence
vitals like a cancer, and it required heroic j of our detained speakers, who we are confident
You veterans j are
treatment to expel the plague
kept away by unavoidable an', unexpected
whom we honor today are among the survivors j hindrances.
of the soldiers and sailors who broke the
We desire to set our approval on and lend
shackles of four million slaves and enforced our assistance to the scheme and and its carrythe doctrine of the declaration of independ- ing out of doing a State-wide work among the
We
ence that all men are created equal.
adults that ought to be in Sunday school
Two hundred and fifty thousand heroes sleep think, too, that Waldo County ought to raise
found
more
not
as
or
whether
and
many
any
in southern graves
$100 toward this work,
their eternal resting places in northern cemeother county raises a cent; that our duty toteriea to enforce the doctrine of equal rights, ward God and His cause remains the same
and to disprove the heresy of State sovereignty. whether other folks perform theirs or not;
Let us pause for a moment and consider the that there are not necessarily any logical or

We
Water have often contemplated his life. Born in a
.-hington
who
could
scarceof
in
Kentucky
cabin
parents
of M. R. Knowlton. The
amid the imcontract or otherwise as ! ly read, a boatman at three years
at 18 in the
determine.
peteous currents of the Ohio, and
of
the
waters
Mississippi.
and
vast
tranquil
Road Commissioner be insidewalk on Waldo avenue Later.a woodman with axe and arm felling the
to
a
unexplored regions for
Ray View street, as voted treeB to make way
;.r,d that a sufficient amount his hand of wandering workers, reading only
if be
transferred from the the Bible and a very few other good books, a

»!t
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past one, when, with the inner man refreshed
by a prolonged stay in the dining room, the
mind cleared by the usual smoke talk and the
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Montville. entertainrd the Waldo County Veteran,
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Sept. 3rd. It was a delightful day and
a”8 ®nd their families
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Belfast lost one of its oldest and most respected residents Sept. 2nd in the death of
Miss Ellen Prentiss Frothingham at her home
on High street. She was born August 30, 1828,
on the site of the home in which sire died, the
daughter of the late Rev. William and Lydia
Prentiss Frothingham. Her father waa from
Cambridge, Mass., and her mother the daugh-

EASTERN

MAINE

LEAGUE.

The Easterns defeated Belfast in a onesided game at Orrington fair grounds Sept. 8d
by 16 to 7. The summary:
Easterns.4 2 4 2 0 0 0 4 x—16
Belfasts..2 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 1—7
Two base hits, Albert 2, M. Williams 1, Ladd,
Home
Norton, Wildes, Curtin, Discoll 2.
runs, Driscoll. Stolen bases, M. Williams 2.
Wormwood, Dunn, H. William. Bases on balls
by McLellan 4, Howard 4, Struck out by McLellan 10, by Howard 6. Hit by pitched ball,
Foote. Passed balls. Ladd. Umpire, McCann
and Kiah. Time 2.20.

PERSONAL

PERSONAL.

Charles C. Chapman went to Boston Friday
on a basinets and pleasare trip.

Miss Kathleen Proctor, has gone to KingMe., to teach the coming term,

man,

Miss Helen Cunningham of Boston is the
guest of her cousin, Edward Hogan.

Mrs, Engene Porter of Peabody, Mass., is
the guest of Mrs. Walter F. Sturtevant.

Miss Rosanna Poor of Lawrence, Mass., is
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Isa P. Morse.

Mrs. Augustus Stevens of Troy spent the
week-end with her son, Dr. E. L. Stevens.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Twiss of Lawrence, Mass.,
spent the past week with Belfast relatives,

Mrs. E. C. Woodbury and Mrs. W. H. Maffit
Islesboro Friday, returning Saturday.

went to

Mrs. J. H. Elwell of Boston spent several
days the past week with Belfast relatives.

Misa Eda Woodbury spent Sunday and Labor
Day with her mother, Mrs, E. C. Woodbury, in
Northport.

Earl E. Chamberlain was in Northport Saturday and Sunday the guest of Fred Condon.
Scott H. Tolman returned to Rockland Tuea"
Miss Agnes Gray has returned to Livermore day from a short visit with Leroy A. Coombs
Falls from

a

and others.

visit with her couBin, Edward

Hogan.
George H. Sproul of Boston returned home
last Monday from a visit at the home of Wilmer
J. Dorman.

Mrs. H. H. Johnson returned to Portland
a visit with her
daughter,
Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock.

Miss Wilda Voee left by train last Saturday
morning to resume her school duties in Norwood, Mass.

Wednesday from

Mrs. M. C. PercivaTand Mrs. M. A. Coombs
have returned from Camden, where they were
guests of Mrs. George Mixer,

Miss Amy L. Wilson spent several days the
past week with relatives in Poor Milla and at
Lake Quantabacook,

Roy E. Young and family and Cassius E
Hamilton motored to Skowhegan to spend Sunday and Labor Day with relatives.

Charles Chamberlain and daughter
Dorothy have returned from a visit with
friends in Bangor.
Mrs.

Mrs. Charles Webber of Providence, R. Lv
heme Wednesday morning from a
visit at the home of Jesse E. Webber.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Harmon and daugh*
ter Ruth spent a few days the past week with
relatives in Rockport.

returned

Mrs. B. B. Grant of Boston and Miss Nellie
Trussell of Searsport have returned to their
homes after visiting their brother, George C.
Trussell.

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick G. Spinney left last
Friday night for Boston and New York on a
ten

days’

business

J.

trip.

Miss Olivia Harriman has returned to her
home in Searsport after spending the summer

Jan es Stinson, who has been visiting
grandmother, Mrs. Sarah J. Morse, and her
aunt, Mrs. Lefia M. Cottrell, returned to StonMrs.

Friday the Old Town and Easterns met on the here.—Camden Herald.
Orrington fair grounds, the latter winning by
ing from a long line of educated and refined a score of 5 to 1. The
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Cottrell returned to West
summary:
ancestors the deceased at all times manifested
last Monday from a short
Easterns.1 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 x—5 Somerville., Mass.,
nUk Ralfoat polotivon
the traits of a lady of the old school, but was Old Town.0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0—1
-vitally interested even to the last in the quesHome run, Curtin.
Two base hit, Dunn.
Donald Clark returned to Orono last Tuestions of the day. In her death the Unitarian Stolen bases, E. Chute. Hits off McManus, 3
to enter upon the work of his sophomore
day
in
none
out
in
off
Reed
5
in
1
second;
one
of
its
its
oldest
and
most
inning,
lost
church has
Bases on balls off McManus, off year at the University of Maine.
7 innings.
worthy members. Her innate modesty kept her Reed 2.
Rev. D. L. Wilson and family have returned
from many positions and places she was emiOld Town played the Easterns in South
from Georges Lake, Liberty, where
nently fitted to grace and only those who knew Brewer last Saturday and was defeated by a to Bath
they spent the month of August.
her best could appreciate her real worth. Her
The summary:
score of 8 to 0.
Misses Grace A. Lord and Carrie E. Gilmore
father, who the deceased strikingly resembled, Easterns.1 110 10 3 1 x—8
returned Monday from a few days’ visit with
was the first pastor of the First Parish church
Hits off Fowler, 10 in 7 innings; off Reed, 2
and was one of the leading Unitarians in Mas- in 1 inning. Two base hits, Dunn, Williams 2, M rs. Arline S. Cooper in Newport.
Home runs, Mayo, Wildes.
Stolen
sachusetts when called to Belfast. She was Driscoll.
Misses Elizabeth and Dorothy Chamberlain
bases, Williams, Dwyer. Bases on balls, by
one of four children, two boys dying in inReed 1. Struck out, by Driscoll 5, by Fowler have returned from a visit in Brooks with
of
wife
Samuel
Milthe
fancy and one sister,
4. Sacrifice hit, Dunn.
Double plays, Norton Mrs. Elizabeth Stickney McAndlass.
ler of Searsmont, passing away many years Bennett and Mayo; Cote and Cannon. Wild
Dr. and Mrs. Carl H. Stevens spent a few
Passed
Fowler.
balls, Willey. Umpire,
ago, leaving two daughters, Emily F. and pitch,
last week at the latter’s old home in
McCann. Time 1 35.
days
Daisy P. of Searsmont,and one son, Harold E.
It was announced Saturday that the Easterns Bluehill and attended the Bluehill fair.
nearest
of Boston, who were her
blood
having the championship of the Eastern league
Mrs. Pyam Gilkey and daughter Frances of
All her life Miss Frothinghara
relatives.
already won is now out for the State cham- Germantown, Pa., were guests the past week
woman and
was a strong temperance
wa£
pionship, and would like to arrange a game or of Mrs. Fred V. Cottrell at Shore Acres.
fearless and outspoken in defence of this
series of games with Augusta, the winners of
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hopkins returned last
She was allied with the old Reform
cause.
the Trolly league championship or with any
from an auto trip which included visits
club and one of the charter members of the W
night
other strong team which has championship
in Bucksport Bangor, Orono and Old Town.
C. T. U. and at the time of her death was treasaspirations.
Dr. George F. Fames was here for a few
urer, although an assistant was appointed to
Belfast won both Eastern Maine league
do the active work during her illness. She
last week to close his cottage at Murphy’s
days
on
the
Old
Town
street
from
Congress
games
was also a charter member of the Home for j
and left by boat Thursday for Boston.
Point,
grounds Monday by wide margins—12-5, 12-2—
Aged Women association and one of its most
Sallie Durham Hanshue of Boston was
Mrs.
batting the Old Town pitchers hard and often.
devoted directors and was continued as such
and Labor Day of her
the former Eastern pitcher, ap- the guest over Sunday
Browning,
until her death. Her advice was often sought
and other relatives.
for the morning game for Old Town, sister, Mrs. Ben Hazeltine,
peared
on important questions when she was confined
Rev. C. S. Mills of Limerick was the guest
but did not prove effective, being hit hard and
to her home by illness. She lived her long
often. McElwee led the batting for Belfast of relatives at the Battery several days the
and useful life in the city she loved, among
with a triple, two doubles and two singles in past week and also visited in Castine on the
staunch friends and in the home made attracfour times up. Howard for Belfast kept hits way home.
and
modern
She
ancestral
tive by
furnishings.
well scattered and had perfect support. The
Misses Ruth and Edna Curtis w?re in Banwas a lover of flowers and worked in season
afternoon game was a repetition of the heavy
Saturday to visit their aunt. Miss Maude
gor
and out in her always attractive garden. Her
hitting by Belfast, Albert leading off with*h Curtis, a training nurse at the Eastern Maine
reminiscences of early days in her home city
home run, two doubles and two singles in four General Hospital.
In girlhood she atwere most interesting.
trips to the plate. Wheeler kept the Old Tows
Miss Ida Spencer of Boston, who is spending
tended the Academy, now the South school,
ter

ol L-aieD rrenuss ox xteauing,

mass,

hfer

com-

bingles well scattered. The summary:
B'
a vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
schoolmates i
spoke
[Morning Game]
A. Spencer of Waterville, arrived Tuesday to
Her
i
father’s
home
since
passed away.
long
Belfast.3 0 2 0 0 5 0 2 x—12
visit Miss Marian M. Perry.
was one of the earliest of the High street ! Old Town.2
000 1 0 1 1 0—5
houses and the once extensive crrounds are
Foster Crocker, U. of M. ’14, who went to
Two b?se hits. Wiley, E. Chute 2, Fahey, Alhomes which Miss bert, Williams, McElwee 3, L. Chute. Three Fort Kent recently to enter upon the duties
now occupied by other
base hits, McElwee. Home runs, Reed, Fahey.
of an instructor in the Madawaska Training
Frothirghsm saw built. The house was de- Stolen
bases. Albert, Kerr, Williams 2, Wormstroyed in the fire of 1873, and the present wood, Belger 2. Base on balls by Howard 1, school, writes home that he is pleased with
house was built soon after. Her second cou- Browning 3.
Struck out by Howaid 8, Brow’n- the place.
itched ball, Foote. Wild pitch.
sin, Miss Clara P. Parsons had made her home ing 4. Hit by p
The Henry Hoyt Hiltons, with their three
Robinson. Time, 2 hours.
with the deceased for many yeais, and their Browning. Umpire,
daughters, three sons and maids, who have
(Afternoon
Game)
and
was
like
of
mother
that
daughrelationship
Howard Cottage at the
Belfast.1 0 2 1115 1 x—12 i been occupying the
Her two nieces, Miss Emily F. and Daisy
ter.
Oid Town.0 1 0 00 1 000—2 Battery for the summer, left last Friday night
P. Miller, had also lived with and cared for
Two base hits, Albert 2, Wormwood, Browntheir aunt, giving her the devotion due a ing. Home runs, Albert, Foote, McElwee.
Mrs. Harry W. Clark gave a dinner of seven
mother. The funeral took place at her late Stolen bases, Albert, Kerr, Wormwood, McBase on balls, by
covers last Thursday night at her home on
religious connections between our duty and home at 3.30 p. m. Saturday, Sept. 5th. her re- Elwee, Belger 2. L. Chute.
Wheeler 2, by Fowler 4. Struck out by Wheel- Northpoit avenue, in honor of Mr. Leo Creewhat we conceive to be the duty of everyone
cent pastor, Rev Charles B. Ames, officiating,
Sacrifice hits, Kerr, Ladd,
er 9, by Fowler 4,
pise.
ton of Lewiston, a Bowdoin college mate and
Rev.
Rosshis
assisted
ot
Adolph
Wheeler, Umpires, Buzzell and Chute. Time,
by
predecessor,
evangel- |
We recommend that the spirit
the guest of Frank B. Hazeltine.
2
hours.
in
school;
Sunday
Both
East
Boston.
every
bach of
spoke eulogisticalism be kept prominent
The last league game of the season was
that our one aim be to lead our young and our
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh D. McLellan,with children
of the life of the deceased, of her connecly
old as well to Christ.
nluvpri in this ritv Tuesday, when Belfast won Janet and
Hugh D., Jr., left Sept. 5th by boat
with the church and Sunday sc ;ool and
We recommend that a copy of these resolu- ! tion
Old Town in a fast contest, 5 to 2. Mose for Boston on their return to their home in
tions be spread upon the pages of our conven- their allied bodies. Among the abundance of from
for the home team and did
tion record.
Lexington, Mass., after spending the summer
beautiful and rare flowers she had loved so Williams pitched
We believe the nations of Europe are lightbeen notified that the in the
work.
Having
good
from
the
W.
C.
Chenery cottage, Murphy’s Point,
set
T.
well
were
large
pieces
ing about nothing and ought to stop immehad quit and that the games scheduled
U. and from the Unitarian Parish and Alliance, Easterns
Hon. and Mrs. C. O. Poor, Mis6 Alice P. Poor
diately.
for Wednesday and Thursday would not
W. J. Setzer.
The bearers were Messrs. Robert F. Dunton, here
and Miss Julia Perry, who have been at the
Nellie D. Morgan,
the disappointment of the
Edward R. Pierce, Charles F. Swift and James be played, much to
Poor Cottage at Little River for much of the
J. J, Hull.
the Belfast team was disH. Howes. The interment was in Grove Cem- local management,
summer, have returned to the city for a week
Soldiers.”
Christian
Music, “Onward
banded that night and most of the players have or more.
etery. Mr. George Parsons of Presque Isle
They expect to spend a portion of
On motion of Mr. Sturtevant it was voted to and her cousins, Mrs.
left for their homes.
F. Godfrey and
the fall at the cottage.
George
the Adult work of the
for
to
raise
$100
try
Mrs. Nathaniel Lord of Bangor.came to attend
Mr. C. E. Stephenson, wife and mother, of
A SEVERE STORM.
State from Waldo county and to leave the the funeral.
Mass., who have been touring Maine
Boston,
and
J.
Hull
the
Bro.
J.
special appeal with
their motor car, called at L. E. Pitcher’s the
in
was
last
of
the
State
visited
This
section
county secretary.
On Sunday, Aug. 30th, relatives and friends
were then on their
Monday afternoon by a spectacular storm, in first of the week. They
An eloquent address on teacher training was gathered to pay a last tribute of love and resNew Haven, pect to Elthea Grant, widow of the lateZenas which thunder, lightning, hail, rain and a high way to Lake Quantabacook, where they are to
presented by Rev. H. C. Hull of
B. Grant. Deceased had been, until less than
wind had a part. The weather prediction was spend some time in camp.
a year ago, a life-long resident of Sandypoint,
Cong.
W. W. Castle of East Weymouth, Mass
Rev. J. J. Hull, State Superintendent, said where, through her kindly and agreeable dis- “fair and cooler,” but while the morning was
readiness to render pleasant the afternoon was “muggy” leading writes: ”1 have been in the hospital for some
in regard to the adult element that keeping position and her constant
of
times
in
sickness
aid
and
encouragement
up to the storm in the afternoon. It began weeks, but hope I am all right now and shall
adolescent boys and girls in the Sunday school
and trial she had greatly endeared herself to
adult interest. all her
neighbors. In OctoDer, 19J3, she went with thunder and lightning* followed by rain, stay so, at least long enough to see old Maine
depends upon keeping up the
the winter until when the water came down in sheets.
Then
The boy follows his "dad’s” example more fre- to Massachusetts, spending
get back where she belongs, viz., a stalwart
March at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
reason for the abthere was an intermission, during which clouds
Republican State.”
quently than precept. The
Bluffs
then
Since
in
Oak
Wilmot Greenleaf,
in the Sunday
and in the west rose from the horizon
sence of the boys and girls
John Pierce of New York city, a native of
she had lived with her son, Clinton S. Grant Of gathered,
chimFrankfort, is visiting in Bangor with R .1
school is due to the indifference of parents. Brockton, where, after a brief illness, she pas- to the zenith like smoke from a dozen
rather
a
was
It
on
29th.
sed away
strange neys. Then the wind blew a gale and another Kelley of New York. Mr. Pierce is a well
Aug.
They are not attendants themselveB.
contractor in New York city, belongs
coincidence that this day happened to be the
We hear of no damage in known
A well prepared paper on Missionary Work
her
marriage to deluge followed.
to the Millionaires’ club and has made a name
fifty-fourth anniversary of
the barn of W. F. WhitD. Morgan and an Zenas B.
but
the
occurred
on
June
in the metropolis.—Bangor Comdeath
city
whose
proper,
himself
for
was presented by Mr. N.
Grant,
30th, 1913. Five children of the union survive: comb in North Belfast was struck by lightning, mercial.
offering of $3.75 was taken.
of
Rutland, Vt.; set on fire and burned to the ground, and its
Mrs. Orilla Greenleaf .now
Mr. Sellers conducted a departmental conAmong the Americans who have recently reFrank and Ell wood of Dover, Me.; Clinton of
of the topics prova new carriage and farming
turned from abroad is Mrs. Ernest Young of
ference and the discussion
Brockton, Mass., and Arthur of Boston. Mrs. contents, hay,
Grant also leaves to mourn her, three sisters, tools, destroyed.
Boston, formerly Miss Grace Simonton of
ed instructive and helpful.
Mrs. Rose Whitehouse of Bucksport, Mrs,
In Winterport lightning struck and set fire
Rockland, daughter of the late Fred J. SimonThe plan of a supper at the hark shore was
Orilla Shute and Mrs. Kate Staples of Sandytenement house owned ton of the well-known
dry goods house of
abondoned on account of the inclement weath- point, and two brothers, John Sanborn of to the roof of a double
Hillman
was served in the vesSimonton & Co. Mrs. Young had some interer and a picnic supper
Dover, and Ashley Sanborn of Indianapolis, by Isaac Rankin and occupied by
of
more
distant
Smith and Mrs. Catherine Fernald. The in- esting experiences in getting back to Amerchurches furnishing the Ind., besides a very large circle
try, the various city
relatives and friends. She was beloved by all mates were not affected by the shock, but the
ica.
substantial.
for her mild, gentle and pleasant manner.
The fire department
was killed.
The evening service opened with a praise Her simple goodness endeared her to everyone family cat
William F. Halsall the famous marine artist,
and grand- soon extinguished the blaze.
The damage whose great painting 21 ft. long, representing
and devotional service, conducted by Mr. Sel- who knew her, and to her children
and to all, she has left a worthy and will be several hundred dollars, from fire
children,
of
the
to
the
Oregon’s last shot at the Spanish flag-ship
music
consisting
“Joy
lars, the
»
noble pattern. She has carried her full share
and which the government is about purchasing
World,” “The Son of God Goes Forth.” A of life's burdens bravely, and has played her smoke and water.
for the National Museum, was in town for a
In Orrington the farm buildings of Ferd
nd of silent prayer and several sentence part well throughout, She was ever a faithful
few days as the guest of Mr. and Mrs, Chas.
a
Mr. W. N. Lower played a wife, a loving and dutiful mother, true sister Bowden were struck by lightning and destroy- T. Gallagher on Chestnut Street. During his
prayers followed.
She has fought a good fight, has
and
friend.
he met and enjoyed the company of Mr.
visit*
clarionet solo, “Calvary,” followed by brief finished the course.and now goes to receive the ed, and in Bangor lightniDg struck the electric
Forbes, the celebrated portrait painter, who is
and helpful remarks on Love by the leader, reward which surely awaits her in the greater coal digger id the yard of the Bacon & Robin- the guest of Rev. and Mrs. McWilliams in the
Mr. Forbes painted the
son Coal Company, Broad street, following the
Abbott Cottage,
and the service closed with singing -Some- lifa beyond.
wires to the switch house, which was set on portraits of King Edward VII and his Queen,
body.”
other celebrated people in
and
Nellie A., wife of John H. McAuliffe, died
Gladstone
also
fire extinDr, Pearson introduced Rev. J. J. Hull, State Sept. 3rd, at her home with her sister, fire. The wires were cut out and the
England.—Camden Herald.
Swan
on the lightLake
avhad
trouble
Waterville
on
a
on
guished.
address
who
Martello
Mrs.
Eilis,
powerful
gave
Adult worker,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman left Friday
East Belfast, aged 23 years, 11 ing system and the street cars were tied up
"the Modern Israel of God.” He said it is enue,
months and 11 days. She was the daughter of for a short time. Hail stones as large as the in their louring car for Augusta, where they
to
lead
Naours
the
ours to lead in the van;
Leslie ard Annette Davis Rolerson, and was
and Mrs. CharleB A. Hortime were joined by Mr.
tions to God. We are the Modern Israel. The born in Islesboro. She had been ill for some end of a man’s finger fell for a short
ton of New York, formerly of Belfast, for a
and was at one time in
thing we need is for the church of God to get time with tuberculosis where she seemed to with terrific force. Our county correspontrip through the White Mountains. They
When we realize our the Hebron Sanatorium,
a vision of what we are.
with which the dents report damage from hail.
went by the way of the Groton and Dixville
gain. The same dread dieeaae
If
we will come up to the call.
the
death..
you
caused
died
alao
August
mother
position
Music Festival Oct 5, 6 and 7. Notches on the Northern route and returned
26th, of their little eon, Edgar C. aged 11 Maine
are going to give boys and girls their due the
via Franconia and Crawford. They also visitmonths and 6 days. Her grief at the loss of
men and women must “get on their job.” The
the little one hastened her going, and those
Portland, Me., Sept. 3. It was de- ed Poland Springs and Lewiston, leaving the
God
calls
to
when
did
come
once
she
has
you
put youi- who cared for her said not
comtime
cided today to have the concerts of the Hortons at the latter place, who returned from
of pain or fatigue. She is survived by her Maine Music Festival Oct 5, 6 and 7 at
self on the altar. The clock has struck twelve
there to New York. They autoed 515 miles
brothers
several
and
and
her
usbsnd,
this
parents
come
the
men
of
when
and the time has
the auditorium of the City Building and
sisters. The funeral took pl»c* Saturday at
through most delightful scenery and reached
State must come up to their responsibility or 10 jo a. m., at the Mason Mills ehapel, Bev. to dedicate the new Exposition Building,
when it is finished, probably about mid- home Tuesday, Monday's shower delaying
our doom is sealed. Hear the call, preas on to William Vaughan officiating. The interment
was beside her child in Grove Cemetery,
winter, by a winter jubilee aeries, maam them in Waterville.
the largar service.
and often

ington yesterday.
lhe Journal had a call yesterday from Mr.
Elliott H. Banton of Andover, Mass., who is
visiting in ihorndike, his first visit to his
tive State for twelve years.
Mr. and Mrs. Louie B. Pearson and
neth have returned home to

sen

na-

Ken-

Revere, Maas.,

af-

spending the, summer with Mis. Pearson’s
mother, Mrs. Margaret P. Wood.

ter

C. Collins, who

Miss Sarah

is employed as
Downing on iioylston
street, Boston, returned Monday after spending a month with her parents in this city.

stenographer

for Madam

Clement Coles

daughter Joan of
Frank Quinn of San
Croix Island, W. I., left Wednesday noon for
their homes from a vi^jt with Mrs. James H.
Howes.
Mrs.

Montreal, Canada,

and

and Mr.

B. A. Roundy and family, of West Somerville, Mass., are spending a few weeks at Patterson Point. Mr. Roundy recently bought a
half interest in the the George R. and Lewis E.
Poor cottage.
M. Sturtevant, who spent the
parents in Holderness, N. 11.,
arrived Monday to visit the family of Rev.
Walter F. Sturtevant before going to Searsport, where she will teach school.
Miss

Ethel

with her

summer

Eva Gordon returned Friday from a
her parents, Mr. and

Mrs.

two weeks’ vacation with

Mrs. Howland Lassell of Lincolnville, bringing
Wallace Pendleton, who had
been in the country since July 6th.
with her Master

Mrs. George F, Reynolds and daughter
Katherine left last Saturday for their home in
Portland after

visit with Dr. and Mrs. Eu-

a

gene L. Stevens. Mrs. Stevens gave a threetable auction bridge party Sept. 1st in honor
of Mrs.

Reynolds.

C. C. Pineo and little daughter Katherine left Wednesday for Boston and will sail
from that port tor their home in Havana,Cuba.
Mrs.

of teachers and

Mr. Pineo
of

count

was

the

unable to

foreign

for them

come

war

on ac-

conditions.

Mrs*

sister, Miss Katherine C. Quimby, and
Miss Margaret O. White, accompanied her to
Boston and will remain for a visit.

Pineo'8

Rev. Horace B. Sellers, pastor of the Belfast
Methodist church, left Monuay afternoon by
train for Brooklyn, N. Y., where his marriage
to Miss Grace Lillian Ferris was to take place

Tuesday, Sept.

8tli. He took

w

ith him the best

wishes of the many friends he has made since
Rev, and Mrs.
his arrival here last April.
expect to arrive at
city Friday, Sept. 5th.

Sellers
this

WALDO

POMONA

tne

parsonage

in

ORANGE.

Waldo Coun ty Pomona Grange met Sept. 1st
The
with Tranquility Grange, Lir.culnville.
day was pleasant and the attendance large.
meeting was called to order in due time
officers were
by Worthy Master Howes. The
While
all present except Steward and Ceres.
for the
the candidates were being prepared
fifth degree remarks were made by F.dwin
Ir,stt
Goodwin, Joseph S. Mullen and Brother

The

inof Knox county. A class of ten was then
structed in the fifth degree. Wor.hy Master
Howes invittd Brother Irish of Knox county
and he ditl
to take his place during initiation
The
the work in a very creditable manner.

_

Elain

*

Mrs. H. A. Lassall of Lincolnville spent from
Aug. 25th to Sept. 2nd in North Haven, visiting her people.

committee

was

appointed

and the

noon re-

The Grange was reconvened in
was followed
due time. Music by the choir
Kev. Harry
by a fine address of welcome by
and a fine response by Nettie Marriner.
taken.

cess

Baker

to visit
Brother Irish invited Waldo Pomona
5th. A
Camden,
Sept.
in
Pomona
Rock
Lime
was
given Brother Irish
vote of thanks
The quesfor conferring the fifth degree

tion,

That to sell farm produce
on
operative .societies, organized
of more
Farmers' Union plan, would be

Resolved,

i

through

1

increase
financial value to farmers tha to
discussed by
the farm, wa
of
production
M. 0. Wilson,
Joseph’S. Mullen, Edward Evans,
Fred Marriner,
George Nash of Knox county,
Lincoln Young,
C. M. Howes, Annie Aborn,
Tne discussion was
Dr. Gould and others.

the

co-

the

The following proat times.
then given by the host grange:
music by orchestra; song by A. L. Young; origiKev. Harry
nal poem by J. S. Mullen; duett,
music; rec.;
Baker and A. L. Young; orchestra
Nettie Marriner; duett. Young and Heal; song.
rec.. Line
Rev. Harry Baker; orchestra music;

quite spirited

gram

was

^The

Muon

next meeting will be with Harvest
openGrange, Thorndike, Oct. 6th. Program; recess,
fifth degree,
ing exercises; conferring
reMurch,
Lulu
music; address of welcome by
tor discussponse by May E. Foster; question
never
is
warfare
sion. Resolved, That armed
O. J. Parsune, rejustifiable, to be opened byhost
Grange.
the
by
of
gram
mainder
pr.

Death

of

Hon.

Parker

Spofford.

of H°n.
Bucksport, Sept. 7. The death
of the
Parker Spofford, for years a member
and one
State board of railroad commissioners
ocof the most widely known men in Maine,
curred at his home here at 5 o’clock, Monday
gall stones
| morning, following an operation forwho
was 7^
I last Thursday night. Mr. Spofford,
his c<md*"
and
week
last
ill
taken
years old,was
I tion soon aroused the gravest anxiety. Ane
and for
operation was successfully performed
to be gaining
a time. Mr. Spofford appeared
hopes for
| strength slightly and on Saturday,
his recovery seem warranted. A c**anke
*alle<*
the worse occurred, however, and ha
ot
rapidly, passing away early Monday in spite
is reloss
His
aid.
medical
most
the
expert
hut
garded, not only as a loss to Bucksport,
to the entire State as well.

~

FOR GOVERNOR,

Our Washington Letter.

WILLIAM T. HAINES,
WATERVILLE.

FOR STATE AUDITOR,

,

TIMOTHY F. CALLAHAN,
LEWISTON.

Representatives 01
Congress is now large and there are n<
local bills of moment pending. Congres
is whanging away in dilatory fashion am
somewhat encouraged by recent state
ments that the session might be brough
Presiden
to a close by October 1st.

JOHN A. PETERS.
ELLSWORTH.
WALDO COUNTY NOMINATIONS
For Senator,

Winterport
CHARLES M. CONANT,
For County Attorney,
Winterport

WALTER A COWAN,
For Clerk of. Courts,

JOSEPH

Thorndike

SAYWARD,

H.

For Register of Deeds,

Waldo

EDWARD EVANS,
For

Sheriff.
MontviUe

FRANK A. CUSHMAN,

County Commissioner,
Searsport
FRANK I. MORTLAND,
For

For County Treasurer,

Belfast

CLIFFORD J. PATTEE,

For Representatives to the Legislature,
FRANK R. KEENE,

Belfast

JAMES J. CLEMENT,
JOHN H. McKINLEY,

Montville

Tide

get away for their cam
Congressmen
paigns. Probably President Wilson wil i
have his way, as he usually does when i
is a question of contest between him ant
to

Fast and Luxurious

Contrress.

Republicans here are much elated bi
what they hear about the progress o:
the Maine,campaign. Numerous oratori 1
of both parties have already gone fron
Washington to do speaking parts in dif
ferent sections of the State. They saj
sentiment is strongly with the Republi-

6ANGOR-BOSTON

going that way

not

Congressman

now.

and with the maintenance of th<
interest until election day there should

land

I.Lm

of whose

against

a

candidacy

was

a

mere

protest

TEXAS AGAINST WILSON.

stronghold.

BRYAN LOSES IN NEBRASKA.

better
own

one.

State

William Jenhas turned
which Bryan

him.

!

MOUNT
Leaves

Rockland

daily,

DESERT

I1LEEHILL

to

SEDGWICK

Leaves Rockland on arrival of steamship from Boston,
Portland
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for
4w34
and intermediate landings.

Eastern
F. W.

friends in the Senate.

These are hurry-

the argument
ing to Maine to take up
and will press it home vigorously.
Senator Borah of Idaho is out of these.

j

j

son administration, and it looks like
Bryan and the administration took the

slap.
of

The action in Nebraska is regarded
g reat political importance, because it was
the Peerless Leader’s State whose de-

fection led by Bryan at Baltimore, paved
the way for Wilson’s nomination. Nebraska has been divided in its allegiance
between Bryan and Wilson on the one

Senator Hitchcock on the
other.
Hitchcock
supported Champ
■iCIark. In view of the fight that Mr.
■•Clark will make on Wilson in 19l6, developments in Bryan’s State are regardas

Address

Bliss

Business

Brass and

Sedgwi :k

Composition fastings

m.

LINE

K

j

§ Belfast Machine

|

Sash

;

Requirement

daily,

&

G

Foundry

»

\

\

Rockland and in-

for

Weights,

Builders’ Supplies, Sled Castings, Wagon
Nuts and Brake Weeels.

Orates of all Kinds, Shafting, Boxes, Collars, Couplings.
Pulleys end Gears. Hege Rotary Mill Parts

j
j

KEEPS YOUR HOME
FRESH aiicfCLEAN

Steamship Corporation

Belfast Me.

Listings,

MASUKACTI ItKlt.S OF

LINE

PORTLAND AND ROCKLAND LINE
Leaves Portland 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays for Rockland and intermediate landings.

F S.

Iron

LINK

termediate landings.

POTE, Agent,

Your

on

Joints

up to 100 ih-..

Grey

Let Us Figure

Boston.

3 00 p.

Hall’s Stave

Jobbing, Repairs.
t

DESERT

SEDGWI

College, Ltwisfon, Maine,

Holmes Stave Mill Parts

Bluehill 1.00 p. m daily for Rockland and intermediate landings, connecting at Rockland with

Leaves

handso^ H
B

FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER IS, 1914

Leaves

steamship for

^B

a„,

LINE

BLVEHILL

LINE

Business ami Sr.. rt

in

course

^B
dH

SHERMAN, Supt.,
Rockland, Me.

I

appealed

1

ed

MOUNT

Leaves

would have been most welcome

cies. He
purtant that the peerless leader be inin the Progressive party, but preferred
dorsed in bis own State, so orders were !
to continue his activities for legislative
issued to Charles Bryan, who always exreforms within Republican lines. He and
to
ecutes the will of his brother,
prevent
Senator Townsend are conspicuous exthe endorsement of Senator Hitchcock in
amples of Republicans who sympathized
the Jones matter at all hazards.
the Progressive movement strongly
with
Charles Bryan got busy. But after
but were convinced that it would accomstrenous efforts all he could do was to
less than could be accomplished by
head off an endorsement of Hitchcock at plish
and co-operating, with the ReLincoln. All the other counties in the working
Democrats,
S tate rallied to Hitchcock’s support, and publican party against
a
of
n
uch
It is very
question whether
in spite of Bryan endorsed Hitchcock’s
successful opposition to Mr. Wilson's the House absentees will be fined at all.
“dummy” director. The issue was made Chances are that the House will remit all

■

|

Harbor at 2.00 p. m daily, for Rockland and
intermediate landings, connecting at Rockland
with steamship for Boston.

i.ine

Rockland on arrival of steamship from Boston,
daily, for Sedgwick and intermediate landings.
PORTLAND AND ROCKLAND LINE

BRANCHES

LAW

Leaves Bar

from Boston,
Leaves Rockland on arrival of steamship
daily, for Bluehill and intermediate landings.

^B
3H

El’AI'.A i,,.,

STATE.

I

|

l!\'T\’fi

BANGOR

arrival of steamship from Boston,
Harbor and intermediate landings.

LETTER FILING
CIVIL SERVICE PR

CITY.

Leaves Boston 5.00 p. m daily.
Leaves Bangor 2.00 p.m. daily for Belfast and intermediate landings.

on

for Bar

ACCOUNTIN',,

DUPLICATING

SNAME

Week.

a
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place of
to take hold September
Edward Mansfield, a Maine-born man,
1st, in

but who

He stands as one of the very strongest who has served most efficiently,
Company, as president of the new |
and most influential Republicans in the is being thrust aside.
was
Jones
board.
banking and currency
It is claimed that Mr. Murray, while
Senate. Like Senator Townsend of Michsuccessfully opposed by United States
of the law, as
at
Senator
to
Maine
who
is
going
possjbly within the letter
Senator Hitchcock, a Nebraska Demo- igan,
a
is
a
not
he
is
Borah
yet
postmaster, transgressed
request, Senator
The Nebraska State convention j Burleigh’s
crat.
tenden- the proprieties by going upon the stump
of
strong
progressive
Republican
was coming on and it was greatly imbeen

hand

j

>

Equipped With Wireless Telegraph.

vester

clear that the endorsement of Hitchcock
was a slap right in the face for the Wil-

I

LUBEC

tsosion.
Leaves Belfast 5.00 p. m. daily for
Winter.
Leaves Belfast daily for Searsport, Bucksport
port and Bangor at 7.30 a. m. daily.

man in Senate and House this week, has
to a number of his Republican

The issue on
was defeated was President Wilson’s appointment of Thomas L>. Jones, “dummy” director of the International Har-

against

\

Congressman’s pay, for every day he is
A few Repubaway from Washington.
licans of the House who have been campaigning in Maine have had to return,
out Senator Burleigh, the only Maine

30,000.
a

i

Maine Republicans will not lack for
Congressional oratory in their campaign,
even though the Democratic House has
and announced
put its ban on absentees
that a penalty of $20.54, the amount of a

The Texans nominated
governor.
Ball's rival, Ferguson, by a majority of

But here’s

Belfast and Boston,

be open
of the Underwood law.

as

Steamships PORTlAND-NEW YORK-Steel Steamships North

BANGOR LINE—7 Trips

REPORTING
WHOLESALE

in Service.

Dnetnn

to

be touched, for that would
acknowledgment of the failure

tariff is not

Texas is the home of Postmaster Burleson, the President’s most powerful patronage dispenser. All the power of the
administration directed by Mr. Burleson
at Washington and officered on Texas
soil by Chairman Henry, to whom Mr.
Wilson himself ascribed credit for the
great part of his success at Baltimore,
were used to nominate Ball of Houston

nings Bryan’s

appeal

occupied considerably for the next ten
days in enacting a new' revenue bill. This
will be in the shape of special taxes. The

the administration.

Texas was another Wilson

to

fl

TYPEWRITING

teacher’s normal training

A

< >

will enjoy the short sea-trip of the
Summer tourists returning home
Line from Boston to New
Bangor Line to Boston and the Metropolitan
Maine S. S. Line d”ect
the
of
York—or the splendid little sea voyage
Full information at local ticket office.
from Portland to New York.

power.
Democratic legislation has failed to
of
provide sufficient revenue for support
the Government and Congress is to be

thousand majority over the
weakest kind of a candidate, the purpose
than
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COMMERCIAL
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PENMANSHIP

I I Only schooi in Maine teaching Stenotypy,
Mail us this coupon and you will receive our
II
illustrated catalog.

for cruises among ths Islaaas along the coast.
Also connecting steamers in daily service

Republicans throughout the
With the exception of a few

splendid opportunity

I

Land and Old Colony.

All

doubt about the result.

the voters east and west to do as Maine
has done, and start the first operation
toward driving the Democrats from

ail the patronage of the President behind
.’Slim, %vas nominated for Governor by
less

a

I ;

PUNCTUATION
SHORTHAND

COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
RAPID CALCULATION
BUSINESS GRAMMAR
LETTER WRITING

II

PORTLAND
BOSTON—Steel steamships Governor Cobb (tur- BOSTON-NEW YORK -Steel steamships MassaAustin on the
bine), Governor Dingley, Calvin
chusetts and Bunker Hill.
St.
"Direct” and "Coastwise” routes between

Maine holds fast to the Republican colit will give partisans throughout the

Demoerat,

Turbine Steel

Camden and Belfast.
ST.
JOHN- EASTPORT

um

with the presHammond,
tige of three successful elections in a Republican district in Minnesota, and with
a

—

Steamships Now

BANKING

COMMISSION
TRANSPORTATION
CORPORATION ACCOUNTING

1

The Eastern Steamship Corporation operates 15 lines of steamers, connectthe
ing the principal summer resorts of the Maine Coast, and linking
York
and
the
Maritime
Provinces.
New
with
Maine Seaboard
Boston,

States, like New York and Massachuthe
setts, the primaries will be over and
for the Novembe
will
up
lining
parties
ber struggle just as Maine has voted. If

first year of President Wilson’s administration his wish and word were the
rule and law of his party. Things are
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part of Your Vacation Outing?

a

gress should stay in session right througl
the autumn with a recess for two or threi
;
weeks, perhaps, in October, to enable th

country.

Wilson anil Bryan Losing Ground.
Washington, Sept. 11, 1914. For the
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Such an
outcome would be of tremendous mora

The

Offers untold advantages to those interested in
a PRACTICAL EDUCATION leading to
influential positions. Our Curriculum,
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College!
Lewiston,%m

i: Maine’s Greatest School of Business,

and
Service
First Class

wants it that way, but Demo
cratic leaders in the House believe Con

no

WATER

SALT

Splendid Steamships

cans,

Jackson

THE
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Wilson

Liberty
CHARLES M. HOWES,
be
Stockton Springs
ALBERT M AMES,

I Bliss

SUMMER TRIPS

of Senators and

ance

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS,

I

[Special to The Republican Journal.]
Washington, D. C., Sept. 7, 1914
Maine m?n here have nearly all goni
away to the fifing line in the home State
Most of them remained until the ver;
last minute so as to be on hand for what
But the attend
ever duties might arise.

and

highly significant.
>laine Federation Meeting.

The Maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs will hold its annual meeting at
■Presque Isle 23rd and 24th of September.
The Maine Central rates will be as usual
for suih meetings, one and three-fifths
Tares for round trip; no rate to exceed
two cents a mile, tickets being good from
22nd to 25th.

NOBODY SPARED
Kidney .Troubles Attack Belfast Men and
Women, Old and Young.
Kidney ills seize

young and old.
Often come with little warning.
Children suffer in their early years—
Can’t control the kidney secretions.
Girls are languid, nervous, suffer pain.
Women worry, can’t do daily work.
Men have lame and aching backs.
If you have any form of kidney ills

reach the cause—the kidneys.
Ooan’s Kidney Pills are for weak kidneys—
Slave brought relief to Belfast people.
Belfast testimony proves it
‘'Doan’s Kidney Pills are a fine kidney reme*dy,”says Mrs. Hattie Wallace of 85 Waldo
avenue, Belfast “They have been used in my
family for the past four years and I and others
have bad great benefit from them. I willingly
recommend this remedy to other kidney sufYou must

ferers.”
Mrs. WTallaee is only one of many Belfast
people who have gratefully endorsed Doan’s
Kidney Pills. If your back aches—if your
kidneys bother you, don’t simply aBk for a kidney remedy-aak DISTINCTLY FOR DOAN’S
i KIDNEY PILLS, the same that Mrs. Wallace
had—the remedy backed by home testimony.
50c at all ttores. Foster-Milburn Co., Props.,
Buffalo, N. Y. “When Your back ia Lame—
.Re member theName.”

fines when the time for the adjournment
of the session is close at hand. Moreover, the,’ Democratic threat to enforce
many campain
orators among its members and they will
be loth to depart under such exigencies.
the law has

frightened

Brocades with tinsel
terns

are

used not

■

woven

only

■

in the

■ —

pat-

for dinner and

evening toilets, but as garnitures to
brighten daytime get-ups. Vest pieces,
Napoleon collars, and the huge flaring
\

\

■'

■■

—

hasty buying

at the last

■

one

receives.
NEW

MILLINERY.

The best hats shown at exclusive Fifth
Avenue

shops,

are

decidedly simple

in

Small
a touch
decided-

of tinsel in their

garnitures are
ly in the lead, though we will probably
see a good many colored velvet hats later
on
especially in tete de-naigre or very
dark brown, and in the deep royal purple
that blends so perfectly with the prevailing dark blue serge suits and dresses.

the House and propose to let the Maine
Demopeople know how little regard the
crats have for the integrity of the public

campaign exigen-

cies.

Verona Clarke.

|

Combination Pneumatic Sweeper

moment that eats up the dress allowance, out of all proportion to the value

the late 3ummer are little seen.
black velvet or satin shapes with

to the attention of

service in the face of

1

It is

line, and very sparingly trimmed. Transparent brims that had a great vogue in

in Maine. The matter has not only
called to the attention of the Postoffice
but Republicans have

Department
brought it forcibly

1

lavishly.

'T'HIS Swiftly-Sweeping, Easy-Running DUNTLEY
cleans without raising dust, and at the same time
pins, lint, ravelings, etc., in ONE OPERA 1 ION.
makes sweeping a simple task quickly finished. It rea
even the most difficult places, and eliminates the nec.
of moving and lifting all heavy furniture.

^|,

The Great Labor Saver of the Home— Every homr !ar.
can enjoy relief from Broom drudgery and protection
the danger of flying dust.

E
E;

i

S
B

Ismail,

fjjy

Duntley is the Pioneer of Pneumatic Sweepers—
Has the combination of the Pneumatic Suction Nozzle and
revolving Brush. Very easily operated and absolutely guai
anteed. In buying a Vacuum Cleaner, why not give
the "Duntley” a trial in your home at our expense?

P;

Write today for full particulars

11
III!

f*

“

Carle & Jones, Belfast, Me.
■
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FASHION CHANGES.

1-----—‘

Silhouette Makes for Comfort and
Style Vogue of Velvet and Broadcloth,
f Correspondence of The Journal.]
New York, Sept. 7, 1914. The fashionable silhouette this fall is a far cry

m

New

=

.—

10c. and 15c.

from the skimpy plainness that prevailed
only a short time back. The only place
where the dress seems tight is at the |
foot, and that is now more of an optical
delusion than a reality. Cleverly invert-

ARE FOR

SALE

IN

BELFAST

BY

CARLE & JONES,

The willingness of Senate Republicans
to take their places and help make cernartain that the Maine voters have every ed pleats now preserve the seeming
the rowness while giving people a chance to
how
of
understanding
opportunity
walkDemocrats have failed in their adminis- once more resume a natural gait in

Who by special arrangement

patterns

6067
tration at Washington and how important ing.
6c5o
TUNICS AND SASHES.
it is that Maine give a Republican verdict
Tunics are ubiquitous, and are maniSeptember 14th, is decidedly gratifying.
and
Senator Burleigh feels that Maine Re- fested in an endless variety of cuts
of figure
that
so
a
type
such
every
fortunate
in
are
having
adjustments
publicans
a.l Designs
ill
sashes
battery of prominent and influential Re- can be becomingly draped, while
and hip
publican United States Senators to ad- have developed into girdles,
cuffs now worn in linen, will later be
draperies of generous proportions that
dress them.
produced in these brocades and in fancy
a
gown.
Democrats in Maine are not to be per- often completely transform
and plushes. Any bit of handat velvets
mitted to enroll postmasters in their The prim little early Victorian bow
some striking material that one has in
tUn koolr
fHo
wnial
has
hprnmp
An oricampaign without vigorous protest. It
the piece box, can be attractively used
the front half
is strictly against the Civil Service regu- ental drapery that ties at
for such appurtenances.
of the
lations for postmasters to have part in way down the skirt. In some
WISE ECONOMY.
in
velvet,
The Civil Service regu- newest basque models made up
active politics.
Wise economy demands the discriminwhich
lations are drawn with the idea that the hip sash ends as a front panel
selection of each and every item
and is a ating
postmasters should be allowed to vote lengthens the figure decidedly,
of dress and a little care and study of
lattheir political preferences, perhaps talk most becoming addition to fashion’s
individual needs will go a long way topolitics now and then with their neigh- est bag of tricks.
ward preventing costly mistakes.
VELVET FANCIES.
bors, but nothing else. It is well underThe correct model in a corset is essenVelvet promises to be even more worn
stood that a postmaster’s place in a comtial for the proper poise and effect of a
of
extra
and
last
than
garments
year,
munity enables him to be of large serbut now that the American manucom- dress,
vice to the party that placed him in velvet that can be worn in different
facturer
provides authorative models in
binations will be valued parts of the
power, unless he is vigorously restrained.
to suit every variety of figure, and
typeB
of
this
material,
outfit. Basques
He can neip in many ways, uecause ue smart
at prices to suit any purse, it is not difIt top skirts of lace draped over velvet or
comes in touch with so many people.
ficult
to be correctly corseted. Warner’s
capes of velveteen lined with
was established under Republican admin- satin,
rust proof models, just launched for this
have
brocade
istrations at Washington that Civil Ser- striking silks in stripes or
season, support the figure in easy, gracesome months, and will
vice regulations with reference to post- been worn for
ful comfort, yet insure correct fashionthe
fashionable
while
continue modish,
masters should be observed.
able outlines for any gown fitted over
are
especDemocrats have been vioiating these redingotes developed in velvet
and are famous for their guarantee
attractive. Velvet in combination them,
regulations all along the line. Indeed, ially
not to rust, break or tear.
is
back
bidding
with broadcloth
again
they have little use for the Civil Service
VOGUE OF EMBROIDERIES.
for favor and too attractive not to win
regulations any way, and their course in
One of the most notable trimming
on
of
developed
A
coat
broadcloth,
out.
pressing postmasters into the campaign
is in
in a beautiful, rich touches seen on the late models,
is only what was to have been expected. long redingote lines,
the form of embroidery done on the
as “Dregs of wine,” had
known
shade,
oi
attention
to
the
It has been brought
velvet hung dress fabric. BeadB, especially in jet
the Washington authorities that Post- a square cape of matching
used in these
the
at
back, which and steel, are extensively
shoulders
master Plaisted at Augusta appeared at from the
the whole dewith
a band garnitures. In many cases
embnoidered
was
beautifully
a political rally at Lewiston some weeks
in beads, but more
is
developed
tinsel.
sign
dull
of
gold
ago as one of the Democratic speakers.
often these are used in combination with
TINSEL TRIMMINGS.
This is regarded as a flagrant violation
sorts
of
embroidery stitches wrought in silk,
in
all
seen
is
trimming
Tinsel
it
of the Civil Service regulations, but
and
silver.
chenille, or even wool, while metal thread
steel
dull
in
gold,
effects,
was followed a few days ago by the apand straps of tinsel ribbon makes most effective embroidered trimCockades
MurF.
W.
of
Representative
pearance
with the needle
trim many of the prettiest small hats one mings. Anyone skillful
ray of Boston on the stump in western
and elegant
these
turn
out
expensive
can
in
black
those
developed
Maine. Mr. Murray is not yet the post- sees, especially
had garnitures at little cost, if they plan
velvet
A
barrette
of
black
velvet.
nomibeen
but
be
has
master at Boston,
ahead a bit, as most clever managers do,
nated by the President and confirmed by loops of dull silver cord between the
if they don’t care to spend
the Senate for that office and expected four points of its upstanding draperies. especially
v.

have all the

all the time.

3^=NO WAITING TO SEND.
THE RAGGED MOUNTAIN TRAIL.

Herald reports that
the second highest
elevation in Camden, can now easily be
ascended by a new trail starting from
Pleasant View Farm just beyond Hosmer’s Pond. Mr. Nash, who owns most
of the land traversed by the trail, lent
his own services in laying it out and has
generously arranged a place where autoThe

Camden

Ragged Mountain,

teams may be left by parties
climbing the mountain. The path starts
at the side of his stable and continues
through the fields and pastures to the
first rise which enters the woods. It is
plainly marked by strips of white cloth
and blazed trees. Most of the distance
it follows the old log road and at several
places there are good view points. Near
the top it emerges on a bold ledge with a
A short path through
wonderful view.
the undergrowth leads to the open summit, a rounded ledge with a copper spike
indicating the boundaries of three towns
Camden, Rockport and Hope. On one
side one looks down into Mirror lake,
and a chain of other lakes; on the other,
into Hosmer’s pond, while in front is the
There are several sightly ledges
ocean.
wide views, and offering shelter
mobiles

or

affording
from wind ard

sun.

THE MAINE LOYAL LEGION.

Our Clubbing Offers
The following clubbing offers apply only to >
tions paid in advance; ai d when payment is;
should be stated what premium, it any, is des
is also necessary to say that none of these |
tions are mailed with the Journal or irom thi
We have to pay for these publications one
advance, and they are then sent from their n;
offices to our subscribers. Cur clubbing offer
follows for one year’s subscription paid in ad\

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,
The

publications included

in

our

I

dubbin.

may be sent to different addresses.

Republican Journal Publishing
EOR SALE OR 10 ^

FOR SALE

A John Broadwood & Sons. London, Piano,
present at
Riverton CasinoWednesday Sept. 2d when built in 1785. Inquire at
the stated meeting of the Commandery
NO. 40 CEDAR STREET,
tf3E
of Maine, Military Order of the Loyal
son
Legion, took place. Ira Berry, Jr.,
of Companion Maj. Ira Berry, was elected to membership. There have been no
comchanges in the membership of the
mandery since the May meeting. The
present membership is, first class original, 82; first class in succession. 15; first
class hereditary, 12; second class, 12.

About 40 members

=^-

were

DrTW.

C. LIBBEY.

DENTIST,

Tola], 143. A number of additions to
BELFAST, MAINE
the library were reported. A dinner 93 MAIN STREET,
followed the business meeting, after
U.
S.,
C.
Wise,
which Rear Ad’l William
8 e c o n a- li a n d
goods of every de(retired), read a most interesting paper
scription. Furnientitled Fort Fisher, City Point, Richture. bedding, carmond, 1864-5. The paper dealt with the
pets, stoves, etc.
fleet
the
Union
Fisher
of
Fort
by
Antique furniture
taking
a specially. If you
and was especially interesting as Rear
have anything to
in
Ad’l Wise was an active participant
sell drop me *
the entire engagement. Among those po„«a “rd »nd you
and
^'iLTBE
Nickerson
A.
present were Albert
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast,
A. S. Daggett.

IKSBSS.1-

|
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Business keeping me from
part of the time I offer
10 Elm street, Belfast, for
er

desirable party.
33tf
Tel. 72 14.
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d War. He was wounded
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’1st at his home in
hort illness, aged 74
He was a man gen: s.
had a wide circle of
older people. He was
f the George S. Cobb
-i
leaves a widow, two
A. A. Barnes and Mrs.
Camden, three sons,
Fred of North Vasi. who is in Portland,
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HOOVER, IRON AGE and O. K.
Champion Potato Diggers I
A. E. OHASE & CO., Brooks, Maine,

j

Haines. His letter follows:
Dear Sir:
I wish to say that I voted for Roosevelt in 1912, also for Mr. Haines.
I have not changed my attitude toward either of them, so I am sure no
Last winter 1 was a resione can call me a “Progressive Backslider.’’
The Progressives of the county met
dent of Norway, Oxford County.
at South Paris to talk over the situation and formulate plans for the
campaign now on. One of the most prominent leaders in the party was

Cry

Children

FOR FLETCHER’S
MAINE.

Xl< IN

Between Four Bobins

nt

Ik

and

ighird

)f

called upon to give his views as to the course the Progressives should
take in the State. He very plainly stated that he believed that the
officials from the Governor down.
Others
party should nominate State
and every man endorsed his proposiwere called upon to express their views

O R I A

(AST
l

Extra nutritious and goes
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Wheat and the special
in
process of milling yours only

HI

Rev. B. C. Wentworth, probably the best known pastor in the Maine Methodist Conference, has taken a broad view of the present political situation and in
he was a former pastor, which he has
a letter to a friend in Skowhegan, where
he
be
to
urges
everybody who does not want to republished,
given permission
turn to the conditions under the Plaisted administration to vote for Governor

Hurley, of Worcester,

n

I

jH

^B
H

No Hope of Electing Progressive Candidates—Would Only
Return the Deplorable Conditions of 1911-12, if Republiare Defeated—Stands by Pledge of the Maine Confercans
died
who
-ano,
Sept.
,n
Bucksport, was a
ence—Haines has “Made Good.”
i member of the com-

;
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All from William Tell and all
always good because this is
the all ’round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.

B
fl)

Rev. B. C. Wentworth Tells Why
He Cannot Vote With Progressives

■
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remembered by
me Christian and her
funeral was conductI
-law, the Rev. Henry

own

of old-fashioned, wholesome, home-made bread, a
nice light cake and perhaps a
pie or two—the kind of good living that makes the family smile.

FOR SALE AT YOUR CROCERS

be

g

“batch”

tion.
x lie
DUU1 aSKeU periHlaolUIl IU atxy a 1CYY whiuo *»mui w aa ftiaincu.
stance of what I said was as follows:
"Gentlemen: We are on the eve of a State election and the real issue in
Maine is the prohibitory law and its enforcement. This important measNow if Mr. Haines was good enough for us to
ure you have not touched.
vote for two years ago we ought surely to support him now, for we have
according to the proposition you
proved him and he has ‘made good’ —but
have made, you are planning to turn the State of Maine over into the hands
of democracy to be deluged with rum, like it has been under the Plaisted
administration. Gentlemen, if you call that Progressive I’m not with

Sparrow

a

UK.

—

s /

saw a

sharp tight going

sparrow hawk
robins. I don’t know
fas
about in the first
.ng full blast when I
:ing out of the ordien

ire

tiff

a

saw was

■

night
;:ting

ip
i-

a

king bird,

the top of a
as a sentinel as

you.”

on

Where I stood then I stand now. I see no other consistent position a temperance man can occupy.
Last April the Maine Conference, numbering one hundred and ten members and probationers, endorsed without a dissenting voice the following
resolution under the head of "Temperance and Prohibition:” "We express
hearty thanks to Governor Haines for making possible such sheriffs as
Graham, Oliver and Stevens and pledge him our co-operation in promoting
law enforcement in Maine, and without attempting to dictate the political
affiliation of our people we record as our deliberate judgment that the
moral welfare of our State, so far as secured by law enforcement, demands
the re-election of Governor William T. Haines.”
The election of a Progressive Governor in Maine is a “forlorn hope.”
I am not a prophet, but I sincerely believe that not one in three (I am inclined to make it four) who voted for Roosevelt in 1912 will vote for Mr.
Gardiner. Why should they? Some of the most hopeful Progressives
They admit that the Proare now claiming the success of Mr. Gardiner.
order to win.
Still the
gressives must come out of the Republican party in
old party stands quite firm. It reminds me of this story: "In a certain
a
convention
held
to concounty
county the Irish predominated and they
They finally passed three resolutions as
sult about building a new jail.
follows:
Resolved that we build a new jail.
"1st.
“2nd. That the new jail be built out of the material of the old jail.
“3rd. That the old jail remain until the new jail in built.”
The Progressives have endorsed the first two resolutions: 1st, that a
of the old party;
new party be built; 2nd, that the new party be built out
while the Republicans resolve that their party shall remain until the new
Sincerely yours,
party
* is built.
p
B. C. WENTWORTH,
Pastor M. E. Church
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and tip tins), sterilize 16 minutes in hotwater bath, 12 minutes in water seal outfit 10 minutes under 5 pounds of steam,
or 4 minutes in pressure cooker; remove
jars, tighten cover, invert to cool. This
is a good method of utilizing the good
portions of partially decayed apples.
NOTE.—Thie thin sirup mentioned in these
recipes is made as follows: One and one-half
cups of sugar to 1 cup of water, brought to

useful purpose by the economical housewife. A little forethought and
labor at this time of the year spent on a
despised product of the orchard may boiling.
supply the winter table with many an BOY SCOUTS TO CAN WINDFALL APPLES.
appetizing and wholesome dish which
The Boy Scouts of Cortland, N. Y.,
otherwise would either be lacking or suphave rented an entire apple orchard and
plied at a higher cost.
to market the good fruit
are planning
Windfall apples may be canned whole
and to can all the windfall apples in the
for
breakfast
as
a
dessert,
dish,
and used
The orchard,
manner described above.
salads, or baked. There wdl be many which is being rented for a period of 3
which are too much marred for canning
contains 165 trees, most of them
whole. In this case, the marred places years,
in good bearing. Under the leadership
may be removed and the apples sliced of one of the department’s agents and
and canned for either pie filling or for
the local scout master, the boys have
apple sauce. Following are the recipes pledged themselves to prune, spray, and
windfall
of
care
for thus taking
apples: cultivate the orchard; to grade, crate,
WHOLE WINDFALL APPLES CANNED.
and find a market for all fresh apples,
Select firm, not overripe apples. A and to save all possible waste by canning
great difference in the canned products the windfalls so that the enterprise will
will be noted in the different varieties of yield maximum returns.
The boys are erecting a temporary
apples. This recipe is intended for firm
and preferably tart varieties. Some va- building as headquarters for the equiprieties will require less time and some ment, where they may also change clothmore.
ing, and grade, pack, and crate the fruit.
Remove blemishes, cut out core.
Blanch for 2 minutes in boiling water;
The Renewal a Strain.
plunge in cold water. Pack in tin cans
or glass jars and add just a little very
Vacstion is over. Again the school bell rings
thin sirup. Put on rubber and top and at morning and at noon, again with tena of
partially tighten. (Cap and tip tins.) tbonaanda the hardest kind of work baa begun,
Sterilize 20 minutes in hot-water bath,
the renewal of which is a mental and physical
15 minutes in water seal, 10 minutes in strain to all except the most rugged. The little
in
or
minutes
6
outfit,
steam-pressure
girl that a few days ago bad rosea in her cheaks,
pressure cooker. Remove jars, tighten and the little boy whose lips were then ao red
covers, and invert to cool.
you would have insisted that they had been
have already lost
Apples canned in this way make a pro- "kissed byofstrawberries,"
the appearance of health. Now
duct that iB generally wasted available aometbing
children
Bhould be given
when
time
a
ia
many
for apple salads, dumplings, breakfast
a tonic, which may avert much serious trouble,
apple dishes, apple potpies, and baked and we know of no other ao highly to be recomapples.
mended as Hood’s Sarsaparilla, whieh strengthens the nerves, perfects digestion and assimiWINDFALL APPLES FOR PIE FILLING.
lation, and aids mental development by building
Peel and core; slice; scald 2 minutes in
op the whole system.
in
cold
water;
pack
water;
plunge
boiling
in glass or tin, and add about 1 teacupFor earache, toothache, paina, burns, scalds,
ful of hot, thin sirup to each quart; put sore throat, try Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, a
on rubber and top; partially tighten (cap splendid remedy for emergencies.

left it were right and we, who ataid in
the party, were wrong. It waa a serioua question, and neither aide was to

Roo6evelt Men.

to

By Col. Frederick Hale of Portland
Col. Frederick Hale of Portland, the
Maine member of the Republican national committee, at a rally in Damarucotta
last week addressed himself particularly
to the voters who supported Theodore
Roosevelt at the presidential election in
they
1912, giving several reasons ofwhy
the Reshould assist in the election
publican ticket at the coming State
election. Other speakers were Governor
William T. Haines, Fred M. Lawrence,
B. Luce, forEsq., and the Hon. Robertof Massachumer lieutenant governor
The rally was largely attended.
settes.
Col. Hale said that he was not schedulbut he had
ed to spesk at this meeting,
of the men
been urged to do so by some
who had joined with him in 1912 to help
elect Roosevelt delegates to the Republican national convention at Chicago.
Col. Hale said he wanted to talk largely
to these old Roosevelt supporters, who
might be in his audience or elsewhere
about the State. It made little difference
whether they were Republicans or Proin the Regressives, whether they staid 1912 when
publican party in November
new
a
party, or
Lot. Roosevelt started
whether they followed Roosevelt into the
new party, his message to them all was

blame for'its choice.
“But things have

happened sinee
1912,” said Col. Hale. “The Republican
party is no longer the stand pat party
that it was. Younger men have forged
to the front and new ideas have come in.

You don’t hear so much of Mr. Barnes
Mr. Penrose now. They have been
fighting for their political lives in their
Mr.
own States as well as nationally.
Barnes has loat bis fight and is now
are
men
of
these
Neither
to
ready quit.
The real
nfew recognized as leaders.
leaders now are the men from the West
and Middle W|pt like Borah, Cummins,
Bristow, LaFollette—men who a few
years ago were almost read out of the
party for radicalism. Now the Republican party has caught up with them. It
has done more. It haB caught up with
At the present time
the Progressives.
while there are three parties in the field
two of them stand for practically the
same things, the Republicans and the
Progressives. You see the Progressive
party has originated no new proposed
or

with the exception of the plan
for the recall of judicial decisions. This
recall scheme for some reason or other
was not placed in their platform by the
Progressives of this State. At all times
in the history of this country and indeed
of every country there are floating around
the land a lot of untried schemes of government. None of these schemes can be
tested until they are actually embodied
in the law. The disposition of the people nowadays is to give these schemes a
test and this is largely what we mean by
progressiveness. The Republican party,
as is apt to be the case with a party long
in power, was at fault in that it did not
want to try new schemes. It wanted to
stand pat on the things under which it
had prospered. 1 say it was at fault, because it is not good for a party to stand

legislation

the same.
On the face of the returns in the presidential election of 1912 Col. Hale said it
would look as though the Republican
chances in Maine and in the Second Congressional district were pretty slim. “If

Col.

Hale,
my figures are correct,” said
“Lincoln county cast 450 odd votes for
Roosevelt
and
for
votes
odd
1500
Taft,
iuuU 1UX
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of the very excellent business administration of Governor Haines and two years
of the very deplorable business administration of President Wilson have shown
11s one thing—we don’t want any more
of the Democratic party, either in the
State or in the nation.’’
If it were simply a question between
the Democratic and Republican parties,
Col. Hale went on to say, there is little
question what the result would be, but
unfortunately we have to reckon with a
third party whose strength is entirely
unknown. From the returns in the last
presidential election one would suppose
that it was the second party in the State
The claim was made in the
at least.
PeterB-Pattangall contest in the third district last September that the Progressive
party was the second strongest party in
hat district, but the results did not bear
this out. The Republicans doubled their
vote in that district and elected their man,
and the Progressive vote fell off more
than one-half.
To a greater or less extent the same thing has happened all
over the country. The Republican party
which was badly shattered in 1912, and
which many people at that time believed
to be a dead party, has revived and is
coming back into its own again.
“Now I want to say a few words about
this change and the reasons for it,” said
Col. Hale. “During the latter part of
President Taft’s administration I felt,and
a good many of the rest of you felt, that
the Republican party was getting into a
rut, that it needed a change, new leaders,
new methods and new ideas; in other
words that it needed to be more progressive. Accordingly when Theodore Roosevelt threw his hat into the ring and announced himself as a candidate for the
Republican nomination for the presidency many of us in this State gladly went
in for him and we carried Maine. Everything looked fine. We had a most har-

State

adopted
magnificent progressive platform, and
everyone went home in the best of spirits.
Then came Chicago.
We all remember
that fight, its results and the split afterwards when Roosevelt left the Republimonious

convention,
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1

September 15 and 16, 1914.
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RACES

$600.00 in Purses.

|

Entries close Sept. 10, at 11 p.

m.

Sept. 8, 1914,

|
No. 2.

s||

Records made after
bar.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, I P. M.
2.22 Class, Trot and Pace.

No. 1.

I

no

|

Purse $130
Purse »100

a

2.50 Class, Trot and Pace.
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 16, 10 A. fl.
2.18 Class, Trot or Pace.Purse $175

No. 5.
No. 6.

{

$
f
$
ji

2.29 Class, Trot or Pace.Purse $100
Green Horse Race, Trot or
Pace, one-half mile.Purse $4u
2w35
E. T. REYNOLDS, Secretary, Unity, Maine.
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a new party of his
Then came the question of what
you and I, who were Roosevelt men,
should do.
Should we throw off our Republican allegiance and go over, bag and
An Ideal and Progressive Fraternal and
baggage, to the new party, or should we
accept the nomination of President Taft
Social Insurance Order for Men and
and stick with the party? Or should we,
we
still
counted
while
ourselves RepubliWomen. Organized November, 1887.
cans cast our vote for the man in whom
I
Be fast Lodge, No. 140, was instituted in the
we believed—Theodore Roosevelt—even
1 City of Belfast December 28, 1889, and exGood
though he had left the party in which we
Itching piles provoke profanity but profan- tends a cordial invitation to those wishing proDoan’s Ointment is |
The ity won’t remove them.
believed,—the Republican party.
tection at minimum cost to become members
or
Better.
for
bleeding
protruditching,
question was no easy one to decide. 1 recommended
of this lodge. Aryjperson of good health and
50 c. at any drug store.
confess that in my own case I put in a ing piles.
habits between the ages of 18 and 45 will be
and
eligible. Certificates issued for $500. $1000
good many hours of thought over it.
Information gladly given at all times.
$2000
The way did not look entirely clear to
Fin.
Sec’y.
EBEN M. SANBORN.
me.
My reasons still held good about
IDA A. MAHONEY,Cor. Sec’y.
6ml8
the need of reform in the Republican
party—mind you I am talking about the I
Free Medical Book—in celeMaine.
party as it was at that time. The result
bration of sixty years we have
of the Chicago convention was generally
of
edition
published a revised
considered a victory for Barnes of New
The most economical, cleansing and
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual of all
York and Penrose of Pennsylvania and
in minute detail
germicidal of all antiseptics is
diseases,
giving
some others of their like, and I did not
of
treatment
and
care
the
Barnes
or
Penrose.
I
did
like Mr.
Mr.
Humphreys’
the sick with
not want them to lead any party I was
Eight room house with bath,
Remedies.
connected with. They stood for ‘stand
Price
and
FOR
and
even
1
No.
corner
Miller and High streets.
retrogression
pattism’
1 Fevers, Congestions, inflammations.25
wanted progress. I am not making any
Worm Fever.25
2
Worms,
to
Powder
A soluble
apology for what I did or why I did it,
Inquire of L. L. ROBBINS,
3 Colie, Crying and Wakefulness of Infanta.25
but my case was just like that of hundreds
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
in water as needed.
dissolved
be
Bronchitis.25
Colds,
7 Cousha.
of you Lincoln county Republicans. You
14 Miller street.
t34f
8 Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.25
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
weighed the matter just as I did and
9 Hend iche, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
or
inflammation
catarrh,
treating
in
to
own
conclusions
came
Weak
Stomach.25
just lO Dyss>- v ia. Indigestion,
your
you
Cough, Laryngitis .25
as I did.
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
My conclusion was to remain 13 Cro --oarseEruptions.25
14 Salt
with the Republican party and support
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
Lumbago.25
15 Rliei.
its nominee although he was not my perFor ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
ul Ague, Malaria.25
16 Fcvot
sonal choice. I believed that there was
17 Pile?, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. 2 5
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
Head.25
Cold
in
Influenza,
Catarrh,
with
good left in the old party, that it was 19
in their private correspondence
20 Whoo’Un* Cough.25
bigger than Mr. Barnes or Mr. Penrose 21 AhIIhuc, oppressed,DUaeultBreatbing.25
women, which proves its superiority.
above
them.
rise
would
soon
and that it
27 Kidney Disease....25
Women who have been cured say
28 Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
I had seen a new and a progressive crowd
At
it is “worth its weight in gold."
BELFAST, MAINE.
30 Uriua.-y Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
in
the
control
of
party
Republican
get
34 goro Throat, Quinsy.25
druggists. 50c large box, or by mail.
Maine and I believed tnat that was the
la Crippe-Crip.25
77
Mass.
Boston,
Probate practice
The Paxton Toilet Co„
Practice in all Courts.
sort of a party that I would tie to and
Bold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
stick to. Many of you did not. Many
2tf
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Cornor
specaltv.
of you voted for Roosevelt while still inWilliam ami Ann Streets. New York.
tending to remain Republicans. Some,
not believing that any good could be left
in the old party, went over entirely to
the Progressive party. I can’t blame
them.
It was simply a question of
CLEANING.
Most people who have hut a small rejudgment. It was somewhat of a lot- serve of strength feel better in summer
STEAMPRESSING
tery—the question as to what sort of a than in winter. The vitality gained dura. m.;
1
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party the Republican party would turn ing the out-of-door season carries them
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Leave
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not sufficient.
Arrive Belfast,
• At 52High Street.
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who left the party were wrong. If, or
How, then, shall we lceep and add to the
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ROUND
the contrary, the party was to squeal
TRIP,
50
reserve of strength that means so much?
$1
FARE,
1
along in its old rut under the leadershii By taking Dr. Williams’ Pink Bills, the
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of its old undesirables, then they whi
blood and nerve tcnic, to strengthen and
sustain the system so that it can keep all
the strength that it has gained and gain
MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
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more.
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Atwood’s Medicine, and his per
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gredients
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lumber.
the blood and nerves will he sent free on
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the Dr. Williams’ Medicine
Lincolnville Avenue.
by
request
“L.
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Tel
At
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“For more than 60 years
Schenectady, N. Y., if you
Company,
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BOYINUTON OPTICAL
wood’s Medicine has been a family rem
mention this paper.
Your own druggist sells Dr. Williams
edy in my household. At the age of 90
44 South Main Street, Winterport. Maine.
I am still using it, and my six childrei , Pink Pills.
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I bought i
use it from time to time.
in
1850
himself
F.
Atwood
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from
first
can

party and started
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Reparty, good laws at the time
with
and
the
passed
they were passed
best of intentions, on account of the
change in conditions of the country are
not adequate at the present time. The
Roosevelt movement of 1912 brought
this home to the party. The Republican
State platform differs very little from
the Progressive platform. It stands for
It is fully as proas many new ideas.
gressive and it will be carried out to the
full as faithfully by the Republicans as
it would be by the Progressives.
If then the Republican party has come
up to the standard required by the progressive spirit of this couhtry, as to men
and measures, what is to prevent Col.
Roosevelt’s coming back to the Republican party? I firmly believe that Theodore Roosevelt will be the next Republican President of the United States and
I hope I am justified in so believing. I
expect to do all in my power to help him
get the Republican nomination and I believe that as a Republican candidate,this
State will be with him. But if he is ever
to be President again it will be as a Republican. In every election that has been
held in this country, and in every primary
within the last year, it has been conclusively proved that the Republican party
is coming bac^ with renewed strength
and rejuvenated while the Progressive
party has fallen off correspondingly.
Ahd let me say this—it is not the duty
of any man who wants to see Theodore
Roosevelt the next President of the
United States to cast his vote for the
Progressive party in the coming election
and thus help toward the election of the
Democratic ticket. There are many Republicans in this State who want, as Ido,
to see Roosevelt our next President,
but there will be a mighty sight less of
them in this State if the State is turned
account of
over to the Democrats on
Roosevelt’s friends voting the Progressive ticket. I believe the time has come
for every Roosevelt man to come back
where he belongs and where he was at
the time of the State convention of 1912
in the progressive-controlling wing of
the Republican party, and if they do we
shall give the Democrats such a drubbing
this year that they will remember it for
the rest of their lives.
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DOAK & PATTERSON

when he sold it from house to house,
benefit as
hope others get as much

have from the

of this medicine.”
(Signed) G. W. Heath.
use

Large bottle, 35
Trial

cents.
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Bottle—FRFE—From

Dealers
Us.

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me

:

TRUCKING.

I am prepared to do all kinds of truckin i
*
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leal
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Croi *
streets, and they will receive prompt attei
tit n. Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
M

126 Waldo Avanua,

Belfast

Carlelon Doak of Belfast and Arthur W
Patterson of Castine wish to announce that
they have formed a partnership for the general practice of law, under the firm name ol
DOAK & PATTERSON, with offices at Belfast and Castine.
The Belfast office will be open on every busior
ness day—the Castine office will be open
Fridays and Saturdays and at other times b]
8m2T
appointment.

special
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NOTICE.

The subscriber here-

EXECUTOR’S
by gives notice that he .lias been duly ap.
executor of the last will and testament
pointed
of

CLIMENA TKUNDY, late of Montvllle,
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
as
the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment
^ F03TER
Montvtlle, August 11.I»14,-2w86

in the
bonds
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THE WILSON POLICY.

Republican journal

a

MEANS PURE BLOODt

If the policy of the Wilson administration—the president, as never before in
Everybody that wants a fine,
the history of this government in comglowing, youthful skin, should take
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
a
plete control of the legislative and execu- old reliable Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co tive
prescription, which
departments—had been specially physician’s
gives a clear, healthy color. When
designed to destroy the unprecedented
your blood is made pure, pimples,
undei
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.
prosperity the country had enjoyed
boils, hives, eczema disappear.
Republican rule it could not have beer
Languor, loss of appetite, tired
more successful in paralyzing trade and
feeling, weakness are symptoms of
For one square, om
.advertising Terms.
inch length in column, 25 cents for one weel : industry and depriving hundreds of thouimpure, unhealthy blood.
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla purifies the
sands of our people of employment. Yet
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
Cot a hottle toflav.
hl'-'-d
! no one will accuse President Wilson of
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for thre<
months.
visit
of a man 83 yeara of age to
having so unpatriotic and so destructive
The
an end in view.
Every one must credit his native place in Maine, after an abTO THE VOTERS OF WALDO COUNT! him with good intentions.
But, like sence of 63 years in California, seems
most men whose life has been bounded worthy of more than a passing notice.
We print this week a specimen by college walls, who have had no prac- We doubt if there are many like cases.
tical experience in affairs, he is a dream- Mr. Horace Marden left Prospect, Me.,
ballot carrying the names of all
er whose head is in the clouds and who
at the age of twenty and returns after a
the candidates to be voted for al believes that in striving to attain hie
period of nearly two generations to view
the State election September ideals he is about to confer lasting bene- the scenes of his childhood and early
14th. If you are a Socialist, and fits upon his country. He knows more manhood. There are many instances
whose life has where our Maine born people of advancvote that ticket, you will give ex- about finance than those
been spent in the marts of the world; ed years have gone to the far west or
and
pression to your sentiments,
about manufactures than the the Pacific slope to make their home
more
that is all. There is not the slight- manufacturers, more than the collec- with their children, but who have been
est probability that your candi- tive wisdom of Congress, which he bends homesick and gladly returned to the Pine
Tree State. Mr. Marden left home at
dates will be elected. The real to his will against its better judgment.
It is surprising that there should be an early age, wasy for many years activecontest is between the Republican
defenders of the President’s Mexican ly engaged in business in California, his
and Democratic parties, and one any
policy, which has caused the loss of the family ties are there, and he has never
If you lives of
or the other must win.
many of our people, the destruc- known what it was to be homesick for
vote the Prohibition ticket you tion or abandonment of their property the home he had left. He says that on
are giving a half vote for the in Mexico and an expenditure of millions seeing the rocky farms in the section in
and the which he was born and raised he wonDemocratic party, which stands in sending a fleet to Vera Cruz
landing and maintaining of troops in that dered how people lived and reared famthe
for license, and against
party city. President Huerta was friendly to ilies on them; and when reminded that
BELFAST, THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 10,191
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WALTER A. COW

that placed the prohibitory laws Americans, an able man, and his govern- people id those days produced all the neown clothing
on the statute books and which ment had been recognized by Great Brit- cessities—making their
Had from the wool on the sheep's back, the
ana ain and other foreign nations.
stands
tor
enforcement
President Wilson not given aid and com- candles which followed the light of the
against nullification. You must
fort to the revolutionists Americans and open fires, the yarn that made stocKings
realize that your candidates canAmerican interests in Mexico would have and mittens, etc., —still the wonder grew
not be elected, and that your been safeguarded, the revolutionists put how all this was accomplished. But
vote will have no other effect j down and peace and order maintained, it was a sturdy race that grew up under
than to aid what may properly But the embargo against sending arms these conditions, of which Mr. Marden
was himself is an example.
Many a man of
be called the rum party. What and munitions of war into Mexico
made operative only against Huerta. fifty is not so alert and vigorous, and
is true of the Socialist and ProHad this country been drawn into war nothing has afforded him more amusehibition candidates is also true of with Mexico the arms and amunition ment on his trip east than the oft rethe Progressive candidates. Their ! furnished to Villa and Carranza would peated enquiry: “Did you cross the conplatform does not differ essen- undoubtedly have been used against our tinent alone?’’ One friend remarked
So far from the policy of the that he hoped that he would not allow
tially from that of the Republi- : troops.
Wilson administration bringing about so long a time to elapse before making
can party.
Why throw away [ peace in Mexico Gen. Villa is now in' another visit east 1
votes that would increase the triguing for the overthrow of Carranza,
The Democratic
spellbinders conmajority of the party that stands i the provisional president, with the ex- tinue
to ring the changes on Congressof securing the
no
I
doubt,
pectation,
for the principles and policy you
himself. His success would man Peters absenteeism from Washinghave at heart? If you are an in- presidency
the fact that he
mean another revolution, with further ton, notwithstanding
dependent, without party affilia- losses of life and property. Meanwhile has been paired with their own McGillitions, voting according to your the administration is maintaining troops cuddy. At present the only member of
at that the Maine delegation at the National
judgment for the men best qua’i- in Vera Cruz and battleships Mexican
Capitol is Senator Burleigh. Congressand
further
increasing
fied for the positions for which port
hatred of the Gringos. Then the failure man Peters can do more for Maine
they are candidates, we ask your of the administration to protect the lives and for the country and be of greater
careful consideration of the names and property of Americans in Mexico— value to his constituency by taking an
on the Republican ballot.
Five in striking contrast with the policy of active part in the campaign than by reThe Demoin Washington.
of these candidates—Gov. Haines, Great Britain, who affords protection to maining
her subjects everywhere—has caused cratic secret caucus so absolutely controls
Congressman Peters, State Senadeep indignation. When refugees ap- legislation in Congress that a Republican
tor Conant, Sheriff Cushman and
plied to this government for protection can at best do no more than protest.
County Treasurer Pattee are and redress they were told that they had The Wilson steam-roller can be stopped
candidates fbr re-election, and | no business to be in Mexico, that they by nothing short of a Republican majormake money and must ity, and Congressman Peters believes it
their records will speak for them. only went there to
suffer the consequences. Can any pat- his duty to do all in his power to hold
Of the other candidates for coun- riotic American
as there are
approve of such a pol- his seat until such time
ty offices and for representatives icy?
Republicans enough to control Congress,
Mr. Petor at least exert an influence.
to the legislature, practically all
The Wilson and Underwood tariff that
the thanks of the entire
have held public office, and all was to reduce the high cost of living has ers will deserve
his salary, if he suchad a contrary effect, and the war on the State, in addition to
are men of standing, of unquesW.
R.
ceeds
in
Pattangall out of
keeping
railroads and the trusts has been equally
tioned integrity and ability.
and aids in the election of Redisappointing. One great New England Congress
There are other and weighty railroad has been driven
the State government.
practically into publicans for
reasons why you should vote the bankruptcy, its stockholders deprived
The New York Herald properly takes
Republican ticket on Monday of their dividends, and on this and other exceptions to calling the $100,000,000 tax
next. The eyes of the nation are roads trains have been taken off, curtail- the Wilson administration is about to
ing the facilities and increasing the cost
on Maine and the result here will
impose a "war tax,’’ terming it "a
of travel and throwing thousands of railspecious
phrase suggestive of a tempohave a great influence on the elec- road men out ot
employment. The dismeasure” and remarkemergency
rary
tions that come later. A Demo- memberment of the so-called steel trust
that “this country is not at war.”
ing
ovofin xrir»Fr»w xxTrxnlrl Kq l-izvr»n 1/1
is said to have inured to the benefit of
It
“War tax” is certainly a misnomer.
far and wide as an endorsement that organization without gain to the is a tax to make up the deficiency caused
that is true of other trusts.
of an administration which has public. And
by the Wilson-Underwood tariff. In anThe reduced tariff on sugar, with free
ticipation of this legislation the bonded
been antagonistic to every New
sugar in the near future, has ruined the warehouses were filled with
imported
interest
and
England
industry, sugar industry of Louisiana and the
goods and when the new tariff law went
which has oestroyed the unex- sugar beet industry of the West ana the
into effect these goods were taken out of
ampled prosp erity that prevailed Pacific coast. The so-called sugar trust bond under the reduced rate of duty.
and refines raw sugar and will be
under Republican rule and which buys
Then came the European war, which afthe gainer under the present tariff,
is now proposing a $100,000,000 rather than the consumer, while the forded a pretext for putting up the price
of these goods. The additional profit to
tax to make up the deficiency due sugar producers of this country will be
the importer comes from the consumer,
to a tariff that safeguards South- driven out of business.
while the deficit in revenue is to be made
the
the
is
after
administration
Now
ern interests and deprives the
up by this so-called war tax of $100,000,banks. Some one has complained of disNew England farmer of the pro000, upon the people generally.
crimination in making loans and the
tection he had enjoyed. This is national banks of New York, already,
The National Democratic platform of
an issue that makes the coming with other banks, hampered by the 1912 contained thiB
plank:
We favor a single presidential term,
election one of vital importance; v ague provisions of the income tax law,
h ave been called upon to give details as and to that end urge the adoption of an
an issue that transcends all local
to their loans and the secureties upon amendment to the constitution making the
And
it
President of the United States ineligible
and personal questions.
which they are made.
The newspapers
and we pledge the candifor
is of special importance that of the country have to submit to an in- datere-election,
of this convention to this principle.
Maine should not send Demo- quisition as to their affairs and make deThe value of such pledges is illustratcrats to Congress to join the tailed statements as to their expenditures ed by the news from Washington that
e v. n to such minor details as paste, ink,
the President will be a candidate for recaucus-led party now dominant
etc., and publish a list of their stock- election in 1916. The platform also says:
and that is led and controlled by holders
“We favor the exemption from toll of
semi-annually. Why the lawyers,
an element hostile to New Eng- the doctors and business men generally
Americam ships engaged in coastwise
the (Panama)
land and is aggressive in its hos- are not subjected to a like inquisition trade passing through
canal.”
under this paternal administration it is
tility.
In the campaign that followed Mr.
d ifficult to understand; but unless an
Wilson specially advocated free tolls,
a
ReIn S'speech at Bar Harbor Secretary aroused people compel a return co
President he forced
and but after he became
of the Navy Daniels told his hearers that pub.ican form of government this
to repeal the law exempting
Congress
be
brought
Maine was “the first State to have the other inovations will no doubt
our shipping from tollB.
a
happy privilege of endorsing the coun- about and we shall be living under
Wilson
Under the referendum voters are calldespotism.
try’s inestimable blessing”—the
ed upon to vote at the coming election on
administration. Somehow the comments
It has long been the custom to crit“An Act to Create a Public Utilities
we hear on the present administration
icise
and condemn the trusts, the big
And
Commission.” The act is too long for
don’t sound exactly like blessings.
concerns and the multi-millionwho can
witness the following from the Rock- banking
newspaper publication and those
but occasionally it appears that
aires,
Courier-Gazette:
do so should look it up in tjie public laws
land
notan unmixed evil.
Enthusiasm for President Wilson after all they are
of 1913, Chapter 129. In brief it may be
doesn’t appear to be red hot at Isle au “Holland,” who sends to the Boston said that it
provides for a commission of
Haut, the new Knox county town. Sen- Glo be a daily letter from New York on
with salaries of $5,000 each and
three,
ator Staples spoke there the other night,
fin ance, says, in connection with the
travelling expenses, with two clerks at
and made, from the Democratic standcon- arrangements New York bankers are
its
At
excellent
an
Bpeeeh.
point,
$2,500 and $1,500; said commission to
clusion he proposed three rousing cheers making for financing grain and food have absolute control of all public utilfor President Wilson. “Are you ready?” exports to Europe:
ities, such as railroad, water, gas, elecasked the Senator-“One, two, three.”
In
panic of 1907 New York city tric, telegraph and telephone companies,
He was answered by profound silence. wouldthei
have practically been bankrupted
control leases, consolidaEvidently the voters of Isle au Haut
temporarily had not the late J. Pierpont regulate rates,
were not ready.
Morgan, at the head of a syndicate of tion, etc.
bankers, arranged through the clearing
According to his own statements Hal- bonse to free the city of its immediate
In the address by Col. Frederick Hale,
bert P. Gardner, the Progressive candi- embarrassment.
on another page he speaks of Mr. Barnes
a
had
date for governor, should have
as standing "for standPress despatches from Washington and Mr. Penrose
and of
even retrogression,
guardian when, at the infantile age ol
and
pitism
sendcb arge the German Embassy with
35, he sat in the legislature to assist in
has
He
as "resdy to quit.”
latter
the
ing out fake war news, purporting to
making laws for the people of Maine.
Mr. Barnes is no longer a memhave been received by wireless. The pub- quit.
The registering of ‘‘floaters” and ol lication of news favorable to the allies is ber of the Republican State committee
a few
al
followed by bulletins from the Embassy of New York, having resigned
persons under age has been detected
days ago.
Portland. Belfast knows wbat that is.
a German victory.
claiming

Charles M. Conant,
Republican Candidate
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for State Senator,

Waldo County,

At The State Election Next

Monday

Republican Candidate
The office of

for

County Attorney

the State make this office
POIITICAL ADVERTISEMENT.
There was no harder working member in the last legislature than Hon.
John H. McKinley
Charles M, Conant of Winterport, who
the
Senate.
in
Of
Waldo
Jackson,
county
Republican Candidate for Reprepresented
resentative to the Legislature
In recognition of his business experience
and ability he was given important from 4he class Towi.s of Jackson, Brooks, Mon!
assignments on the standing committees roe, Sears pert, Swanvilie and Waldo, was born
and later was called upon to serve on forty-nii.e \ears ago and has always lived in
With the Jackson. He received his education in the
several special committees.
he common and High schools of his native town.
thus
acquired
legislative experience
in life he became a member of the
will be better able than before to serve Early
Grange and the I. O. of G. T.. and took an
his Waldo county constituents and should
active part and was elected presiding officer
be returned by an increased majority.
| in
both orders before he was

---,

having

him, and who if elected will
live up to his pledges and his oath of
office. Vote for Cowan for County Atwho

Know

torney.
---

The stranded American tourists getting back from Europe are to be congratulat»d in one respect. Their loving
friends don’t expect them to bring home
Boston Globe.
any presen ts.
Yes! It is only their presence that is
—

desired.

position by the selectmen the present year
but prefered to remain on his farm.
In politics Mr. McKinley has always been a
and an active worker in his party,
Republican
I
!

and

:
:

mittee many times and holds that posit'on at
present. He is an honest, capable and well

chairman of the town

as

com-

who will fill the position for which
selected with credit to himself and
for the best interests of Waldo county,

poised

j

man,

he has been

Strout family was held
Mr. Vaughan’s field on the
EAST BELFAST.
water front and the day was ad that could be
desired. About noon the company arrived
Henry Burgess of Rockland, spent the week- and sat down to a bountiful dinner at which
end with relatives in this vicinity.
j all kinds of edibles were served, the menu also
A

last

reunion

of

Saturday

the

in

j

1

Louise Innes will leave next Saturday.
Boston to visit relatives and friends (
Mr. and Mrs. Leander Staples of Brooks visited Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Staples last week.
Miss

and Mrs. Roy Morrill and two children
returned to Boston this week, after a visit
with relatives.
Mr.

Frank Allen of Quincy, Mass., returned
home Monday, after a month’s stay with Mr
and Mrs. George Innis.
Miss Ethel Savery, who taught in North
Searsport last year, will teach in the Union
school and will board at home.

Ralph Strout returned to Lawrence, Mass.,
Sunday night, after a two weeks’ visit with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Strout.
Miss Flora Burgess left Monday night for
Allliigcuu

—-

uviguw,

*-

o

at her cottaga, Flowanna.
Several in this vicinity attended the Labor
Day celebration in Augusta last Monday and

Bummer

delightful day
Capital city very loyal.

report

a

and the

people of

Miss Mary Ford, who has been with her
aunt, Mrs. E. W. Ellis, went to Monroe to
nurse Mrs. Fred Palmer, who was very ill and
whose death has Bince been reported.
Mrs. Rice, who recently moved into the Osgood house, is ill with typhoid fever. Mrs.
Bert Smith,who was taken to the Waldo Counis rety Hospital last week ill with typhoid,

ported

better.

and Mrs. Geo. A. Leavitt have been visin
iting their daughter, Mrs. Periey Stanley,
Cranberry I ile. They arrived home Monday,
accompanied by Mrs. Stanley and two children,
Mr.

Sherwin and Lucille.
Leslie Rolerson of Islesboro
to attend the fuwere in town last Saturday
neral of their daughter, Mrs. John McAuliffe.
Sarah Penwere accompanied by Mrs,

Capt.

and Mrs.

They

dleton, who also

came to

attend the funeral.

William Ripley of Chelsea, Mass., is spendElmer Deca week with his cousin, Mrs.
Elmer Ripley, has
row, where his brother,
He waB
been visiting for some two weeks.
accompanied by bis friend Will Sullivan,

ing

MisB Gertrude

including
coffee.
stories
and

After

the

inner

F. B. Strout
man

told, old times

were

poured

satisfied
talked over

was

were

party adjourned to the tennis court
enjoyed tennis and others looked

the

where

steamed clams.

some

playing was over they went
to Mr. F. B. Strout’s to enjoy a "light lunch’’
Some were
on the spacious lawn and veranda.
"too full for utterance,” while those who were
on.

After tennis

until darkness began to creep
when they adjourned to their several

not sang songs
upon them,
homes and

reported

one

of

the

pleasantest

taken of the group. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. D. H. Strout and granddaughter, Mildred Demmor.s, Mr and Mrs, F. B. Strout and
sons Ralph and Llewellyn, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Strout, Miss Edith Strout, Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Nickerson of SwanvilU*, Mr. and Mrs, Fred
Twiss of Lawrence, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Nickerson and two children of Portland.

SHERIFF CUSHMAN’S

RECORD.

our

Mr. and Mrs. George Davis and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred N. Savery and family motored to Bangor
Sunday and were guests of Mrs. Davis' daughter, Mrs. Charles Larsen.

Hutchinson of Bangor arrivin

The record of Sheriff Frank A. Cushman,
who is a candidate for re-election, is one of
economy and saving to the county and the taxWitness the following comparison of
payer.
the bills of cost from the Municipal Court of
Belfast allowed by the County Commissioners
for the year 1912, under Democratic rule, and
the year 1913, under Sheriff Cushman:
UNDER DEMOCRATIC RULE, 1912.
For intoxicati >n there were 43 bills, costing

the county $328 57.
UNDER

Only

ten

SHERIFF CUSHMAN, 1913.

bills, costing $86.92.

SEARCHES AND SEIZURES.
Democratic rule, in 1912, the costs

for
Under
searches and seizures amounted to $552.
Under Sheriff Cushman, in 1913, these costs
were only $165 90
During the Democratic years of 1911-12 fines
were collected as follows:
1911 .$ 311.52
1,972.96
1912

Total.$2,284

52

Average per year.$1,142 25
In his first year, 1912, Sheriff Cushman collected $1,070 86, which was $759.34 more than
was collected during the first Democratic year
of 1911, and only $71 39 less than the average
And in 1912 he
for the two Democratic years
saved the county in costs $627.75,
Sheriff Cushman has performed his duties
He has lived squarely
without fear or favor
stands for the
up to his oath of office and
maintenance of law and order. That the lawwill re-elect
W’aldo
of
county
abiding people
him by an increased majority there can be no

Monday to begin her duties as teacher
with
the Brick primary grades and will board
question.
Mrs. Eugene Lamb. Raphnel Leavitt will be
Benedict XV.
Pr incipal of the Grammar grades. This is each
teachers first term at teaching and we hope
Rome, Sept. 3. The sacred college of
success awaits them.
cardinals today elected Cardinal Giacomo
suE. W. Ellis, Della Chiesa. archbishop of Bologna,
Jim, the family horse owned by
to succeed the late Pope
pontiff
preme
week.
last
waa laid in his last resting place
Pius X.
Jim has been in the family quite a number of
ed

a source

ot

ment to the criminal.

Thehappinessof motherhood istoooftett
checked because the mother’s strength is
sot equal to her cares, while her unselfish
devotion neglects her own health.
It is a duty of husband or friend to see
that she gets the pure medicinal nourishment in Scott’s Emulsion, which is not

ily

The Trinity church and Masons Mill Sunday
oi
school had a picnic in Mr.-Vaughan’s field
at
Labor Day. A picnic dinner was served
time was reported.
noon and a grand good
were
After dinner a ball game and other sports
storm drove them to
enjoyed until the thunder
their various homes. Mr.' Atwood Gilmore,
who has been blind for fifteen yean, walked
to the
from his home, a distance of two miles,
his grandson Wilson Hill
led
by
grounds,
Pi.el>
Mr: Gilmore was 78 jean old on that day.

a

drug

or

stimulant but nature’s con-

centrated oil-food tonic to enrich and enliven the blood, strengthen the nervesand

appetite. Physicians everywhere
overprescribe Scott’s Emulsion f?f
worked, nervous, tired women; it builds
up and holds up their strength.
Get Scott’s at your nearest drug store.
aid the

;

burden to the

a

:

■

u:;
,i,.

.ndnis

tration of this office affords satisfaction and
to all who beiieve in good government.
If
Waldo
ot
I
County shall give
County Attorny

ti,
m

i,

rigid interpretation, and the public
ceive the same diligence of service from
individual client has a right to expect. No hosing citizen of Waldo County who gives me
of office

a

u,

support will ever have occasion for regret bn..,
his having done so.
H.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending September 9. 1914:
George W. Tucker, Pasadena, Calif., to Rosa
C. Warren, City of Chino Calif.; land and
Frankfort.
buildings
William B. Morse, Palermo, to Harry C.
Morse, do; iar.c ami buildings in Palermo.
Willi im J. Matthews, ot a!, Sc-arsp >rt, to
SearsRaymond R. Sherman, Belfast: land in
in

port.
Harrie M. Durham. Boston,
Blanchard, South Boston; lar d in
Lewis A. Whitcomb, Belfast,
Whitcomb, Waluo; land and

to

W.

Ehen

Isletboro.
to Albert H.

buildings

in

Waldo.
to Wilbur 1..
Augusta O. Stevens, Searsport,
in SearsCarter, Frankfort; lar.d and buildings

port.
Ida I Sterling,
Myra F. Brown. Unity, to
Burnham; laud in Unity.
to
Selina S. Barlow. West Newton, Mass.,
land
Eli E Ellis and Vina S. Ellis, Northport;
Northport.
to MarEli E. and Vina S. Elks, Northport,
Mass; land and
garet H. Smith, Somerville,
buildings in Northport.
to S.
Charles A. Colcord, Danbury, Conn.,
m
Isabelle Colcord, do; land and buildings
and

buildings

in

Searsport.

to
Alfred S. and Alfred E. Trundy,Searsport,
land in
Mills;
Sherman
H.
Alfred
Spooner,

Searsport.

to Alphonse
Henry M. Higgins, Thorndike,
land in Tnorn_More naierle. do:

dike.
to George A,
Hayward Pierce. Frankfort,
in Frankfort.
Clark, do; land and buildings
to Hayward
George A. Clark, Frankfort,
in Frankfort.
Pierce, do; land and buildings
to Della
Adelaide S. Partridge, Prospect,
in Prospect.
Partridge, do; land and buildings
Belfast, et als, to
J. Woodbury Burgess,
land and
Flora A. Burgess, Belfast, et ais;

buildings in Belfast.
to Herbert
Frances J. Dyer, Dansville, N. Y„
land in Belfast.
R. McDonald, Nashua. N. H ;
to Mary
Albert D. Gilley, et al, Bucksport,
N. H ; land in NorthH, McDonald, Nashua,
port.
to Thomas
Albert D. Cilley, et al, Bucksport,
Garside. Northport; land in Northport,
to Sarah A.
Charles R. Hill, Winterport,
in Winterport.
buildings
and
land
Staples, do;
Belfast, to James
Cyrus T. Hubbard, et al,
in
Nellie A. Randel, do; land ani buildings
and

Belfast.
to Hattie
Edwin C. Boody. Jr., W’aterville,
C. Jenkins, Brooks; land in Brooks.
Carl C JenkHattie C. Jenkins, Brooks, to
ins, do; land in Brooks.
to Clement M.
James M, Dysart. Pittsfield,
buildings m
and
land
Montville;
Webber,.
Montville.
to J. A. I itNellie A. Stevens, Lincolnville,
in Lincolnville.
land
Mass
;
Salem,
man,
Clark, do,
Alice G. Kane, Swanville, to Ivory

C.
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Your child will not bo
stomach and bowels of
Worm Killer will do it
Makes the worms It-: ^
gentle laxative medicine r.
the bowels. It tones •.
appetite and promotes sie. ;
Children like it. (,u
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SEARSMONT.
Prof H. E Cobb of L
is in town-Mr. Ghas 1:
town for

a

few

||

i

®

weexs

F. Paine were please
after a critical illness

J.

iB

X

Kenna and

MissSibellt
city called on friends ir
....Miss Minnie Paine.
as

teacher in

tend

Milo,

left

dutie.s
her studies

her

to

resumes

a

Miss Maud Brvant
class-While helping
on the “Paul Ranch” las
Dunton met with an
broke his leg in two plac
and

_

j

|

Morrill and Dr. Tapley r
-The many friends of

I

regret to learn of his illr

ordered

speedy
visited

UNrt

a

at

camp

period of
Appleton,

per ft*
His

recovery ...Mr
his brother, M. A

Y.

Mrs.

H.

F. Chase anti

James 0. Pillsbury and f;
Oscar Hunt and daughte.
Elizabeth Chase, Mrs. Ann
ter Blanch, of Boston, \
Ida Whitehouse, and Mr
house passed Sunday m
cottage at Windermen
recent guests at the Cei
and Mrs. C. W. Husse>
Waterman, Lewiston; .V
Smith, Newport; L. S. ;
ter, Portland, and Hon.

|
j

latin, Mo. Mr. Dockery.
sistant postmaster ger
a Democratic rally in
Oscar Hunt and daughi*
land, are visiting reiaL v
Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. K
spending their vacation
Rice_Miss Elizabeth
visiting Mrs. H F. Chase

j
j
I

j
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^

land in Swanville.
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HAPPY MOTHERHOOD §
^

hone. Richard Brown
yean and was aTaithful
he
also had his hone laid away last week, as
had been ill for sevenl days. Thus two famhones have earned a short obituary.

<

gratification and e
An honest, efficient

the

;

night for

treasury and

twenty-one.
I Later Mr. McKinley was elected to the board
of selectmen, where hj served nine years,
eight as chairman of the board. He was also
the first road commissioner in Jackson, which
He was offered
position he held two years

has served

impoi

rn

Carelessness, incompetence or faithlessness t >
to discharge official duties according to the

CHARLES M. CONANT OF WINTEKPORT.

Walter A. Cowan of Winterport, the
Republican candidate for County Attorney, is a young man of ability and worth,
the confidence and respect of all

Count)
is

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FULL

LINE

Books,
Rules, Tablets, Composition
E
Pens, Erasers, Companions,

i-''

§ 1,000
10c. School Tablets
’

«

^

*
K

.

for 5c.

Each

Yours truly,

CARLE & JONES.
_„

... „

»■« *
a

Ijtfr

Mias Gladys A. Bowden returned to Holbrook, Meet., last Sunday from a visit with
A social
her mother, lira. Anna Bowden.
gathering was recently hold at the home of

arly Fall Arrivals
Suits,Coats,Skirts, Waists,Etc.

w

--1---

New Gloves for Fall

Il^FaHDres Goods
and Trimmings.

We have received

Effects and
The Newest

im-

Fall Wear.

Colorings.

and

Ir^P^eckvvear

our

portation of Gloves for

New Fall

Girdles.
__UP-TO-DATE-

Veilings

High

»

orchestra.

Abbott is assisting in the
,crintendent of schools during
school year,

he

|

began the first term of the
Sth, deferred from Monday
a legal holiday,

j

i

..

who had been employed in
rheWindsor Hotel during the
returned to school this week.

j

.,

The household goods
-,d Vaughan Hayes of this ;
hike" to Liangor during the the McLellan homestead,

;
;

week.

Maine State Fair, making
foot and having an ideal

rn

given Mrs.

was

H.

S. Cur-

There

«'■

ved.

L

dm

.f

Woman's Hosnital

!. Mrs. James McKeen at 2
be a
Sep. 14th. There will
f. r business and a full at-

|

|

.mostly requested.
starry L Kilgore

..

in the

,,11.g

are now oc-

McClintock block,

Kilgore has opened an
practice. For about a year
^,.ged in practice in Thorndike.
Ur.

„re

yacht during

le

the

Fuel &

summer

!

superintendent

of

nurses

ilt
B,

p.

Miss

t

>s.
to

,.

White

Sanderson’s absence.

Cyrus T. Hubbard have sold
on
High street, for many

If,.

reel,

it:,

and

which is undergoing
improvements.

tenih
It.
fc:.

D

tort-

irn

Jadg-

E.

tev-t

.'.riant

tt f

i.

•illlit

r

.law,,
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[
Supreipe Judiin Belfast Sept. 22nd,

Bird presiding. There are
cases continued from the

in Burnham.
for the

A

new

grand jury

coming year.

perfectly comfortable,

that the Germans

very kind to

bounty hospital Friday

received a copy of a |new
re the Same Old Chums We Were in
Diys
words and music by Wm. Grant
*'
>:4i;
and dedicated to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur
Mi,liken of that city. The musical
i: a vacation but the
political editor
^ the .rds, which commemorate a 50th
t' am iversary, very pleasing and has no
but that the melody fits the words.
-ii?

Rescript,

Per

entry in this case must therefore be
Dismissed from the law docket.
Held

fob

municipal
Saturday,

Murder.

court
Lewis

before

At a hearing in the
Judge Knowlton last

Burgess of Burnham was held
grand jury on the charge

without bail for the
I of

law Louis

possession
house. County Attorney Littlefield conducted
the

case

for the State. H. C. Buzzell was
the respondent,who entered a plea

counsel for
of

not

guilty.

Homeward

Bound.

The Journal

has

re-

following letter from Mrs. Emily
Harris Hyams, under date of
Hotel Cecil,
London, Aug. 27th: “Owing to the war which
has involved all of Europe we were unable to
ceived the

get to Berlin.
was

We

were

in Austria when

declared, fortunately getting

tria in time,

as

later

on

trains

were

war

of Ausused for

troops solely. We spent
three weeks in Munich, leaving there by a
special train for the convenience of Americans,
furnished by the courtesy of the Bavarian
government, through the American consul,
Mr. Gaffney, We had dining and sleeping cars;
meals good and plentiful at a reasonable price.
the

transportation

out

of

Hague, where we hoped to
find passage for home but were unable to do
All lines from
so, therefore came to London.
England are running, the only ones discontinWe went to the

the German ones, the; being either in
Bremen or Hamburg or in the United States.
We have our baggage, and countries through
ued

are

which

we

passed

made

only superficial

examin-

thereof; many however, especially
from Switzerland, were not so fortunate, losMiss Carter is expected to arrive at
We
New I ing everything except what they wore.
Fork the last of the week in the S. S. Finland.
are returning by way of Canada, that being
the best we could do.
People seem to be
Labor Day in Belfast was quiet, stores and
offices closed, and many going out of town. afraid to postpone departure, fearing ships
About two hundred went to Augusta, this in- may be requisioned for use of troops, which
have not seen a Journal since
:luding a large delegation from the Shoe come first. I
kind coming
Workers’ Union, who formed in front of their that of July 16, no mail of any
nor were telegrams
leadquarters, and headed by the Belfast band, into or leaving Germany,
Evie Carter
marched to the depot where they took the 6.55 sent or received there”... .Mrs.
who is spending the
:rain. Many others went by auto. The Union, Burke of Redlands, Calif.,
received a cablegram
Wallace Sprague president, had 60 men in the summer in Belfast,
her sister, MissZadie B.Carter,
parade. There was a varied program of sports Thursday from
ifter the parade. The Belfast party returned who has been in Germany several weeks, dated
at London, saying that she would sail Septempy a special train in the evening.
ber 4th on steamer Finland fer New York.
Hospital Notes. Howard Taylor of Unity
Political Meetings The first real Repubvas operated on for appendicitis at the Waldo
lican rally of the campaign was held in the

docket, and among those
the grand jury tor the criminal
tarring case in Monroe and the

tab

the following prizes: 1st

pen of

them, that they had no trouble in obtaining money on their credit letters
and that a relief association had been formed
with competent business men at the head of it.
were

the court

:.

taef

were

term of the

>nvene

At

Burke received a letter Tuesday from her sister, Miss Zadie B. Carter,
written at Munich, August 17th, saying they

The

White.
ter

won

the Bangor fair.

Mrs. Evie C.

ex-

following letters
u ...lied for in the Belfast postoffice
ending Sept. 8th: Ladies Mrs.
e
add. Miss Mary Patter.,
n -Mr. R. F. Crospee. Stanley
rds, Capt. Arthur D. Francis,
t, n, E. E. Parker, Joseph Wilutters.

2d,

at

fowl; 1st and 2d, pen of chicks;
1st and 2d, cock; 1st, hen; 1st and 2d, pullets.
Silver cup for best display for all Wyandottes.

Parker home, and later the
Mrs.
:n. 11. McIntosh, to Mr. and
who will occupy it. Mr. and
will move to their house on

1

W’yandottes

Waterville he
and

..ter

y

meeting last

ums

_

SO.,

a

Mention was made last week of the premiE. L. Colcord of this city won with his

at
2a

,:iiy hospital, returned Sept.
ieave of absence, during which
led her home in Central Maine,
assistant superintendent, had

,

Gray.

VUIUIIIOI

week of the Hospital Aid
Mrs. Leroy A. Webber, Bay
View street, it was voted that each member
give a thimble party to earn a dollar for the
club and the first w?as given Thursday afternoon from 3 to 5 by Mrs. George Kittredge
and Miss Kittredge at Dream lea.
At

old.

the

v

pv-

ie picture prothe remainder of the

reels in t

at the home of

Hay Co. have opened
finished offices in the

hod and
f their building on Front street
here the past week. The offices
..lent and very much of an im-

..

«•**«-

seven

night for

Christian, a photo drama ir. eight reels,
be shown at the Colonial Theater next
Monday and Tuesday. This is one of the
greatest pictures ever made and has had long
runs in all the large cities.
There will be only
one show each night, starting at eight o'clock.

KMit

will be

will

aclit Building Co. are erecting
'. head of the harbor to house
„cht. o.i ned by H. H. Windsor
months.—Camden Herald,

.V

are

The

,1

j

S.

court.
The

sold

was

gram every

was

i

Alvin

vs.

J .umai has

and is very comfort-

ible... .Mrs. Albert Smith of East Belfast is

a

:yphoid patient and is getting on finely.
George Thorndike of Belfast is also a typhoid
patient_Carl Smith has recovered from typhoid and returned home....Mrs. Osborne
McConathy and infant daughter Elizabeth,
porn at the hospital, went to the Gentner cotEast Belfast, Wednesday, for a visit
pefore returning to their home in Evanston, 111.
age

ations

Opera House Thursday evening, Sept. 3d, and
was addressed by ex-Vice President Fairbanks
of Indiana and Congressman John A. Peters,
Before the meeting the Belfast band gave a
concert in post office square and also furnished
excellent music during the meeting. H. C.
Buzzell, Esq., chairman of the Republican city
committee, presided and before introducing

speakers made some telling remarks He
A:’’
hundred attended the Baptist
reminded his hearers that Maine is the politiNew Advertisements. The oyster season cal barometer of the country and the eyes of
ias opened and the Bramhall market will have
the nation are on it. He was very confident
luring the fall and winter months a constant of a Republican victory on Sept. 14th. Mr.
i'uke, a Dan game anu umci
lupply of shell oysters, direct from the grow- Fairbanks is a very pleasing and effective
Aere greatly
enjoyed. The heavy »rs, which will be shucked every day as order- speaker, and held the close attention of his
in
the
afternoon, accom'd. Nothing better than the shell oysters.... audience and was liberally applauded. He
^■Gh;
thunder and lightning, some- rhe Ralph D. Southworth Co. has a full line of spoke mainly on national issues, and in retr‘
--i'ened the enthusiasm and alarmed ‘all hats from $1 up.... At The Dinsmore Store ferring to the charges of bossism in the Re">*
timid
that there had
?ou can buy 3 pairs of boys’ or girls’ Holepublican party made it clear
proof Hose, guaranteed to wpir three months been no such bossism as exists at the Rational
g of the Belfast Woman’s Club
>r new hose free....S. S. City of Philadelphia
rnoon i.iss Essie P. Carle was
capital today. His tribute to “Czar" Reed
picked up a white yawl boat off Mark Island. brought a storm, of applause. Mr. Peters was
Address Stockton Springs, Me... .Wanted, a enthusiastically received and his presentation
voman to care for a young man who is convalof the issues before the voters of Maine was
sscent... .See card of Arthur M. Condon, who clear and convincing. It was a very successias entered the employ of the Ralph D. Southful meeting....Last Saturday evening a danvorth Co. .M. It. Knowlton offers a few special ger signal—a red light—in front of the post
pargains in real estate, and is agent for the office gave warning of the coining of a ProPeters of Bos•’idelity Mutual Life Ins. Co. of Philadelphia gressive orator—Henry Clay
candidate for Congress
Rooms to rent at 73 High street.
ton, the Progressive
from the 11th Massachusetts District. He is a
good speaker, but had a very small audience.
A Democratic meeting in Freedom Saturday
night was addressed by Ex-Governor Dockery,
third assistant postmaster general. The meeting was presided over by Hon. Carter B.
Keene of Washington, D. C., who is spending
a few days at his former home....Monday
WITH THE
evening Congressman Kelley of Michigan addressed a Republican meeting in the Opera
House. He is a very pleasing speaker and
made a fine address. The Searsport band furnished music....Tuesday evening Mayor Curtis and Mr. Pattangall spoke at a Democratic
No 8cratch.
rally in the Colonial Theater, the Belfast band
Music.
All
furnishing music. They addressed a meeting
T.T.- r
in Brooks Monday afternoon, at which Isaac
Leathers presided, and beside the speakers
Demonstrations at
Eben F. Littlefield, csndidate for county attorney, and M. R. Knowlton, candidate for
sheriff, were on the platform....The Progressives will have a meeting in Memorial hall
next Saturday evening and tHe speaker will be
Col. C. E. Fairbanks of Massachusetts, a Stats
e

the

j

|

matter, until next week.
Mrs. E. P. Frost has written a very interestwhat she saw and experienced
at the beginning of the European war, which
will appear in The Journal next week,

j tag account of

'floleproof

a

Mias

I

darning

pairs Boys’ or Girls’
Holeproof Hose Guaran-

Mrs. Eugene Rust of Nowtonville, Mass,
j was a recent guest of Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore
! and on her return home sent Mrs. Dinsmore
check for $10, to be applied to tha lawn parts
fund for the benefit of the Home for Agee
Women.

and

the

throw

basket away
Three

teed to wear Three Months
without holes or new hose
free.
For sale only by

|

|

Reproducer

table auction
The

guests

party

were

Mrs.

last Thursday evening.
Joseph Tyler, Mrs. E. R,
Quimby, Mrs. W. J, Dor-

Belfast, Maine,

[j

senator.

T

packed in ice, and reach the
many days after they were first opened.
Our Shell Oysters .come to us from

drained,

U

Attempted

Murder.

Charles

S.

consumer

quality

oysters possible.
There
there

are no

are many

oysters sold which

oysters

are

batter; bat

the matket which

on

are

far

inferior.

Hubbard

on

Shell Oysters

1

ro

Oysters insures the highest quality possible, and
greater value for your monev.
REMEMBER the place where shell-oysters are

always in stock.

o

|

%

J
n

o
:

U
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Shell
a
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Insist

was arrested at his home. No.
17 Bridge
street, about 8 o’clock Tuesday morning for ar
assault on his wife, formerly Mi-s Gertrude,
daughter of Jacob Cunningham of Waldo. Mr.
and Mrs. Hubbard had not been living together
Fruit punch was served
won by Mrs. Carter.
for some time and Saturday Hubbard was
during the game and at its close ice cream, asserved with notice that hia wife had filed a bill
sorted cakes and punch were served from the
I for a divorce. Hubbard appeared at the house
dining room table, which was decorated with
Tuesday morning with a revolver and fired a
sweet peas and dainty place cards. Miss Gilclmt tVi.nnrrh tlw> nrin4nnr
«rfrtis.Vl \T
WIIK
m >re assisted the hostess in serving.
! bard was sitting, but the bullet did not hit her.
A little urchin with tattered clothes and
She dropped the child she was holding and ran
soiled face recently accosted a professional j to the door
screaming. Hubbard caught her
man with —“buy a paper,” and added, “the Boson the steps and threw her down, and the re*
ton Globes are five cents now.”
Are they?” volver failing to go off was beating her with
asked the man. “Yes,” replied the young his fists when
help arrived. Herbert Patterfinancier, “I buy ’em for two and sell ’em for son, who lives nearby, heard the woman’s
three; a’int that five?”
He imscreams and rushed to her assistance.
The directors of the Eastern Baseball league mediately started to eet additional help and
and members of the team very pleasantly sur- soon returned with
Deputy Sheriff Arthur
prised their treasurer, James A. Reilly, at his
inside the house,
home on French street, Tuesday evening, Beaih, who found Hubbard
Spnf 1af the nppaainn hoinrr kia kirtkOuir Thu
arrested him and took him to jail. Hubbard
house was very prettily decorated in red and
was before Judge Knowltcn of the Municipal
white and a delicious supper was served, after
Court Wednesday morning and after a short
which music and dancing were enjoyed until a
j
Mr. Norton and Mr. Driscoll, hearing was bound over to the September
very late hour.
j who are possessors of splendid tenor voices, term of the Supreme Judicial Court on the
contributed much to the enjoyment of the
charge of assault with intent to kill, under
evening —Baneror Commercial.
bonds of $1,000 His mother, Mrs. Cyrus
On Mount Katahdin. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hubbard, and Charles T. Thurston went his
R. Woodcock returned last week from a very sureties.
enjoyable outing in Northern Maine. Leaving
the B. & A. at Ncrcross they went by steamer KNOX
A large delegation from town attended the
across Pemadumcook and Ambejugus lakes and
Mrs. Myra Emthen began4 their canoe trip up the West WaterviUe fair Sept. 2nd
Branch. They dispensed with the services of erson went to Etna last week to attend the
a guide, paddled their own canoe, and made
campmeeting, and will visit relatives in Banthe carries, of which there are several, without gor... Misses Nellie Bradford, Nettie Manassistance, “toting” their canoe and equipment, j nuccia and Amy Bucklin resume their studies
at Freedom Academy this week, and Miss
at one carry making three trips. There are
Mildred Webb returned to the M. C I.at Pittscamps of the Great Northern Paper Co. all
P. Kenney and wife of Bath visited 1
through this region at which they stopped at j field.. .Land
friends in town recently... .Bert
relatives
night, and the one rainy day experienced was ( Aborn and wife were Sunday guests of D. R.
|
Mrs. Nancy
in
one of these camps.
spent
Their objective [ McGray and wife in Freedom
R I, Monday....
point was Mt. Katahdin, and they made an ! Crosby went to Howard,
j
Several from town attended the Pomona |
early start on the morning following their ar- j Grange in Lincolnville &ept, 1st. It was a
rival at its foot and reached the fire patrol splendid meeting-Chas. Rigo and wife of 1
station, about half way up, where they spent ! East Boston arrived at John Mannuccia’s Sept,
for a vacation_Mrs. Jennie Sweet is the |
the night. Up to this point the ascent was j 5th
guest of relatives in Boston.... Mrs. Jennie D. j
not difficult, but the next day’s climb over The
McGray attended the Etna campmeeting.
Slide—loose sand and gravel at an incline of
about 45 degrees— vas strenuous and it was a
relief to climb over the rocks found higher up.
There are 1000 “cheap” paints and a dozen
The view from the summit amply repaid for
cheap ones.
the exertion in reaching it. Katahdin is the really
is the cause ef
That double word

2

1

the oyster
growers, and are,shucked EVERY DAY at our market,
The natural liquor, which holds the real oyster
taste,
is retained to give the consumer the finest
of

C >nner, Mrs. Wm. H.
Mrs. S. G. Swift, Mrs. H. H. Carter,
Misses Carrie E. Gilmore and Sue M. Partridge. The prize, a dainty china plate, was

f]
o

0
H

_

E. F. Bramhall & Co.,
High

:

Street.

Telephone

;

2

Searsport and Swanviile
AT YOU.i RQQUSH. My services as Undertaker
will be subject to your call at any hour. Bv the use
of telephone and automobile, I can assure you the
same p-omot ail considerate attention that has
characterized my work in Belfast for thirty-two years,
an d at no extra charge.
With conoiieit assistii;

....

at your

service, dig

or

aa

night.

1 lastock, I
34tf

j
j,

an

CHAS. R, COOMBS, Belfast, Me.

|

|

...

BUY

Cheap

of. and be sure to have your work done by

W. M.

Paint

“cheap”
highest mountain in New England, wasting more money than good paint costs,
or three times over.
two
counting the White Mountain range as one. It [
Cheap paint is good paint; there is no other;
is nearly a mile high—5,268 feet above sea
no other is cheap.
level—and ten miles long. On the east side is
The two words sound alike but their meanare opposite. “Cheap” costs double. Cheap
a mammoth basin or
ampitheater, suggesting ings
is Devoe.
the cra^pr of a volcano, with a little pond at
Mason & Hall sell it.
bottom. There is a sheer descent of 2,287
feet to this basin. There is quite an extent of
tableland at the summit but a rocky spur extends to the north which becomes a
sharp
ridge. Mr. and Mrs, Woodcock descended to
the fire station, where they sp*nt the night,
and the next day began the homeward trip.

THAYER,

Jeweler,

The Churches.
_

|

|

to the absence of the pastor, Rev.
B. Sellers, there will be no service in
the M -‘thodist church next Sunday. Sept. 20th,
Chaplain iribou will speak, and on the 27th
Mr. Sellers will have returned and will occupy

Owing

Horace

his

IN THE UNITED STATES.
|

i

services for the week at the Baptist
church will be as follows: prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening; morning service, Sundav
at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday School at noon; Christian Endeavor meeting and evening service at
7.30 p.

I

Sunday school, the tirst
Community;”
session for the Fall; 6.30 p. m., rally meeting
of* the Christian Endeavor Society, with
special music. Thursday, 7.30 p. m.. weekly
meeting for conference and prayer; subject:
“Troublesome Questions of Today.”

SNOW,
j

Autumn is Here!
our

Autumn and Winter i

HATS
C. & K. HATS $3.00

the societies will be mapped out. The work
of the ladies’ auxiliaries are already running
under a fixed program so efficient that a"rally"
is not necessary. But the conferences to be
held will be largely connected with new work
On
or developments of established branches.
Monday night the matter of the work among
will be considered. Tuesday night the

trom

$1.00 to $5.00
Vy/

1

)•

"e wouia be

pleased to

you drop in and look them

nave

Street, Belfast, Maine.

at

M.

C.

I.

duration,

the sec >n I 12 weeks and the
last term of the school year, ten weeks.

I*—'

i

~

Anisin
I have entered the

ploy of

the

em-

Ralph D.

Southworth Company
will be glad to
have my old friends
call on me at “The
and

Home of (iood Values.”

12 Main Street.
ARTHUR M. CONDON.

PERRY’S.
Nice Hay Haddock. 5c per lb
Tender Rib Roast...14c
Large Mouthed Preserving Jars.6he per qt
Fancy t>ugar Cured Bacon...19: per" lb
Pork Sausage.15c
Fancy Smoked Alewives.17c
Large Queen Olives.32c quart
Fancy Prunes, 3 lbs fcr...25c
Campbell’s Canned Soups. 9c
Canned Salmon. 9c
Peanut Butter, 2 lbs for.25c

Kellogg’s

Corn Flakes. 8c
Atlas E. Z. Seal Fruit Jars at.6.^c each
22c lb

Baker’s Cocoa..

_PERRY'S

CASH MARKET

NOTICE
I want to call your attention to a few special
bargains in real estate in the city:
One 12-room double tenement house,
three six-room and 2 nine-room houses and
one small four-room house, also shore and
city house lots—all centrally located.

boys
Sunday

over

RALPH D. SOUTHWORTH CO.,
12 Main

Levant Sept.
County Baptist Association at
10th on the Chicago Convention and the meetat Kansas
ing ol Young Peoples’ Societies

The week of Sept. 13-20 will be observed by
the First Congregational Church and Society,
during which time meetas "Church Week,
ings of various church activities will be held
in which a temporary program for the work of

have arrived,
shades.

©jwv©

The annual nancoca coumy ouuua.v ocnuui
Convention was held at Sargentville Sept. 8th
and 9th. It was transferred from Bucksport
the death of one of the mem[ or. account of
bers there. Rev. W. F. Slurtevant of the Belattended and spoke of the
| fast Baptist church
I Sunday School Convention in Chicago. He
will also give an address before the Penobscot

City.

in the newest

also other goods

Times

12 noon,

By invitation member of Safety First Association. The house that
60 High Street. Telephone 14-11
guarantees all work.

Also

m.

First Congregational Church, Church street
opposite Court House, Rev. Haraden S. Pearl
10.45 a. m., worship
pastor. Services, Sunday,
and sermon; subject, “The Church and The

Your Commissary Department under the command of Major Pocketbook will not suffer when allied with us.

JONES &

pulpit.

The

With the help of our batteries of steam and hot water, boilers,
furnaces, stoves, ranges and other heating apparatus General Heating is
going to drive out the common enemy, General Coal. We need your
support in the battle now going on.

Term
I

next

The Christian Scientists hold services in
; their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
You have noticed that the Pearl Brook 5 and
| 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
10 cents cigars are darker than other cigars.
o’clock, to which all are welcome.
That means quality. Imported clear Havana
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
and
aromatic.
are
dark
but
mild
Try
cigars
and be convinced. Made from Cuban will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
one
tobacco grown in Maine.
'Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
<t 2 30 p. m., folio ved bv Sunday school.

WAR DECLARED

Phoenix Row.

Pittsfield, Sept. 2. At a session of
Preaching service at North Belfast as usual |
the trustees of MiineCsntral Institute,
Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, followed i held
Monday afternoon, it was decided
by Sunday school.
to arrange the term of the school so that
!
“The pirable of eleven” will be the subject
the first term shall finish at Christm is,
of the sermon next Sunday morning at the instead of Thanksgiving as has been the
custom
in the past. By the new arrangeUaiversalist church. Sunday school at noon.
ment the first term will be of 14 week’s

second
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CARLE & JONES’,

vast difference between Shell Oysters and
the so-called “Tub” oysters. Tub oysters are opened,

of Federal street, who wai
April term of Supreme courl
for selling intoxicating liquors, and who tool
1
■
■■
!
— an appeal to the Law court, was taken to jai
Saturday to serve his sentence of 60 days, with
C. E. Perkir-8 has rented his house, 10 Elm j
I a fine of $100 and costs taxed at $10, with 6(
street, to L A. Nichrls.
| days additional in default of payment of fin t
Judge George E. Johnson was at his office and costs. Word was received Friday that th<
1 ist Saturday for the first time since his recent verdict of the lower court has been sustained
illness.
by the Law court, and mittimus was then isMrs. Ralph H. Howes entertained a two- sued.

No.Needles.
Real

Daily

There is

Alvin S. Gray
| convicted
at the

jjjg g,jiS0Q phonograph

New Diamond

j

present. Wednesday, Sept. 2nd, was Temper
ance day and a temperance sermon was preached in the afternoon by Elder George Brooks ol
Corinna under the auspices of the W. G. T. U

|

OYSTERS

SHELL

The Maple Grove campmeeting, which be27th, continued through last week
Sunday, Sept. 6th. The meetingi
were largely attended and good 'speakers were

Opened

From this time on, th roughout the tall and winter
months, we will have a constant supply of

o

gan August
and closed

3fa5bindnum$tonL
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Season Has

Melvin Parker;receiVed telegram yesterday
j announcing
£he arrival of his daughter,
Melvina V. Parker in Boston and that she
: would reach home on this, Thursday, morn! tag's boat.

>

>

We have received two reports of the Mixei

family reunion—one in rhyme—but are obliged to defer their publication, with other local

■

them into the famous

the

murder in causing the death of his son-inRonco, a French farm-hand, at the
house of the respondent in Burnham, near the
lilCfllPI.
X I1C n'lYCIllUlCD
of Kathlyn will be shown Thursday and the Troy line, on the night of Monday, Aug. 31.
1
Perils of Pauline Friday and Saturday, with a Five witnesses whom he called to his home
after John Ronco, his son-in-law, had been
special matinee Saturday at 2.30
:
shot to death last Monday night, testified at
The Third Episode of the Million Dollar
the hearing. There were no witnesses to the
Mystery,“The Leap In the Dark,” at the Opera shooting. Burgess admitted that he and Ronco
House Friday and Saturday and Matinee. Get
had been drinking alcohol through the day. but
there early if you dont want to stand up. The
claimed that the latter was shot by the accifinal episode of “Lucille Love” comes to the
dental discharge of a gun during a scuffle for
Opera House next Monday and Tuesday.
its
after Ronco had broken into the

of her

Sept. 4th, in honor
About 25
Saturday.
fruit
esent. Ice cream, cake,

mg,

removed from
128 High street, last
were

some weeks ago to private
holding it for the city to take
over for a school building to replace the North
Primary recently burned.

pii
,a:tv

It

parties who

on

|

Law Court. The following Waldo county rescript has been handed down from
the Maine Law court:
From

board of registration began its ses- |
The respondent was tried and found guilty
sions at 9 a. m.. Sept. 8th. The board is com- of keeping a liquor nuisance. Thereupon he
a motion in arrest of judgment which
filed
posed of Austin W. Keating, chairman, Charles |
was overruled, and he now comes' before ihe
O’Connell and Arthur Ritchie.
Law court seeking to have that ruling reversed.
But he has presented to this court no bill of
The lawn social that was to have been given
of any kind as required by statute,
last Friday by the W. C. T. U. at the home of j exceptions
and therefore his case is not properly before
Mrs. Gerald Howard was postponed until to- the Law court, and cannot be considered by it
No exceptions can be considered by the Law
morrow, Friday, on account of the death of
court unless they are presented by a bill of exone of the members.
1
ceptions signed by the aggrieved party or his
Mrs. C. S. Webber is building a five-room counsel, and allowed and signed by the justice
tenement house at the corner of Bayview and ; whose ruling is the subject oi the exceptions,
and in case such, j’u3tice refuses or neglects to
Harbor streets. It is already up and boarded.
allow the excep’ions, their truth may be
The view of the harbor is a beautiful one, otherwise established on petition to the Law
court as provided by the statute and rule of
Mrs Webber has already secured a tenant.
The local

,,s

r

I

State
Curiam.

own use.

Saturday evening,
Harvest Grange hall, with

j

j August.

Walter A. Whitehead, clerk in the Fogg
market, has bought the Smith Bunker cottage
at Lake Quantabacook and will keep it for his

dance
iwr

the coming term.
West Belfast. Geo. Kimball arrived last
week from Providence, R I., to visit his
uncle, Herbert Kimball... .The officers of the
Farmers’ Union held a meeting at Equity
Grange hall Monday evening. A meeting of
the stockholders will be called at an early date.
....The Whitmore hill is being repaired. The
funds are from the automobile fund and the
j work is done by Leslie F. Miller and prewEugene Wood returned last week from Great
! Works, where he has had employment....Mrs.
I Geo. B. Dyer spent Saturday and Sunday in
Pittsfield
Marjorie Chase of Newport, Me.,
!
visited at the Hayford farm last week-Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Elms attended the meeting of
j Waldo Pomona Grange with TranquilityGrange
1st.
Mrs. Eugene Wood
I Lincolnville, Sept.
and Mrs. Leslie Miller also attended the meetj ing.... Carrie Newcomb went to Providence,
1
R. I., Aug. 30th, whereshe has employment in
! the Butler hospital... .Mrs. Cora Ingalls re*
i turned to Boston Aug. 30th,having visited her
brother, Leslie F. Miller, through the .month of
ton

steamer Rotterdam.

j

ordinary stockings, and
keeps the darning basket
Put
full to overflowing.

|

James H. Howes.
lbs.'-3"1'’'
1
street.

Mr*. S. If. lfilUken has received a talegnn
announcing tha arrival of Mica Maude M
Milliken in New York Monday morniug or

Girl of yours vyhich
makes such quick woirk of
or

...

Designs

meet
.rsahst Ladies Circle will
Rackfternoon with Mrs. Fred

THATBoy

Miss Cora Lord in honor of Misa Bowden. A
very enjoyable evenihg wee spent and deMiss Bowden
licious refreshments served.
will enter the Burdett Business college in Bos-

j

in New Meshes and

Belfast
Ihe News of

Th* steamer Golden R jT wfll neks tbs rag
abr excursion hext Sunday to Crsscont Baad
via electric can from Camden.

||]

Also several fine farms, from 10 to 100
School, and Wednesday night the
acres, near city.
Christian Endeavor Society. Thursday night
I am agent for the Fidelity Mutual Life
the usual mid-week meeting will be held, and
Friday night all the men of the Church and Insurance Company of Philadelphia.
M. R. KNOWLTON,
parish are invited to meet to consider the
organization of a Men’s Club. All the meetings Howes’ Block, Main Street, up one flight.
will be held at The Parsonage, 26 High street
Belfast, September 10, 1914 3w37
—

»
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Curing Meat

on

V

Maine's Sixty Years’ War For
Prohibition.

the Farm.

ribs, and brisket, or,in other words,
the cheaper cuts of meat. The loin, ribs,
and other fancy cuts are more often
used fresh, and since there is more or
less waste of nutrients in corning, this is
well. The pieces for corning should be
cut into convenient-sized joints, pay 5 oi
6 inches square. It should be the aim to
cut them all about the Bams thickness,
will make an even layer in
so that

ever

uniiti.
n

Meat from fat animals make'chotcei
corned beef than that from other animals. When the meat is thoroughly
cooled it should be corned as soon as possible, as any decay in the meat is likely
to spoil the brine during the corning pro;

luiiiuiuuii

depth over the bottom of the barrel;
pack in as closely as possible the cuts o!
meat, making a layer 5 or 6 inches in
thickness; then put on a layer of salt,
following that with another layer of

tion, in Cumberland, Sagadahoc and
Penobscot counties.
The Sheriff of Androscoggin country
said, like the coon to David Crockett,
“dont shoot, I’ll come down,” and so he
resigned. The sheriff of Knox County
escaped through a smallpox scare.
Outside of Knox county, where you
will have to hold your hand over your
nose for the bad smell, as you pass by,
I there is the best effort for enforced pro-

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CA8TORI
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For State Auditor
Timothy F. Callahan, Lewiston

PROGRESSIVE

PROHIBITION

SOCIALIST

For Governor
Halbert P. Gardner, Patten

For State Auditor
J. Edward Sullivan, Bangor

For State Auditor
Hans J. P. Enemark, Portland

Alphonso Lane, Brewer

For State Auditor
Merton T. Goodrich, Bingham

For Representative to Congress
John A. Peters, Ellsworth

For Representative to Congress
William B. Pattangall, Waterville

For Representative to Congress
William E. Plummer, Monroe

For Representative to Congress
Samuel F. Emerson, Skowhegan

For Representative to Congres*
E. Maynard Thompson, Augusta

For Senator
Charles H, Conant, Winterport

For Senator
Albert D. Ramsey, Montville

A. L. Young, Lincolnville

For Senator
Gerald W. Howard, Belfast

For Senator
H. L. Hopkins, Stockton Springs

For County Attorney
Eben F. Littlefield, Belfast

For County Attorney
Horace G. Thurlow. Lincolnville

For County Attorney

For Clerk of Courts
George I. Keating, Belfast

For Clerk ot courts
Leroy C. Mansur, Monroe,

For Clerk of Courts

For

County Attorney

Register

of Deeds

For Governor

For State Auditor

For Senator

For Register of Deeds
Orrin J. Dickey, Belfast

Raymond Ellis, Belfast

For Sheriff
Frank A. Cushman, Montville

For Sheriff
Marcellus R Knowlton, Belfast

Lewis M. Nickerson, Searsport

For County Commissioner
Frank I. Mortland, Searsport

For County Commissioner
Albert J. Skidmore, Liberty

For County Commissioner
John Littlefield, Searsport

For County Treasurer
Clifford J. Pattee, Belfast

Frank

For Representatives to Legislature
Frank K. Keene, Belfast
James J Clement, Montville
John H. McKinley, Jackson
Charles M. Howes, Liberty
Albert M. Ames, Stockton Springs.

For Representatives to Legislature
Adelbert Millett, Belfast
Peter Harmon, Thorndike
Edwin S. Curtis, Monroe
Joseph S. Muilin, Lincolnville
William H. Morrison, Stockton Springs

For Sheriff

For County Treasurer
G. Mixer, Belfast

For Clerk of Courts

Sidney T. Sprague, Frankfort
For Sheriff

For Sheriff

For

Eugene Barnes, Prospect

County Commissioner
B.

For County Treasurer
Rufus C. Barton, Belfast

For County

For County Commissii.rei
W. Knowles, Thorndike

Treasurer
A. P.

For Representative to Legislature
Russell B. Stephenson, Belfast
Zenas L. Putnam, Monroe
Donald R. Heald, Lincolnville

For

Representative

of Deed

Register

For

For Register of Deeds

of Deeds

Registar

Attorney

For County
R. W. Rogers, Belfast

Sidney N. Webber, Searsport

Edward Evans, Waldo

For

<

For County Treasurer
Goodhue, Belfast

Legi.-

For Representatives to
John Chase, Jackson

to Legislature

F. L.

r

:

Ward, Prospect

H

INDEPENDENT PROHIBITION

K

ENFORCEMENT
For Representative to Leg -14

H
K.

prince E. Luce, Brooks

I
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it will be safer
In that case il
brine before using.
should be thoroughly cooled before it is
neces
used. For winter curing it is not
Bacon stripi
sary to boil the brine.
should remain in this brine four to so
Ihu
weeks; hamB six to eight weeks.
th<
is a standard recipe and has given
best of satisfaction. Hams and bacor
cured in the spring will keep righi
wil
through the summer. The meat
be sweet and palatable if properly
smoked, and the flavor will be good.

j

--

For Governor
Frederick A. Shepherd, Waterville

For Clerk of Courts

---

summer use

■

Percy F. Morse, Portland

Joseph H. Sayward, Thorndike

hibition the State has ever seen. The
I commitments for intoxication having
; fallen ofT over one half. In Sagadahoc
county this spring the jail was entirely
empty, for the first time in its history.
What has Maine gained in sixty odd
j years while fighting ? against the whole
I world for prohibition
It has the largest amount of money
I per capita, deposited in its savings institutions, of any in this union. (See census
It has, too, the largest i,umber
reports).
thorough corning.
ot school children, who pass through the
Dried beef.— The round is commonly 9th
grade, of any State in the union.
used for dried beef, the inside of the
Now, who wants to go back to building
thigh being considered the choicest piece, school houses on beer kegs, with license
as it is slightly more tender than the
money? No one, but the rummy.
outside of the round. The round should
But the rummy will say, why does not
be cut lengthwise of the grain of the
Maine grow more in population?
so
that
dried
for
beef,
meat in preparing
Stop man, listen !
the muscle fibers may be cut crosswise
Maine has raised, under prohibition,
when the dried bsef is sliced for table such stalwart sons as no other State
A tight jar or cask is necessary
use.
could raise, and furnished more States
for curing. The process is as follows: with
Governors, Senators, Congressmen
To each 100 pounds of meat weigh out 5 than
any State in this union. Those
pounds of salt, 3 pounds of granulated prairie schooners that rolled on wheels
and 2 ounces of saltpeter; mix
sugar,
&
out of New England in the fifties to
,1
L.
D,, U
«,Ant
uiuiuu^inj
make Kansas a free State, contained
mixture
of
the
a
third
with
all surfaces
many noble sons of Maine, who have
as
as
it
in
the
possiand pack
tightly
jar
helped to make Kansas the great prohibible. Allow it to remain three days,when tion State that is is.
We are thrilled
it should be removed and rubbed again with Whittier’s
poem on the Kansas
In
with another third of the mixture.
emigrant:
repacking put at the bottom the pieces
“We cross the pr«iries as of old
that were on top the first time. Let
Our fathers crossed the sea;
stand for three days, when they should
To make the West, as they the East,
be removed and rubbed with the remainThe homestead of the free”.
tc
ing third of the mixture and allowed
Who can tell of the debt that prohibistand for three days more. The meat is tion Kansas owes to
prohibition Maine?
then ready to be removed from the
Scratch the man hard enough who
in the jars
The
forming
liquid
pickle.
wants nullification or license in Maine,
should not be removed, but the meat and
you will find under the surface a
should be repacked in the liquid each Godless saloon
keeper, a grafter of the
time. After being removed from the worst
his chance to put
kind,
watching
anc
smoked
be
pickle the meat should
over some hapless drunk asleep in
one
kitcher
near
the
or
attic
hung in a dry
his back room or chamber over his saloon,
fire where the water will evaporate frorr
by robbing him of his winter’s work in
aftei
time
at
used
be
any
It
it.
may
the lumber camp, or his summer’s work
in
it
the
longer
hangs
although
smoking,
on the farm, or fishing smack. And back
the drv atmosphere th drier it will get.
of the saloon keeper is the grafter of an
The drier the climate, in general, the officer or
police judge, who violates his
the more easily meats can be dried. Ir oath of office with the
presumption that
arid regions good dried meat can be there is more
in having the saloon
money
to
the
fresh
it
air,
made by exposing
keeper divide with him his ill gotten
with protection from flies.
gains.
o!
each
—Rub
salt
piece
Plain
pork.
Run down the lie “Prohibition does
meat with fine common salt and pac's not
prohibit” far enough, and you will
ovei
stand
Let
barrel.
a
in
closely
of a saloon
out 10 pounds strike the human vampire
next
The
weigh
uay
night.
keeper, who does not want it to prohibit,
of salt and 2 ounces of saltpeter to each
for his talk has the real poison in it.
100 pounds of meat and dissolve in 4
“Like the bat of Indian brake.
the brine
gallons of boiling water. Pour
Her pinion fans the wound she makes
cover, anc
over the meat when cold,
And soothing thus the dreamer's pain.
She sucks the life blood from hiB vein."
weigh down to keep it under the brine,(
into
cut
if
best
pieces
will
Meat
pack
Maine is not alone now in fighting this
incheB square. The pork should be kepi battle
against the drink curse. E ght
in the brine till used.
others States are lined up with her, six
Sugar-cured hams and bacon.—Wher
of them south of the Mason and Dixons
witi
the meat is cooled, rub each piece
line, and more to follow.
salt and allow it to drain over night
But say, friend, give credit where
Then pack it in a barrel with the hams credit is
due, and remember that prohibithe
using
the
in
bottom,
and shoulders
tion in Maine started in the heart of that
tc
or
in
between
fill
to
bacon
strips of
who wanted
for each 1(X poor suffering Irish woman,
put on tdp. Weigh out
to stop selling her
of salt, 2 pounds that saloon keeper
meats
of
pounds
pounds
husband drink.
of brown sugar and 2 ounces of saltpeter,
The mottoot Maine is Dirigo-I lead.
Dissolve all in 4 gallons of water, anc
This sketch is both history and prophFoi
brine.
cover the meat with the
ecy. The fight has just begun. The
to boil the
..

For Governor
Oakley C. Curtis, Portland

For

veteran and afraid of nothing.
What then ?
The Republicans who had pretended
to stand by the law, read the hand-writing on the wall and wisely began the
march back to enforced prohibition, but
It did drop
it nearly killed the party.
Fernald on his second year.
Then came Plaisted, the Democrat, the
first for some 50 years, who championed
rum and resubmission, and lost it.
In 1912 the Republicans and Progressives, with the aid of some Democrats,
impeached three Sheriffs, for nullifica-

meat; repeat until the meat and salt

ass

I II

DEMOCRAT

Fcr Governor
William T. Haines, Wateiville

Walter A. Cowan, Winterport

pcMij

*

__II

REPUBLICAN

plow manufacturer, and incidentally, like
Neal Dow, a Quaker also.
The writer of these notes, at that time,
was editor of the Portland Herald, a prohibition party paper, and chairman of
the Prohibition State committee.
In 1892 it elected Rev. Samuel F.
Pearson of Portland, Sheriff of Cumberland county, over both the Republican
Pearson at
and Democratic candidates.
the time was running the Gospel Temperance Mission, but he was an old war

Under no circumstances should
the meat be brined while it is frozen.
Weigh out the meat and allow 8 poundsa
of Silt to each 100 pounds; sprinkle
layer of salt one-quarter of an inch in

j

since.

uiiiu
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The following is a list of Candidates to be voted for in WALDO County at the regular biennial election September 14, 1914.
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying a list of candidates ®r specimen ballot, FIVE TO ONE
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS FINE.
,___J. E. ALEAANDER, Secretary of State.
To vote a straight Ticket, mark a cross X in the square over the party name..
To vote a split ticket, mark a cross X.in the square over the party name. Erase printed name in the list under X and fill in new

j L

1890 it cast over five thousand votes for
Timothy B. Hussey of North Berwick,
for Governor, the righteous and wealthy

cess.

have all been packed in the barrel, care
being used to reser-ze salt enough for a
good layer over che top. After the
package has stood over night add, for
of
every 100 pounds of meat, 4 pounds
and 4
sugar, 2 ounces of baking soda,
ounces of saltpeter dissolved in a gallon
of tepid water. Three gallons more of
water should be sufficient to cover this
than 100
quantity. In case more or lessmake the
pounds of meat is to be corned, A loose
brine in the proportion given.
board cover, weighted down with a heavy
stone or piece of iron, should be put on
the meat to keep all ot it under the
brine. In case any should project, rust
would start and the brine would spoil in
a short time.
It is not necessary to boil the brine
If the meat
except in warm weather.
has been corned during the winter and
must be kept into the summer season, it
would be well to waic'n the brine closely
tn
during the spring, as it is more likely
spoil at that time than at any other seaIf the brine appears to be ropy or
son.
does not drip freely from the finger when
immersed and lifted, it should be turned
off and new brine added, after carefully
washing the meat. The sugar or molasses in the brine has a tendency to ferment, and, unless the brine is kept in
a cool place, there is sometimes trouble
from this source. The meat should be
kept in the brine 28 to 40 days to secure

r“

In the eighties it was incorporated into
the State constitution, and has been there
ever since.
Then began nullification. It was in
Three-fourths of
cities.
the larger
Maine’s population is in places under
five thousand inhabitants.
In close politics both of the old parties
wanted the rum vote. Then what ?

they

UlC
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Useful Recipes for the Economical and
BY WILDER W. PERRY.
Satisfactory Preservation of Beef and
In 1861 Maine wan the first place on
Pork.
earth to start prohibtion of the liquor
The beat way to eat' meat ia to eat it
traffic.
while fresh, for there is no way of preAt that time there were thirteen distilnutri
the
all
and breweries in Maine. Now
retain
leries
serving it that Will
It ia, neverthe- there none.
tion and all the flavor.
At that time Neal Dow, a young
lees, frequently desirable to cure meat Quaker, was mayor of Portland. A
this
reason
why
at home, and there » no
Mrs. Murphy, with a large family of
a huscan not be done satisfactorily and eco- gmkll children and a drunkard for
called
nomically. Salt, sugar or molasses, bak- band, also lived in Portland. She
was the man
ing soda, and a little saltpeter are the at the Mayor’s office, as he conversation
of power, and the following
only ingredients necessary.
Ordinarily the curing of meat should resulted.
"Mister Dow, will ye stop the saloon
be begun from 24 to 36 hours after the
animal is slaughtered. This allows suffi- man from selling liquor to my man”,
cient time for the animal heat to leave said Mrs. Murphy, “my children are
the meat entirely, but not sufficient to hungry for bread”.
meat
“I’ll try,” said Mayor Dow.
permit decay to set in. Once the
Then he calls on Baloon keeper O’Flanu tainted, no amount of preservatives
will bring back its proper flavor. On ingan.
“Say, O’Flannigan, will you stop Belling
the other hand, if salt is applied too
retained liquor to Paddy Murphy. His children
soon, obnoxious gases will be
and the meat will possess an offensive are in rags and hungry for bread”.
It is also impossible to obtain
“No, Mayor Dow, nor ye can’t stop
odor.
me, I have a license and will sell Murphy
good results when the meat is frozen.
Three useful recipes for popular forms drink bo long as he drops the coin”.
The
“You will, will you? I’ll Bee what 1
of cured meat are given below.
only equipment necessary for them area can do to stop you”.
Then Mayor Dow, with a band of noble
the ingredients already mentioned and
clean hardwood barrel, or a large stone women and men (note women first this
rectime, for this is a true story, except that
jar or crock. In considering these
the names may not just fit the Irish
ipes it is well to remember that, on the
sold her
whole, brine-cured meats are best for woman and the Irish man who
farm use. They are le8S trouble to pre- husband drink, but it is enough to say
better protec- that Ireland gave them birth) covered
pare and the brine affords
tion against insects and vermin. A cool, the map of Maine with petitions, capmoist cellar is the best place for brine tured the Legislature, and wrote Prohibiof
curing. The cellar should be dark and tion-into the statute law of the State
tight enough to prevent flies and vermin. Maine.
The next year the saloon men packed
RECIPES FOR CURING.
the Legislature and repealed the law,
commonly
Corned beef.-The pieces
but the next year Prohibition came back
used for corning are the plate, rump, with a
heavy thud, and has been there
cross

r-nir4-.'7

will win.
Camden Maine, August 31, 1914.

woman

Stop that First Fall Cough.
Check your fell cough or cold st once—don't
wmit—it may lead to serious lung trouble,
weaken your vitality and develop a ehronic
lung ailment. Get a bottle of Dr King’s New
Discovery to-day; it is pure ana harmless—
If
use it freely for that fall cough or cold.
Baby or Children are sick give it to them, it
will relieve qaickly and permanently. It
soothes the irritated throat, lungs and air pasforsage. Loosens Phlegm, is antiseptic and
tifies the system against colds. It surely preGuara
hold.
from
cold
vents
gettting
germa
anteed. 50c. and $1.00 at your Druggist

LAFAYETTE’S CHAIR.

Veterans Parade in Detroit.

Interesting Relic of Revolutionary Days Now
on Exhibition in Portland, Me.
A remarkable relic of Portland’s earlier

Detroit, Mich., Sept. 2. Approximately 8,000 veterans, the remnants of
the Grand Army of the Republic, still
fifty divisions strong, passed in review
at the
National Encampment today.
More than a quarter of a million people
applauded. The line of march was a
mile ar.d a half long. The review was
accomplished without serious accident,
with the exception of several heat prostrations. Frequently a m. rcher wavered

history and

a

unique piece

of furniture is

Lafayette chair, now on exhibition at
the-Portland Veteran Firemen’s Association Building on South street. This chair
was carved by former Chief Nahum Littlefield from the trunk of a giant elm
which stood in front of the State Capitol
on the site of the present City Building,
when Portland was the capital city of the
State, and under this tree Gen. Lafayette
was received by the city authorities with

the

exercises when he made his
famous visit to Portland in 1824. But as
Mr. Littlefield has received several flattering offers for the relic it is feared that
the chair may be lost to Portland unless
steps are taken to retain it here in some
suitable place for a historic memento of
so much value and importance.
The old elm was a city landmark and
even survived the ravages of the great
fire of 1866, but the conflagration had
stripped it of many of its branches, and in
spite of careful nursing it never fully recovered and by 1882 was practically dead.
In that year, against the protests of
many citizens, it was cut down.
On the representation of many of the
city’s most prominent residents, whose
names are linked with the history of
Portland, that some worthy relic of the
historic tree should be preserved, Mr.
Littlefield, who was one of the most expert artists of the craft of wood carving,
carved from the solid trunk of the tree a
huge chair. The chair was exhibited in
some of the store windows, and a subscription started to purchase it for the
Historical Society or the City Hall, but
only a small sum was raised and Mr. Littlefield kept the chair.
This unique piece of furniture is one
solid piece of wood, from the tips of the
legs to the top ot the artistuaily carved
back. The back and Bides are covered
by the thick bark of the famous elm.
The back is high with minarets and an
appropriate pile of cannon balls as the
principal parts of the decorations. The
seat is broad and deep, enclosed by solid
arms, and the chair is as comfortable a
seat as one could wish. The chair seat
and back are carved in imitation of leather upholstering and
many people have
been deceived into believing that it was
upholstered with tan leather. There is
every feature of such upholstering, even
to the deep set buttons of the “tackThe chair back bears the

inscription,

“Welcome. Lafayette, 1824,” in honor
of the great General, while on the front
edge is the date 1882, when Chief Littlefield put in more than two months of
steady work to create this furniture
from the solid wood. His own name is
carved on the chair bottom.
Several generous offers have been received for the historic relic, which is at
the same time a worthy article of furniture, and there is danger that it may be
lost to the city, so much of whose history passed under the shade of its parent
tree. One New York man has offered
$75 for the chair and a Portland man has
offered an equal figure. It is understood
that another man from out of the State
for its purchase at an even
is

negotiating
larger figure. But Mr. Littlefield would
rather have it remain in the custody of
the city of the historical association, and

does not want to sell it outside the city
unless keeping it here would mean too
great a sacrifice. Several of the people
who have seen the remarkable chair and
heard its history agree with him that it
should be secured to be kept forever as a

relic of Portland’s earlier history.—Portland Telegram.
Mr. Littlefield is a cousin of Mrs.
Helen W. Crosby of this city.
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is the

Referendum question to be voted upon
State, September 14, 1914.
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The Kind You Have
Bears the
Signature of

Those in favor of the control of the
ties of the State of

Always Bought

vided

by “An Act

To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court next to be holden at Belfast,
within and for the County of Waldo, on the
first Tuesday of January, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and fifteen:

the

WOOD
Freedom,
County
ANNA
of Waldo and State of Maine, respectfulB.

of

in

and gives this Honorable Court to be
informed, that she was lawfully married to
Frank J. Wood, whose residence is not known
to her, at Albion, in the County of Kennebec
and State of Maine, on the sixteenth day of
May, A. D. 1892, and ever since said marriage
has conducted herself towards her said husband as a faithful, chaste and affectionate wife;
yet the said Frank J. Wood, wholly unmindful
of his marriage vows and duty, since said
marriage has cruelly and abusively treated
your libelant, and on divers days and times
since the said intermarriage, to wit, on the
first day .of January, A. D. 1900, at Lincoln, N,
H., has committed the crime of adultery with
divers lewd women whose names are to your
libelant unknown.
Your libelant further avers that she has
lived and cohabited with said libelee in this
State since said marriage; that she now resides
in this State, and has resided here in good faith
for more than one year next prior to the date
of this libel.
Your libelant further says, that she has
diligently endeavored to ascertain the residence of said libelee, but his residence cannot
be ascertained by reasonable diligence.

ly libels

i

Vi nereiurc

be

granted

mony

now

a

yuur

iiuciaut

^jiaya

Yuav sue

may

divorce from the bonds of matribetween her and the said

existing

Frank J. Woud.
Dated at Belfast, Maine, August 27th, A. D.
ANNA B. WOOD.
1914.
STATE OF MAINE.
County of Waldo, ss.
August 27th, A. D. 1914.
Personally appeared Anna B. W ood and made
oath that the statements contained in the foregoing libel by her signed are true.
H. C. BUZZELL,
Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
Waldd

ss.

Judicial Court, in Vacation.
Belfast, August 27tb, A. D. 1914.
Upon the annexed libel, it is ordered by me,the
undersigned.a Justice of said Court, that notice
be given to the libelee by publishing an attested
copy of the same.or an abstract thereof, together with this order thereon, three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
printed in Belfast, in the County of Waldo,
the last publication to be thirty days at least
before the term of said Court, to be holden at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
first Tuesday of January next, that he may
then and there appear in said Court and answer
thereto, if he see fit.
WARREN C. PHILBROOK,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of aaid libel and order of Court
thireon.
Attest:
GEO. L KEATING, Clerk.
8wM
Supreme

public Utilities,” will place

place

a

cross

The said act

a

Maine, in the

to Create

and Provide for the
STATE OF MAINE.

|
a

list ot

can

"

ot

a

j

public utili-

j

manner pro-

|

Public Utilities

Prescribe it Powers and Duties,

Commission,

C-Aa^/y. S-GMc/u&4

COUNTY OF WALDO SS.

j

REFERENDUM

For Infants and Children.

i

Pieo.

every

destroying
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing
DOLLARS.
HUNDRED
TO
ONE
FIVE
specimen ballott,
J. E. ALEXANDER, Secretary

CASTOR IA

I

in

or

-

[

____

Host disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula,
nimolsa, rashes, etc.t are due to impure blood.
Burdock’s Blood Bitters as a cleansing blood
tonic, is well recommended. $1.00 at all stores

following

The

in the lines, and many women and children fainted.
About fifty men, women
and children were given medical attention at hospital tents. Receptions and
campfires attracted veterans tonight.

appropriate

ing.”

STATE OF MAINE.

cross

Regulation,

and Control of

--'

X in the square marked “Yes.”

Those op:

X in the square marked “No.”

passed by

was

Seventy-Sixth Legislature, and v.
prevented from becoming operative i

both branches of the

It was
by the Governor, March 27, 1913.
or not this act shall eventually become
Whether
invocation of the Referendum.

before the people to be decided hy
Public Laws of 1913. Chapter

popular

vote.

a

The full text of said act may be t

129._

By Peter Radford, National Lecturer
ers’ Educational & Co-operative

FarmUnion

of America.
Where there is

a

silo there is prosper-

ity.
There is not enough of the community
among our rural districts.

spirit

relating to business are
ot
wholly unsuited to the transactions
The

laws

the farmer.
The waste of effort through impractical methods of farming is the greatest
tragedy of the age.
is wrong in our marketing
more
system when a small crop brings
one.
money than a bountiful
farmCo-operation between practical
business men will elimiand

Somethilfg

ers

nate

proficient
ignorance and prejudice.

The nation’s

menu

must be made up
and
the

fields, pastures, orchards
gardens, and to farm intelligently
is needed.
from the

farmer must know what
We must

give

the same care and con-

system of co-operative
the facililaws, extending to the farmer
now
ties adapted to his business that is

sideration to a

pfforded

corporations.

Farm tenancy is the greatest menace
confronting the nation and can only
and
be checked by affording the tenant
the laborer facilities for acquiring proprates of
erty and by reducing the high
interest which are now sapping the vitality of agriculture.
Under the present system of marketing farm products, it is_ possible and
often occurs, that people in one part of
the United States literally starve for the
want of a product, while the same product in another part of the nation is
wasting for want of a market.
now

Are blowing through Bow
The men of New York an*
Maine troopers they never

rIRST MAINE CAVALRY ASSOCIATION

FARM FACTS

The forty-third reunion of the First
Maine Cavalry Association will be held
it Dover.Maine, on Wednesday, Septemjer 16, 1914, with headquarters at G. A.
R. Hall. Reduced rates have been secured on the railroads as follows: Maine
Central, one and three-fifths fares the
round trip from all stations except the
Princeton Branch to Bangor and return;
Bangor and Aroostook, one fare the
round trip with a minimum charge of
four cents per mile, one way mileage,
from all stations. Tickets good for loth,
16th a d 17th. Hotel rates $1.00 and
52.00 per day. A free dinner will be
served to Comrades and their ladies.
Comrades in Massachusetts will make
with the Boston
their arrangements
boats, or can go to Portland by rail, and
secure reduced rates from there to Dover.
Please notify Comrade N. C. Stowe,
Dover, Maine, that you are coming.
Comrades will please notify me of the
leath of members of the regiment in
their

vicinity.

-T H E—

MAINE

REGISTER

1014-15

|

KBIU

AU0US1

ISSUED

!

It contains

more

ini

of value to Business
fessional Men of Man
any other Reference !

PUBLISHED

;

ANNUALLY

PRICE $2.00, POSI

Alfred C. Strout,

:

Corresponding Secretary, Thomaston.
Col. Jonathan C. Cilley of Rockland,
the historian of the regiment, has a word
The
to say to comrades concerning
Bugles and reports of reunion proceed-

Grenville

Dunii-i

H.

PUBLISH*: It.
390 Congress Street

and to recall some of the glad
things performed in their cavalry service
till the final day at Appomatox he selects

ings,

jne,

!

PORTLAND,

"Our Ride Down Broadway:’’

“The cheers of the crowd rose around us
And ran like a rattling roar
Down each flank of the column.
And on like a fire before.
By our side it rose to a thunder.
And hushed the clang of shod feet
That rang sharp, like steel on granite,
And rolled ahead down the street
Down the full length of Broadway,
Through the throng of thousands that wait;
Down rang the heralding thunder
Aa the troop# ride on in state,
And down where the Battery breezes

FRANK A. NYt
Undertaker and

Licenself

Embalnrer

COU^

CORONER FOR WALDO
SEARSPORT and 60 MAIN ST
l

Telephone connections
All calls answered

at

both

promptly.

^
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I NEIGHBORHOOD

Hardly A Woman
■ Vo D°es Not Re,y Upon
I Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegI etable Compound.
mrhete Is

■

for Infants and Children.
Castoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is pleasant.
Drops and Soothing Syrups.
t contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms ami aUays Feverishness.
It relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
Teething Troubles and Diarrluea. It regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

“I had inflammation,

111

forte,

in the back of my neck
_—n and a weakness all

■

Bff;l

caused by female
trouble, and I took
i Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound with such excellent results that I
am now feeling fine.
I recommend the

Byp
y
r

ft

l|j
■P^v

The Kind You Have
tifosH

/ Compoundand praise
it to all. I shall be
glad to have you
-publish my letter.
i-.
ly a neighbor around me

B
B

H.

By'

|> pc rience of a Nurse.
“In my experience as

fl
■
■’’'
B*'-..

<

ta stay

2?be collese of cardinals in Rome elected Cardinal della Chiesa as successor to Pope Pius X. The new pontiff took the name
of Benedict XV. He has been archbishop of Bologna and has been assistant to Merry del Val, papal secretary of state. He
was born Nov- 21, 1854.
The Herman armies continued to advance toward Paris, and the French seat of government was
removed to Bordeaux.
Hospitals were crowded with the wounded, and the Red Cross workers were utterly unable to care
for all that needed help. England continued to
Residents of Paris
hurry troops to France. Turkey began massing troops for an attack on the Greeks.
hurried away from the threatened
city as rapidly as trains could carry them. The losses in the battles along the French frontier were frightful. Despite
these losses, the German troops
pressed
and Paris
for a

it. No. 4, Box 30, Prince-

-.
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when the sun shines

ven
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;'.t air is clear, and the
ir iieads proudly and look

r
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-t the sun, I am thinking
the frost which will soon
r beds into withered wrecks

jr-

111

L

the trees in their gorcoloring. In the mean-

-rs
n
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at

the flower gardens
most attractive. The

r,
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kr:

re

every shape—round beds,
diamonds, rock
scents,

b

Lf

■

b

! with nasturtium bloom,
hollyhocks and golden

t..

as,

,n long rows as though
frost, the common enemy,

on

is-:

Lr

te

■

grounds
smiling a joyous
preparing the wayfarer
wanders in the

e

flowers

i:

(t.

r„

:•

that awaits inside the

e

.nt
al-

last few weeks have

ones, with a rush and
and departures and a

f amusement and

gaiety

who have remained.
the house has reached its
t ut nothing daunted the

,,1'StE

the throne” in this case,
behind the counter have

•riving guests and have
niodations where there

-!y

comfortable and eon-

born of

long experience.

from my corner of the
-.ving to understand the
<
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at
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t

possible. My own
,n proportion to the numand while not heavy

oeve
1

r

■

ty

of it than the casual ob-

ttior-

IJ

but is

broadly over the hotel
that “handling the people”
r

;:

-vou

kings of a place like this,
that genius is not con-

c, poetry and art,

mi

°'Jt

;r

urisome, has been heavy
while the post
na-lain of the sunny smile,

foresting;

h:
ti

a-

i. vel head

presides, is Conwith mail,there being as
forms all inquirers, “nine

't-n

mails out.”

Madam is

s

J

—
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—

of his young
life at Crawford’s, he is acquainted with
all its attractions, and is a guide to be

implicitly
byways.
Pearl is

summer

"

bazaar,

P|aJ of fancy articles, candies,

>!| toilet articles and
pictures,
“f post cards here is enormous
•he cards are some very atV|<tws of the house and the sur-

toountains. One of the writ°f which there are four, is
as an exhibition
room, and
l,e been
constant sales of fancy
Sowna and millinery there—all,
Prices not in harmony with a
and one wonders if even
unlimited income enjoy payPrices. Twice a week, too,
young man from Sugar Hill
sweet peas, which find
m the house.
Madam and I
°n these
dayB, for on each
of the big bunches find
10 our
tables and delight
traPance and beaut
am

pausing

ever

We will call on Sears, and Belmont
For two hundred able men.
And if they object, or question.
We will train our guns on them.

Mrs. Barron are the ruling spirits, and
and employes alike are
made through the fine courtesy of these

trusted in all its highways and
The walk to Beechers and
a

beautiful falls, which come down in a
mass of foam from the cliff above, and
feels the exalted sensation which seizes
upon the human soul when brought face
to face with one of nature’s masterA little farther

other
even

more

both these

up the same
which is an-

business

points

benches where

one

are

COMPANY,

TO

same

Now we're

and

“You have driven your horseless wagons
On our scenic broad highways,
Throwing clouds of dust and odor
In our houses on our bay.
“You have stolen. Yes, jou’ve stolen,
Now prepare ye for a shock,
You have placed upon your post cards,
Our world famous Balance Rock.

!

and Pearl leads up Mt. Avalon, but as ! the
closing day at the hands of the Sons
this is a strenuous climb which Benton i of Veterans. Cliff E. Bachellor, Aninforms me cannot be done in a “hobble I sonia, Conn., was made chairman of the
1
council in chief and George W. Penniskirt,” I have not attempted it.
man, Boston, was made National patThe trail up Elephant’s Head is a long- riotic instructor. Other officers elected
er and little more difficult one than that
were Charles F. Sherman, Mt. Vernon,
William F.
to Beecher’s and Pearl, but the view N. Y., commander-in-chief;
Chambers. Cincinnati, senior vice comfrom the top well repays one. The
mander; Fred J. McMurtie, Detroit,
Crawford House, its grounds and rail- junior vice
commander;
Henry D.
Peoria, 111., and C. E. ;
road station, the country beyond, with Springston,
members
additional
St. Louis,
its mountains, and the Mt. Washington Behnke,
of the council in chief; E. M. Amies,
House at Bretton Woods in the distance, I Altoona, Penn., chief of staff for five
are, perhaps, seen to better advantage years.
George W. Penniman, Boston, was
from this point than any other, and one
chairman of the committee to visit the
is impressed anew with the vastness of
National W. R. C. today and was given
it all. The rock also commands a view a
great ovation at close of his address,
continof the State road, and the almost
Commander Woods of the Massachusetts
uous line of automobiles passing over it department received many congratulations on the splendid appearance made
as I surveyed the scene from that lofty
the New England veterans in yesterby
point gave me a more comprehensive day’s parade.
idea of the automobile travel through
On the whole, the veterans do not want
to go down in history
this region than I could otherwise have yesterday’s parade
as the last one made by the Civil War
gained. Another beautiful walk at Craw- veterans, preferring one more and that
ford’s is over Pinney's trail up to the one to be down Pennsylvania avenue,
play ground, where the husband of Washington, where the first one, 200,000

|

by President. Lin-

net loss of 8,878 memloss of 11,119 for last
on account of death is
year. The loss
11,187 which is 151 less than a year ago.
Reinstatements in membership and new
I members lessened the usual decrease in

171,335, a
against
bers,

a

spirited
perfectly worthy
ser of Indianapolis was elected president
opinion,
of the Daughters of Veterans Auxiliary.
husbBnd of madam.
States Veteran Signal AssoAmong the guests we have had many The Unite*
ciation elected George Carr Rome), Maworld.
social
in
the
people of note
nassas, Va., president. Mrs. Mary A.
Among them the most democratic and Jameson of Marine City, Mich., was
of the Ladies of the
jovial is Mr. James Scott, the Pittsburg electedR. president
A.
millionaire, who was Andrew Carnegie’s G.
partner. Mr. Scott, who is a typical
Common Colds.
Scotchman, with a big hearty voice and
well
a delightful Scotch “burr,” might
As a memedy for common Colds, Humhas more staunch adhave stepped forth from one of William phreys’"Seventy-seven"
herents than any other household remedy.—
to
He
is
devoted
golf,
novels.
Black’s
To get the best result tales "Seventy-seven”
and the fine golf course at Crawford’s is at the first sneese or shiver,
It
you wait till your bones begin to ache, till
tohim'jone of its chief charms, and the j; the Cold becomes sotted and hangs on, it may
Bretton
at
here
and
take longer to break it up.
golf tournaments
I Two alias, 26c. and (100, at all druggists or
Woods have been a great feature in bis mailed.
enjoyment of the summer. Mrs. Scott | Humphreys’ Homeo. Medicine Co., IN Wllis

a
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who has

llama Street, New

Ygrk.—Advertisement.
J

And to Him we give the glory
For the damage we have done,
And we’ll praise His name forever
For

a

glorious victory

won.

our

to all the

colors,—if

glory
we

From

a

hostile foreign state.

Shipping

at

At
British barks, Edna M.
May 12th, and Rakaia,
11th. Two American
also tied up here.

I

j

Mr. and Mrs, Freeman Myrick of Troy,
who have been visiting in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfonso Dyer, returned

duce investors to take up Maine properties, increase the summer tourist busi-

Friday.

ness, resettle old farms and open up new
tracts, investigate reports of mineral

Mrs. T. F. Connor spent several days
last week in Searsmont in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Marden, returning
with them in their car after a visit in

wealth and rehabilitate the seaport towns
and cities.

Pittsfield.

things will be accomplished
through the employment of an expert
business-getter, advertising, investigation and the assembling of facts and figAll these

ures.

rapidly

The work is

going forward

the necessary
ganization will permit.
as

Miss Agnes Parks of Portland made a
short trip to Pittsfield last week, leaving
here in the Manson car, accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Manson and the Misses
Barbara Lancey and Elaine Marden, for
Frankfort, where she is visiting with
friends.—Pittsfield Advertiser.

as

preliminary orCo-operation

Dizzy ?

with the boards of trade and chambers

Bilious ? Constipated ?
King’s New Life Pills will cure you,
cause a healthy flow of Bile and rids your
Stomach and Bowels of waste and fermenting
body poisons. They are a Tonic to your Stomach and Liver and tone the general system.
First dose will cure you ot that depressed,
dizzy, bilious and constipated condition. 25c
all Druggists,

of commerce in some of the cities and

Dr.

towns has already been secured and in
other cases it is being sought and will be
effected as soon as the various organiza-

tions take up their fall work.

The

cam-

paign tor members has been going on
throughout the summer with success and
will be pushed more vigorously as soon
as the political campaign and the vacation season

strating

are

that

over.

politics

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Burns.

Time is demon-

do no not enter into

any phase of the Movement’s activities.
The Develop Maine Movement is one

Ii

that it

was

necessary to take a

the size was increased and results were

unsatisfactory.

In this age of progress it was impossible
that doses resembling horse medicine
should continue to bo taken by human
beings. In the new laxative, rinklets,
is presented a dainty, sugar-coated pill,
hardly larger than a grain of mustard,
that is free from unpleasant effects, docs
not upset the stomach nor gripe but
simply gives nature the needed assistance,
rinklets also assist digestion and are
good to take after a full meal. Once use
Pinklets and you will never return to
salts, oil and harsh purgati'-s.
Your own druggist can supply you with
Pinklets or they will be sent by mril,
postpaid, by the Tr. V illiams Medicine
Co., Schenectady, N. Y., at 25 cents per

bottle.

#

Send for helpful pamphlet.

1

of those things that cannot accomplish
much until it has funds and cannot easily

lL

j

get funds until it has accomplished something. In this predicament there is but

Factory
Locations

Mill Sites,

in

the

and

personnel of the officers
and advisory committees.

ON

the future of

Maine

on

Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels

way out and that is to ask the general public to invest the membership fee

one

strength

Quarries,

Camps

of the

and executive

This list includes the

represent

names

accomplishment

of
in

men

LOCATED

THE LINE OF

THE

who

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

business

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location fora new start
in life.

Water Powers

Undeveloped

Unlimited Raw Material
AND

Aroostook Potatoes.

Good Farming Land

Monday and Tuesday brought in 700 to
800 barrels a day of Irish Cobbler potatoes.
They were a little soft and green,
but were very nice indeed, no powdery
scab being discovered. This, Wednesday,
there has been less than 109 barrels in.
Our buyers are trying to get them for
$1.00, but in general are now paying
$1.15 a barrel for them.—Fort Fairfield
Review.

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications

regarding

locations

invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
are

MAINE

CENTRAL,

or

to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

One way to relieve habitual constipation is
to take regularly a mild laxative. Doan’s Regulets are recommended for this purpose
On- a boxes at all drug stores.

ClNTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.
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| Our “Home=Readers’ Bargain”
| DON’T MISS IT
000 women,

able to otter you the
extraordinary limited bargain;
we

are

following
The Republican Journal (weekly) one year
McCall’s Magazine (monthly) one year
Any 15c McCall Pattern FREE

All for

only $2.10

Republican Journal

The

duction.

It is

needs

no

intro-

clean, wholesome, up-tothe-minute newspaper—the kind that you
welcome In your home.
a

readers.

Size 8x11 in.-84 to 136

pages monthly. Every number contains
50 advance designs of McCall Patterns—celebrated for style, fit, simplicity

over

andeconomy—besides entertaining stories,
money-saving and labor-saving ideas on
Dress, Housekeeping, Cooking, etc., end
helpful information on Fancy-Work, Etiquefte, Beauty, Children, Health, etc., for
home-loving women. For style, for
ideas,for pleasure,for profit—read McCall’s
all

A

Boston.

BOSTON, Sept. 4. Quite a fleet of sailing vessels of the larger type has been
tied up at this port for a long time.
Over in Little Mystic are two big British
full-rigged ships, the Rhine, which has
been tied up here since April 16th, and
the Brynhilda, here since June 26th,both
of which are apparently waiting for cargos for La Plata.

returned.

our

FOR FLETCHER’S
Idle

land, the richest in natural resources,
climate and scenery. It has undertaken
to establish new factories in Maine, in-

as a

Cry

CASTORI

Development of a whole State,
largest in New Eng-

McCall's Magazine is without a superior
guide in correct dress and household
matters and is already known to many of

course

Children

so

larger and larger dose. The lirst attempts
at improvement sought to make the doso
more palatable but to disguise the taste

I

our

we’ll gladly pension
Every maimed and crippled boy
Who gives his life to win for us
The blessings we’ll enjoy.

And of

the

and that State the

and professional life and merit the confidence of all good citizens.
Progressive citizens who are willing to
identify themselves with this Movement j
to benefit themselves and the State may
i
become members by sending the membership fee of $1 together with the name, i
address and occupation to W. E. Lawry,
Treasurer, box 374, Augusta, Me.

nauseating doses and so powerful
that they often made the condition worse
than before. Then they wore out in their

♦

win?

people
Just five times the present rate
To protect our acquisitions
And then we’ll tax

tion,

Miss May Bagley has returned from
Burnham, where she had been visiting
Miss Feme Shaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hackett and son,
Ronello Hackett, who have been at
Northport for a few weeks’ outing, have

were

!

and widowhood,
And orphanage thrown in,

Ypj» what is death

To

The Develop Maine Movement has undertaken the greatest work of a genera-

of $1

♦
♦

For what could be more glorious
Than to take by force of arms
A score of costly summer homes
And a few good village farms?

Compared

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.

MAINE.

By special arrangement with the publishers of McCall's Magizine, the recognized
Fashion Authority ol more than 1,200,-

I thank you friends for listening,
You have stood the torture well;
And the moral of this message
Is, that War is worse than Hell;

to be the

gentle,>weet-faeed woman,

So you see, my Christian brethren,
We’ve a just and holy cause
And we trust the final outcome
To a righteous God of wars.

For you know a well armed nation
Is immune from all attack;
Please consult your morning papers
If for other proof you lack.

were

wcrk. Mr. Pinney has been head waiter membership.
at Crawford’s for fifteen years, and preThe Woman’s Relief Corps elected
Fulton of Rochester, N.
vious to that was the printer here; my Mrs. Sarah E.
There were a number of
Y.,
president.
him
in
is
for
that,
my
highest praise
contests. Mrs. Bessie A. Bowhe is

“All these things, and many others
Have brought on this litde scrap;
Now we're going to change our boundary,
And get out another map.
“You’re the vanquished, we’re the victors,
But I say it not to brag,
We’ll take half your mountain for tribute
Unless you salute our flag.”

And we’ll build a modern navy.
And our army roll increase;
Train our ablest boys for warfare
As a guarantee of peace.

Oscar A. Janes of Detroit, G. A. R.
adjutant general, reported that on Jan.
1 1913, there were 180,213 members in
good standing, and on Jan. 1, 1914, there
as

biz.

“You have come all through the winter
With your men and dogs a score,
And have chased our poor, lame Reynard
From mountain peak to shore.

the

fireworks off the foot of Belle Isle. Most
of the Bostonians had choice points of
on the fleet of pleasure boats.
trail that leads to Beecher j view
New England received two honors on
I

restful spot in the heart of the forest
find their way and return with words of
commendation and praise for the man
who haB planned and executed this good

to our

“You’ve attacked our school of pickerel
On our side the country stakes,
Yes, you've stolen trout and salmon
From both Hobbs and Alford Lakes.

away

strong, was reviewed

tending

BOOM

There can be neither comfort nor good
Most
health where constipation exists.
people suffer from this cause at intervals,
many are chronic victims.
Strangely enough, the old-time remedies for this very common complaint

effect

If, perchance, they call for quarter.
We will answer them like this:
“You brought on this little scrimmage,

today. Sightseeing occupied the
greater share of the day for the visitors
and tonight they viewed the brilliant

who has the leisure

monoplane

When their village is demolished,
And their ablest men are slain,
We’il go m for loot and plunder
Like a hold-up on a train.

Encamp-

Sept. 3. Both pleasure
occupied the attention of

Bleriot

a giant bomb
That will show those Camden burghers
’Tis their day of kingdom come.

erans

comfortable

time may sit and dream the hours
to the music of rushing waters.
The

Officers. National
ment, G. A. R.

a

We’ll drop

Massachusetts delegates to the 48th annual encampment of the Civil War vet-

of spray,
At
beautiful than Beechtrs.
there

of

Detroit,

Cascade,
feathery, foaming sheet

trail is the Pearl

And from

VETERANS AT DETROIT.
Election

CONSTIPATION OR COMFORT?

Then we’il shell that ancient borough
With prejudice from our guns
That will raze her splendid structures,
And kill off her stalwart sons.

where guests

long one from the house, two people to feel that indescribable
the trail beginning in the grounds and sense of comfort and well-being which
leading gently up through the “forest pervades the place, I will close this letprimeval,” with its flowers, birds and ter, which will propably be my last from
squirrels, to the bridge which, high Crawford’s.
My best regards, dear
above the mountain stream, crosses to Journal, to you and to all my Belfast
From this bridge one friends.
the other sides.
R. T. NEWELL.
looks down upon the swirling waters in
Crawford House, N. H., Aug. 31, 1914.
their rocky bed far below, or up at the
not

tale;:t. t elocutionist, and often
tnnet recite for me some beautimadam, the postmistress, indulges his
ful ring it in a manner that
taste for beautifying and improving.
lnt repor
png her with admiration Here he has hammocks,swings,seats and
'n8 tin.
She is assisted in her a
very pretty and comfortable pavilion;
S a very serious-minded young
and here the many who wish to enjoy a
whose inability to see the
"f life is often the very funnia'
rawford’s. He is also in
iiiH
in which there is a

And now, with a word of cordial appreciation for all the thoughtful kindness
shown me in this house, where Gen. and

——»

Having spent every

pieces.
use

r.rWT»UJ.

siege.

prepared

■

k
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Rockland’s Champion Eater.
nly think Lydia E. Pink- then to admire the mass of pink and endeared herself to us all, while their L1NCOLNVILLE HARVEST ANNUAL.
white
bloom
behind
the
is
a
shelter
of
which
little
Compound
great
Harvest Annual,
granddaughter, who is spending
At the recent Lincolnville
If Rockland hasn’t the champion eater
vish all women with fe- I am enjoying my own little corner of the summer with
them, is a “wee win- Joseph S. Mullen read the following verses, in the country he would at least make a
take
it.
I
took
would
it
s
Bt,,
Crawford’s.
some lassie,” with
sunny hair, and a written by him for thefcccasion:
good candidate in the primaries. His
through the Change of
For several weeks we have enjoyed the sunny smile.
Two hours after supname is Leavitt.
■Jy,
has asked me
The
Judge
Friends:
Dear
■
results and I always reper last Thursday night he wandered ingreat privilege of Sunday services in the
And now Crawford’s—dear Crawford’s
To weave a rythmic lay
Compound to all my pato a Southend fruit store, and there are
al"1
To fire at random at the crowd
Bv I i. now of their Condition in parlor, and have listened to some very —dare I enter with my pen thy side hall
Assembled here today.
plenty of witnesses to vouch for the fact
earnest
discourses
pnd
from
eloquent
that between 8 o’clock and midnight he
! dining room, where, with the exception
gladly do all I can to help
■jy
But the muse has nearly left me,
Mr. J. H. Jefferies of New York, who is of Gen. and Mrs.
ate 16 ice creams, 4 peaches, 5 plums, 2
.v of this groat medicine.”
Ba..
Barron, the “powers ]
In these troubled, warlike times.
canteloupes, 1 1-2 pounds of chocolates
■
And though I try. I cannot shaoe
\iay.man, Poland, Her- a great Sunday school worker, and from that be”—thy “officers” assemble three
and drank 12 sodas. Having thus acbest thoughts into rhyme.
My
ds'"
several of the ministers who have been times each
day, and throwing aside the
^pjeer
quired a good edge to his appetite he
But a craven that has come along
w
i do not drag along until staying in the house. The singing at formality and dignity of their positions,
went with the amazed spectators to a
And pierced my cranial bone.
■
s necessary, but at once
restaurant on Tillson avenue, where he
these services of the old familiar hymns, let the real mirth, wit and jollity, with
Has stirred the savage instinct
dined on roast pork and "fixings,” said
To a point for years unknown.
I’inkham’s Vegetable which are dear to so many heart through which each is
abundantly supplied, have
fixings including two potatoes, five orAnd my serse of local honor.
early associations, is very beautiful, and free play. In this atmosphere no heart
ders of green peas, seven pieces of pie,
with a greed for spoils,
Coupled
two cups of coffee and a considerable
■
t special advice write the solos sung by young George Hedden- can retain its sadness or its care, for
Has so infused my being
That my temper fairly boils.
quantity of water. The spectators paid
1 Pinkliam MedicinoCo., burg, the second head waiter, who has a here the motto is, “forget it.” From
for all these eatables and drinkables.
sweet tenor voice, are especially fine. the first story I heard here of the DutchAnd the scheme I’m now proposing
Said ’twas cheaper than going to a cirthat Lincolnville and Hope
Is,
a
fish
that
who
the
of
from
"weighed
Crawford’s at- man,
caught
Many
people
cus.
The Leavitt boy hasn’t attained
Shall seize the town of Camden
the W hite Mountains. tend Sunday morning service at the I two pounds and eleven inches,” and who
his full growth yet. It is expected that
By a well planned, sudden coup.
he will have a fairly good appetite when
We will mobilized our forces
Stickney memorial church, which is four “cut off the head and tail and threw the
he does.-Courier-Gazette.
It is cloudy and
h rnal:
down,
I
to
be
left
On
the
leading
rest
dull
care
highways
miles away. As yet I haye not been
began
away,
And thus prevent her citizens
We have been favored
among the
numbers, but have only | behind at the side hall door. Some day,
Lamson & Hubbard Hats.
From motoring out of town.
days, which will set the view’ed the church from the outside. | when beyond the reach of their witherwe’ll place a man
At
Homer’s
Gap
ring again and the eas- With its
In designing and producing the 1914
shafts of sarcasm, I intend, in retaliBehind each tree and log,
square stone tower the church ing
:i glad song as
FALL MODELS Lamson & Hubbard
Blow up the road on Hodgman Hill,
they leap is a
ation for many “injuries,” to write up
very attractive one, located on the
And the bridge across the Bog.
were careful not to follow precedents
beauty over their rocky banks of the Ammonoosac river. This for you this jolly crew, giving to each
ji
This
but rather to make precedents.
We’ll guard the Turnpike by a squad
,rrn now, but one morning
h
But
at
he
deserves.
the
presnotoriety
must surely create in all lovers of clever,
river rises in our own Ammonoosac lake,
Of fifty men or more;
:
1 looked from my win*their
to
a
desire
hats
correct
inspect
And by a hundred at the Beach,
around which is one ot the many beauti- ent I dare only say that from the clerk,
The road along the shore.
latest models. There now awaits your
'i,e garden, which has de,
ful walks at Crawford’s, accessible at all George B. Trafton, who is from Maine,
and
new
considt
ration
interesting
many
We’ll place a fleet of motor boats
r for weeks with its vatimes as the path begins almost at the and who, for all his dignified bearing and
this placid lake,
designs, some extreme, some otherwise,
Upon
u hat do you think I saw?
but all correct. There is as wide a difAnd all Lake City’s hostile craft
courtly manners is above all else a
door.
We’ll sink or smash or take.
nver bed was carefully
ference in hats as in anything else and
whimsical humorist, down to Benton
#rl.
their models show that correctness in deOf the walKs i have taken since my
Another fleet we’ll range along
tit from frost—and alH
Pinney, these people who daily congrewhich at once distinguishes them.
Her
coast,
sign
the
last
unprotected
letter
was
written, perhaps
now no sign cf frost, I
gate in the side hall at Crawford’s are a
c
The propel effects, correct fitments, suTo cover those fine summer homes
It was like most enjoyable ones have been to Beechthat sight.
That long have been her boast.
1U1, XVJJJUIJ
hj
perb finish show the result of years’
These
to a large clientele.
service
And I sha 1 long hold
the friendship of a tried ers Falls and Pearl Cascade and up Ele- is good to mingle.
jr,
Upon our towering mountain tops
models may all be seen at your local hatfriend
That overlook the town
Tiend, which once seen is phant’s Head with my faithful
them in remembrance, not as chance
ters. Note their advertisement in this
Master Benton Pinney, who is the ninen, even though freely for(E.
To knock her buildings down.
acquaintances, but as valued friends.
issue.
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The Republican Journal,
Belfast. Maine*
Gentlemen: Enclosed find $2.10 fjo
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and The Republican Journal, each one
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•rt» Harbor, If a; FVaoeaa Goodnow, Loot
* Cove
for Philadelphia.
Boston, Sept 2. Sld, schs A F Kindberg and
Mary Ann McCann, Bangor; W D Mangairt
Millbridge; Ella F Crowell Rockland; Sfoiy
Brook, Augusta; Mabal E Goss, Sullivsn; 4, aM.
seh ThsoUne, Jacksonville; 6. sr, sch Annis B
Mitchell. Maurer, N J; sld, sch Parry Sstssr,
coal port; 8, sr, schs Itasca, Bangor; Eagle, do;
Charlie and Willie, Rockland; Mary E Lynch,
Stoningtoo; sld, stm City of Philadelphia,
Stockton.
Philadelphia, Sept Z Sld. sch Blanche H
King, Calais; 8, passed out Delaware Breakwater, stm F J Lisman, Philadelphia for Bangor; 4, cld, sch Pendleton Sisters, Calais; 6, eld,
sch J Manchester Haynes, Boston; 8, ar. stms
Carolyn, Searsport, L V Stoddard, Bangor.
Baltimore, Sept 8. Sld, ach D H Rivera,

Howes Savory, chief engineer of the steam
yacht Viator of Boa too, cruising on the Maine
coast, came np from Camden and spent a few
days with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L

SEARSPORT.
All schools in town will begin Monday, Sept,
14th.
laat
John F. Park visited his parents at Park

Savory.

Mias Mabel L Nichols left Monday for Milo
Junction to resume her position as teacher in
0.
E.
S.,
Anchor
Chapter,
Regular meeting of
the publie schools. Miss Nichols span* the
Sept. 14th.
summer with her mother, Mrs. C. M. Nichols,
Newell White of Halldale was in town Satur- on Water street.
day on business.
Miss Catherine M. Kneeland, who spent her
Ernest Staples was r week-end visitor of hia vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
mother last week at Park.
Kneeland, left Saturday for Chelsea, Mesa.,
Scott Blanchard arrived Monday from where she will resume her duties as teacher in

week.

its best service.

Capt.

New York for

a

the public schools.

brief stay.

A large number of our
returning to their homes.

summer

visitors

now

to
Mr. and Mrs. Alfonso Cunningham went
Waterville Saturday to visit relatives.
Arthur M. Sawyer and Mr. Eben E.

Georgian of the American-Hnwaiian
line, relieving Capt, Charles M. Nichols, who

steamer

Capt.

STOCKTON

street.

the
Mrs. Hannah Paine of Rockland was
B. Delano last
Mtb.
and
George
of
Mr.
guest
week.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Paine and children
Bath are visiting Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Sargent
on Main street.
his paCharleB Ames, who haa been visiting
returned to
rents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ames,
Dixfield Saturday.
were

three

beautiful days, the thermometer registering
about 80 in the shade.
children of
Mrs. J. 11. Montgomery and
Mrs.
have been guests of Mr. and

Bucksport

\

J. W. Black, Main street.
Mass.,
Miss Julia E. Eames of Hingham,
Miss L. W.
spent the week-end with her aunt,
Edwards,

on

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor,
HALL, Belfast,

Sold by

Dr. and Mrs. George H. Jennison of Lowell,
on Church
Mass., are visiting Mrs. E. L. Leib

Water street.

Mr. and Mrs. J. M. MacDougall, who spent
the summer in town, reiurneu w
in West Newton, MasB Wednesday.
Miss Lewene Grart, who haa been visiting
returned
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Blanchard at Park,

Mrs.
for

Everett Tasker and wife of Belfast
town for the week-end.

her home at Strong last week.
Perth AmBarge Rahn arrived Friday from
the Penobscot
boy with 1,600 tons of coal to
Coa! & Wharf Co. at Mack’s Point.

to

Miss Partridge of The Journal
caller upon friendB here.

were

was a

SPRINGS,

Dr. J. F. Ryder of Boston arrived Monday to
join Mrs. Ryder at the home of her late father,
Capt. J. French. Hichborn, East Main street,

Dorcas Davis of New York has visited
weeks here.

some

in

where she has been for the summer.
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens of Belfast
came to Stockton last Sunday, bringing his
mother, Mrs. S. J, Stevens cf Troy, to visit her
elder son, Dr. George A. Stevens, Church

recent

from
Mrs. Mary Estes of Belfast is spending the
Barge NuEquehoning arrived Monday
to the
Perth Amboy with 1,600 tonB of coal
street.
,week wi'.h the family of W. O. Estes.
Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s Point
Bernard Holmes and family of Belfast have ;
Mr, P. L. Hupper left early last week to join
from ,
Steamer Bav View arrived Monday
been spending some days here with their peo- his wife at Port Clyde, their foimer home. He
tons of coal to the
returned Friday, accompanied by Mrs.Hupper.
Newport News with 2,300
ple.
Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack s Point.
W. S. Jones, wife and three children, are They occupy the second floor of Mrs. John M.
Clarence Lamphor of the New Britain, stopping for several days at Mr. Higgins’ cot- Ames’ house. School street.
and
The first day of September \ as remarkably
Conn., police department ariived Sunday
tage at Bayside.
•
ia the guest of Capt. Charles E. Averill.
Miss Arline Estes has returned from Belfast, warm for the season. Summer seemed rethe real,
has been
having been for some two weeks in the hospi- turned with the heat lecking through
Prof, Frederick R. Sweetser, who
on Main
supposed-to-be, hot weather. The next day
tal there.
spending the summer at his home
riught a mild, much-needed rainstoim.
street, returned to New London, Ct., Tuesday.
Mrs. Isabelle Boody and Mrs. Hattie Jenkins
Mr. Will H. Staples of Lowell, Mass., arrivMiss Marian Ward, who has been visiting spent the week-end at Bayside with Mr. and
ed Sept, 2d to visit his mother, Mrs. Horace
her uncle, Mr. Michael Ward, on Leach Btreet, Mrs. Cheney Higgins.
Staples, West Main street. l.e left Sunday
returned to her home in Everett, Mass., SunMr. Dow has a car load of the Rice Potato
afternoon for Pittsfield, Maine, to call upon
day.
Diggers on his lawn,much to the disgust of the bhis
brother, Mr. George S. Staples, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Kneeland and daughter female members of the family.
Walter F. Kimball left Aug. 31st for
in tow„
Mrs.
been
summering
have
of
Banwho
nurse
Miss Emily Brown, a trained
Phyllis,
her home in Brcokline, Mass., after her annual
left Monday for their home in Dorchester’ gor, is with Mrs. Elmer Roberts, who has been
summer visit with her sisters, Misses Lillian
in poor health for several months.
Mass,
A. and Mabel F. Simmons. School street. Old
his
been
to
has
a
the'guestof
from
who
home
is
at
Dow
Mrs. A. E,
trip
Paul Wood,
her in her native town.
on
Navy Massachusetts, where she visited the families associates gladly greet
granomuther. Mrs. E. C. Carver,
Mr.
Burt,
in
postmaster of Quincy,
Joseph
Springfield, of E. G. Lander and A. J. Robertson.
street, has returned to his home
Mass., who has been spending his vacation in
Chase
E.
Mass.
the
A.
of
Miss Bertha Corment
who have Co. has returned from a two weeks’ vacation Swanville, came in company with Mr. Sewell
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Peterson,
Harriman early last week to spend the day
in Park,
Peterson
J.
F.
been visiting Capt.
spent with friends in Bangor, Lewiston and
with Mr. and Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis, Church
have returned to their home in Rockland, other places.

J

Mass.

Fred

where his

Richardson and family, who

summer

at their cottage

street, returned

Main

to

on

West

their home in Dor-

chester, Mass., Sunday.
chilMr. and Mrs. Andrew B. McGown and
dren, who spent the summer at their bungalow
to their home in
on Pleasant Point, returned
Worcester, Mass., last wetk.
Dr. and Mrs. Sidney B. Sargent and daughof West Newton, Mass., who have been
returned
visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. A Sargent,
in

their

auio

last week.

Miss Ethel M. Nichols, who has been visitM. Nichols, on Water
ing her mother, Mrs. C.
to
stieet, left Friday lor Ashburnham, Mass.,
resume her position as teacher.

MisseT Evelyn

aid Katherine Palmer,

wno

visiting their aunt, Miss Georgia L.
have
to
Lord, on Bay View Place, returned Monday
their home in South Manchester, Ct.
been

DrAnd

and daughMrs. Langdou
ter, Miss Rebecca Chiicott, of Bangor, were
week-end guests of Dr. and Mrs. A. A. Jackson at their summer home on Pleasant Point.
S. Chiicott

Andrew Allison of Winchester, Mass.,
arrived last week and is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
F. W. Burr on Main street. Mrs. Allison, who
is past her 83rd birthday, came unattended, by
Mrs.

boat.
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YOU

FOR YOUR

LIBERTY,
Dr. and Mrs. F. C. Gay and their two sons.
Brier and Malcolm, were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Hurd f :r a few days last week. The
Gays, who have been spending the months of
July and August in North Belfast, will leave
for their home in Brooklyn, New York Sept.
3th....J. J. Walker and family, who had been
Ash Point for two months, returned home
last week....Mr. Phillips and family and Mr.
Laidlaw and family, who passed the month of
August on the shores of Georges Lake, returnid to their ho mes in New York State last week
naking the journey in their cars....MrsYilliam Hunt and daughter Grace, who have
>een passing several weeks in Nortbport, reurned home last week....Mieses Dorothy and
)afany Gunby of Tampa, Fla., are guests for
few days at the Walker residence.... Miss
[Jennie Bancroft of New York is in town for a
ew
weeks, staying at George Cram's.... Mr.
( nd Mrs. Harry Wyman and son Frankie retuind last week from several days viBit in Bucksa student at Colby*
ort.... Mr. Campbell,
lass of 1915, who has been supplying the
« hurch
through the summer months, closed
is services Sunday, Sept 6th. He left Monday
or a short visit at his borne in Ashland before
t iking up hia lost year, of College work
j Ir. and Mrs. Harry Brown are in town for a
, isit with her mother and sister.... Mias FanK ie Gilman, who has been passing her vacation
j town, the guest of Mrs. E. B. Hoit, left last
reek for a brief stay in Pittsfield before going
ack to Cuabing Academy.... Mrs. S. A. White
nd Mias Susie Copp spent a few days in Belsat last week, guests of Mrs. R. S. Brier....
I Ir. and Mrs. C. M. Hurd were guests at the
> rier homestead Saturday.... A lien Know 1 ton
pent Sunday in town with his parents.

our
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Crocker

“INK-TITE”
Fountain Pen Here
(Only
each

one

new

Pen taken in exchange for

pen

purchased.)

...

is guarEvery Crocker "Ink-Tite” Pen
teed to be a FAR BETTER PEN than you
have ever known.

Exchange your old Pen NOW, DON'T
WAIT.

OLD CORNER DRUG S10RE
ESTABLISHED 1850.

Main and High St*., Belfast
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successful dressmaker in

village.

rnr. auu aura,

ueurge

o.

outpico
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mpanied by neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. R. F,
Butler, motored to Stockton last Saturday afternoon to spend the night with his mother,
Mrs. Horace Staples, and enjoy a genuine
shore dinner on Sunday. They left in the afternoon for

it

I

a

acco

home.

Dr. Isaac F#h, ,ark arrived Thursday from Revere, Mass., for a brief visit with his mother,
tie
Mrs. Charles C. Park, West Main street,
took Monday’s early train for home, his professional duties demand ing his presence. His
many friends m his native town regretted the
brevity of his stay!
Mrs.

H. L. Hopkins and son, George H. Hop-

tins, Church street, accompanied by her cistern-law, Mrs. Everett Staples, her mother, Mrs.
[. Frank Frye of New York, and her aunt,
lira. S. Fannie Bridges, as guests, motored to
Belfast in t he Hopkins’ car last Thursday for

Old Fountain Pen \
Provided You Buy

to

blouses, men’s shirts, etc.

How’s

Stockton!

From Cape Jellison the following shipping
report was telephoned Monday evening. Sept.
2d, steamer City of Philadelphia arrived, light,
to load paper; steamer Millinocket sailed with
paper for New York, and schooner Emma S.
Briggs sailed with lumber for New York.
Sept. 3d, steamer City of Philadelphia sailed
with paper for Boston, and sch. Crescent arrived. light, to load lumber, Sept. 4th, sch.
Poehasset sailed with lumber for New York.

EVll

PRODUCE

with the
tonishing
Treasury statements, and all before the burstto those

ing

of this

titanic

not

conversant

war-bomb

over

Cotton Seed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
Lard

that

the

msiness and shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin M. Crocker of Belfast
, irrived Saturday morning to visit Mrs. Crock( er’s brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus L.
j dudgett.
Sylvan street, in her girlhood’s
j ,omt.
They returned Monday afternoon.
j Itockton always has a warm welcome for this
, on and daughter, wishing their tarries were
j

kb

served.

MORRILL.
Mrs. Abbie Stowell from New Haven, Conn.,
is a visitor at her brother’s, Mr. A. M. Daggetl^
....The schools began last week with the
following teachers: Ernest Higgins, High
school, Miss Agnes Ward from Mt. Desert, the

for The

Masonic

and Mrs. Geo. W. Dow in No. 3....
Henrietta Roberts of Hallowell was the
guest last week of Mrs. Fred H. MorganSixteen from the Morrill Sunday school attended the Waldo County convention in Belfast
Sept. 2nd... Dr. T. N. Pearson and family attended the Lincoln County Baptist Association
week... Mr. and Mrs
in Thomaston last
Ralph Hayward returned to Waterbury, Conn.,
last week; alter several weeks’ visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Daggett.... Mr.
Simon Jj. Erskine has moved to Montville or
the Eugene Adams farm and Mr. Adams has
moved his family back to Morrill on the farm
recently owned by Sinclair and now by J, O,
Blake and son... Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Paul
returned last week to Hope. R. I., after a fortnight’s visit with his {fairents, Mr. and Mrs.
Delbert Paul_Mr. Lewis Jackson and Mrs.
Ida Ellis are each having water from the
artesian well conveyed to their houses.... Mr.
Geo Edmunds has the lumber on the spot to
build an L. and stable to the house fie recently bought of Charles Brown... .The Ladies Aid
with Mrs.
meets this, Thursday, afternoon
Arthur Leonar^.

Primary

Miss

PAID

SHIP NEWS.

brief!

Mrs. H. E. Winslow and son. Master Earle
^ ITinslow, left last Friday for their home in
< [uiney. Mass., after visiting Mrs. Winslow’s
I •rents, Mr. and Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis, Church
The grandson had spent bis entire
1 treat.
a ehool vacation with his grandparents and, as
® loal, disliked leaving “the farm” and the free
c it-of-door life so congenial to him.

AMERICAN

PORTS

New York, Sept 1. Sid, ich Charlotte T
Sibley, Calais; 2; ar, seh Gen E S Greeley, St
Marys, Ga; aid, ech Brigadier, Rockland; aid
ich Annie R Mitchell; 4, ar, acha Lizzie D
Small, Bangor; Methebezec. Stonington; cld,.
ich Wm H Sumner, Bathurst, N B; 6, aid, acn
Lizzie D Small, Bangor; 8, ar, acha Brins P
Pendleton. St John for EKzabethport; William
Me; WiUiam Booth, RobSiabee,

Stenbfton,

Millinery

ever

shown here at this sea,,-,.
to take a trip or a Va

are

TATS?
10c< and 25c

Temple, High Street,

Belfast, Maine.

Price Reduced to $425
Worth $1,000.
Horse power 21. High tension magneto. Strong
Leather face adjustable,
Cone clutch.
gear.
Standard
per

PRODUCER.

Deer Isle, August
aged 78 years.

Call,

Nancy Conary,
Crosby. In Amherst, August 26, Lucian S.
Crosby, aged 6 years and 1 month.
COBURN. In South Thomaston, September 3,
Alsy A. Coburn of Rockland, aged 69 years, 6
months and 13 days.
CRAWFORD. In Troy, September 1. Reuel
W. Crawford, aged 75 years and 3 months.
Frothingham. In Belfast, September 2, Miss
Ellen Frentiss Frothingham, aged 86 years and
days.

Haskell. In Deer Isle, August 7, Jasper W.
Haskell, aged 64 years, 10 months and 8 days.
Hopkins. In Long CoveT August 30, Reuben
S. Hopkins, a resident of Vinalhaven, aged 69

years.

Gasolene mileage, oOnuirs

gallon.

The justly celebrated Robhh

did soil; lots of timber and

We have plenty of wood
Orders filled
on
hand.

promptly

32tf

•>

F. E. ELKINS. If

if sent in at once.

Dental Offices to Cios
at Noon Saturdays,

Mathews’ Bros.

We, the undersigned, agr«.-

is

i

Saturdays at noon, dur
July, August and Septen-be;

on

i
\

C. U:
ERNE." 1
W.

WANTED
Tne Farmers of Waldo
and vicinity to Know that
largest stock of

we

Potato

Digger
prompt

County;
have the

Repairs
Tel. I

attention.

For Sale

j

8-2.

Nearly 200 Ered Sows f>>
tember farrow, including 1
Poland Chinas, Essex, Cties’
Mule feet.
About 125 young boar.'
old, O. I. C. Poland China.-.
Chesters and Eerkshires.
months old in lots to suit [
to a carload. We do not *
we guarantee shipment of
approximately 5,000 head
NEW EW
LIVE STO

A. E. CHASE CO.,

and

larg

a

to

LOUVILLE J. PO r

Change of Schedule in Effect

WANT! A)

15th.
WEEK

A

seven

or

with barn for

Belfast and Roston $3.50.
Round I rip $6.50

■

’iMi

Found
A white yawl bom
Island, Penobscot
City of Philadelpi
Springs, Me

Caution Notice

NOTICE
hearing on
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1914,

small
k

BEL-

Notice is hereby given ihat the Municipal
Ifficers of the City of Belfast wiil meet for

more

a

Tel. 134-14

Leave BelfaBt at 5 00 p. m. week days for
Jamden, Rockland and Boston. Leave Belfast
it 7.30 a. m. daily, except Monday, for Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
RETURNING:
Leave India Wharf, Boston at 5 p. m. week
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
lays.
Belfast, Maine.

i

)

sleeping

kitchen, also

a

Apply

BANGUR LINE.

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS
FAST AND CAMDEN

1

cottage a

Ashore
Has three

CORPORATION.

SIX TRIPS A

j

TO LET

STEAMSHIP

September

j

2m32

BROOKS, MAINE.

EASTERN

\

A. M. !
A. O. S'l

within twenty miles of our store in any
direction.
AH orders receive

1

C. V. J‘

G. F. !a

HOOVER

I hereby forbid all per:wife, Mary Morse, on my
date.

j

Belmont, August 25, 19
3w35p

•

For

|

two o’clock in the afternoon, on the premG-HORSE POWER
I ses described in the petition ot the Standgine and saw table al
[iiant threshing machine.
, rd Oil Company of New York, requesling
Will sell cheap for cash.
into tide
I ermistion to extend its wharf
CHAi
j
f later.
Searsport, August 25, 191
!
interested are requested to
All

®

( it

ONE

to

House
c
£ treet.

with barn, 41 Miller

Inquire at

CITY DRUG STORE.

let

My cottage—Penobscot

1

rated after Sept. 12th, and
>y day or week at a reason**'
An
ire and electric lights.
uting before the long winter
GEORGE b

Telephone,

42-2.

Belfast
"

to let

TO LET

ion.

*

i

alone worth over $5,000 ,gi

^WANTED

Thorndike. In Camden, August 80, Richard
rhorndike, aged 74 years,
Wood. In Orland, August 21, Elisabeth G.,
nfant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wood,
I iged 1 month and 7 days.

a

Heagan place; three m!,among splendid neighbors

Lord. In Bluehill, August 27, Roscoa G
Lord, aged 86 years, 1 month and 16 days.
McAuliffe. In East Belfast, September 3,
Nettie A., wife of John H. McAuliffe, aged 23
years, 11 months and 11 days.
Orne. In Rockland, August 29, Amos D.
persons
Orne, aged 73 years, 1 month and 14 days.
[ e present.
Palmer. In Monroe, September 8, Mrs. F.
/
L. Palmer, aged about 68 years.
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS OF BELFAST.
Smalley. In Rockland, September 3, Jennie
57
Tobias
of
years,
Smalley, aged
By Ebeo F. Littlefield City Clerk.
(Price), wife
1 month and 23 days.
SNOW. In Bar Harbor, August 28, Benjamin
Snow, formerly of Bucksport, aged 84 years.
Spear. In Rockland. August 28, Nellie M.
[Phiibrook), wife of Herbert M. Spear, aged 53
IT ONCE, A WOMAN to care for a young
,rears and 18 days.
l \ man who is convalescent. Will pay one
Stanley. In Cranberry Isles, August 30,
Inquire at 116
a day to right party.
ryler H. Stanley, aged 78 years. 3 months and d* allar
37tf
Faldo avenue or phone 171-2
i days.
....
Stetson. In Camden, September 1, Helen
Foster, daughter of the late Dr. Jonathan and
Hall Huee and widow of Joaeph F. Stet-

Uary

Garage

Farm for Sale

IWOODl

8$

12, Miss

ij
j

WILLIAM F. WESHE, AGENT.

155
8
>5 0
4

Miss

Equipment.

On Exhibition at Read’s

4
12al3
7
16al7
1.13

20a22 Sugar,
6 50a7 75 Salt, T. I.,
3 50 Sweet Potatoes,

26 years.
In
Conary.

3

lbe lar8eat and best assortment of
fSj

The Grant Car

Journal.

In Camden, August 30,
Buchanan.
Annie Buchanan, aged 76 years.
Butman. In Searsport, September 4,
Gladys M. Butman, aged 26 years.
Call. In Troy, September 4, Ernest

aged

tO $ ! Ill)

This ?

103 Onions,
98|Oil, kerosene,
98! Pollock,
22 Pork,
180 Plaster,
10 Rye Meal,
18 Shorts,

Cheese,

Europt!

President
There seems little
Wilson asks Congress to appropriate millions
to meet the deficit in the revenue, but that the
wonder

$100
GUARANTEED.

PAIR

H. H. COOMBS CO.,

PjRTS.

MARKET.

Cracked Coni,
Corn Meal.

yard

TERMS CASH.

10 00al400
Apples,per bbl,1.50; 2.60, Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
12
2
CO'
75a3
14
Beans,
pea,
Lamb,
load paper, and sch. M. Bairows arrived to
3 50 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,
35-40
load lumber.
28a32 Mutton,
Butter,
8
9a 11 Oats, 32 lb.,
42
“Labor Day" was very quiet in town, many Beef, sides,
9 Potatoes.
75
Beet,forequarters,
uula
or our citizens going uy uuiuiiiuuiicd,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
l(ty
boards and carriages, to Penobscot Park to Cheese,
22 Straw,
9.00
25 Turkey,
26a30
listen to the address delivered by Congressman Chicken,
18 Tallow,
Calf Skins,
2
Kelley of Michigan in his customary forceful,
20 Veal,
Duck,
12al3
The
of
and
oratory.
convincing
style
pleasing
( Eggs,
32 Wool, unwashed,
25
tariff question was stated plainly and from an Fowl,
18 Wood, hard,
5.00
3.50
18|Wood, soft,
apparently incontrovertible basis of monthly j Geese,
RETAIL
RETAIL
PRICE.
MARKET.
reports of the National receipts
j
| statistical
18 Lime,
1 10
reductions Beef, Corned,
I from customs. The loss after the
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22;Oat Meal,
5
under the Underwood arrangement were as-

Corn,

much.

EVERY

Two sizes.

PRICE CURRNET.

Weekly

A^c.

Hair Curlers and Wavers

in all business transactions and
financially able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces
of the system. Testimonials sent free. Price
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall s Family Pills for constipation.

fc ELF AST

ioi„

You should get a new early fall hat if you
cation. PRICES REASONABLE.

offer One

Corrected

Only

\f j1|{riPt*V
A

A

honorable

Sept. 5th, sch. Margaret arrived, light, to take
1 lumber. Sept. 7th, steamer Millinocket arrived with a general cargo from New York;
steamer City of Philadelphia arrived, light, to

so

AND

Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.Cheney
for the last Ukyeurs, and believe him perfectly
We

**

Large Case Corsets.

ladies everywhere like

Ar, sch Blanche C Pen-

Bermuda, Aug 23.

"•“£

Rough and Tumble Cloth.

dleton, Norfolk.
Liverpool, N S, Aug 31. Cld, sch James
Slater, Portsmouth.

Mrs. Frank H. Cousens, accompanied by her
daughter, Miss Beulah, left by train Monday
morning for Brockton, Mass., having decided
to make her home in that city, where her older
daughter. Miss Susie A. Cousens, has been
successfully engaged in teaching for several
years. Much regret is felt by the many friendB
of the family over this departure from town.
We hope vacation time may bring them back

for

for several years

Gv

lour

FOREIGN

long
employed.
season and Mrs.Nealley proved herself an ideal
DlfcU
Evelyn Staples of Boston has been the
hostess and did much for the entertainment of
guest of her cousin, Miss Nellie Hichborn,
Armstrong. In Vinalhaven, August —, Mrs.
The tables were daintily arranged
West Main street, for a fortnight, and at this her guests.
Myra Armstrong, aged 35 years.
for lunch and delicious refreshments of salad,
In Vinalhaven, September 2,
ATHEARN
writing is visiting another cousin, Mrs. Celia
sandwiches and several kinds of cake were Charles D. Athearn, aged 57 years.
S. Small, at Cape Jellison. Mrs. Staples was
Mrs.

and their best wishes follow him to his new
labor in the West. It is not yet definitely known who will succeed Mr. Carne here.

K
1
N
G

.
L
I

relatives were pleased to greet
them in their birthplace.
numerous

Mrs.

field of

N

L

buildings

thy with his efforts for the benefit ot the community and with his own personal aspirations,

N
0

s'
s

and Mrs. Samuel H. West and Mrs. David
Berry and her son, Mr.lWillard M. Berry and
family, left last Friday for Milo, leaving Monday by way of Montreal, Canada, for their
New York home. Many old associates and

0^

Heather Plaids.

■

ter

home

rebuilding on the farm
were recently burned by !

Mrs. James H. Griffin arrived from North

Adams, Maas., Sept. 1st to visit her husband’s
mother, Mrs. Annie K. G. Herriman, East Main
street for an indefinite time. We are glad to
greet this genial daughter of Georgia in our
Pine Tree State, hoping her Maine born companion may join her for a tarry by Penobscot
Bay, so loved by him!
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. West of Malone, N.
Y., after a week spent with their parents, Mr.

j

lands, Mass.
spent the

is

street.

Maine.

war is responsible
present
Mrs. Izah T. H. Sanborn of Bangor took European
15!Wheat Meal,
shortage. Republicans and consistent Demotrain
for
to
visit
morning
Norway
Monday’s
lightning. It was a great loss to him as he
crats cannot admit. It existed previous to
Mrs. M. A. Oxnard for a few weeks before golost much valuable properly besides the build- j
BO •'IN
any threat of war in any country.
ing home. She had been the welcome guest ot
ings,
^
Church
for
a
fort- WHITES CORNER (Winterport.)
the Misses hichborn,
street,
In
Partridge
Warren,
August 26, to Mr.
Miss Marian C. Stevens has returned to her \
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Thompson of Washing- and Mrs. William Partridge, a daughter.
night.
home in Reading, Mass., to resume her studies
Deer
Powers.
In
Isle, August 6, to M r. and
D. C.f were guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. If. I
Elmer E. Thompson, Church street, left last I ton,
Mrs. Haskell Powers, a son.
at the Tufts Dental College in Boston after a
left
and
York
last
Saturday.
They
Friday
Wescott. In Ellsworth, August 16, to Mr.
Friday by early train for Mars Hill, Aroostook
few weeks of pleasant vacation spent with
Tuesday for their home in Washington.... and Mrs. Fred C Wescott, a son.
county, to accept a position offered him in
her aunt, Mrs. Susan C. Lord, in this place.
White. In Winterp'*rt, September 4, to Mr,
Matron of the Lynn
H.
Mrs.
H.
Richardson,
carpentry upon an opera house being erected
and Mrs. L. A White, a sor.
is the guest of Mrs.
Last Sunday was made very impressive and
in the village. We trust his absence may not City Home, Lynn, Mass.,
C. B. Jewett.... Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Ritchie and
interesting at the Congregational church in be over-long.
y.arried
children spent several days last week' in
Brooks. It was the last day of service by the
Miss Ruth Hichborn, only daughter of Dr.
Bradford.... Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Clements were
Rev. W. S. Carne, who for the past year has
Butler-Miller. In Rockland, August 28,
and Mrs. Herman G. Hichborn, took Friday’s
at their cottage at Camp Etna part of iast
officiated as the pastor, while a student at the
Maurice P. Butler of Rockland and Fannie
boat for Boston, en roufe to their Cambridge
in banis
Mildred
Miss
Miller of Newport. Vt.
week....
Mae
visiting
reLarby
school
in
and
who
was
Bangor,
Theological
home a little in advance of her parents, who
In Rocdand, September 1,
Cross-Shuman
gor for two weeks.... Mrs. Ida Atwood of the
cently formally ordained as pastor of this are
“sumthe
week
to
their
Lody A. Cross and Miss Georgia M. Shuman,
adding
present
church and a regular minister of the society.
village, who has been the gutst of her daugh- both of Rockland.
mer-time in Maine."
The church was beautifully decorated. The
Davis-Robbins. In Rockport, August 31,
ter, Mrs. C. E. Bartlett, for two weeks, returnMonday, Mrs. SC. W. Sprague was greatly ed to her home last Thursday-L. W. Sher- Samuel Davis, Jr., and Lizzie M. Robbins, both
chancel’and altar were a solid bank of flowers.
St. Georgo.
of
of
a
from
the
relieved by
coming
telegram
The church was filled from the altar to the
man, a commission merchant of Boston, was
^ French-Coombs. In Belfast, September 5'
door and there was special music by the choir Capt. Sprague, whose vessel had been for days a guest at the heme of G. H. York Sunday.... by Rev. A. A. Blair, Maurice H. French and
No particulars of
Miss Martha Coombs, both of Belfast.
Miss Lousie Libby spent several days of last
Miss Edith Hobbs beautifully Ted in an anthem ovedue at Charleston, S. C.
Grindle-Littlefield. In South Penobscot.
have been received; but the commu- week in Swanville.... Miss Laura Bickford
supported by the full choir. Mr. Carne gave the delay
August 29, Dean W. Grindle of Mount Desert
with
Mrs.
Sprague!
nity
rejoices
an able and interesting sermon, perhaps the
was in Unity a few days recently, the guest of
and Miss Esther Littlefield of Penobscot.
Jones-Morrison In Camden, August 29,
Mrs. Helen Fsrnham, the guest for several relatives... .R. L. Clements and family, Edthe best of the year. Then followed the comMiss Persie
Edna Haiquail and Charles W. Jones of New York and
munion service and the Sunday school. In the weeks of her uncle, Mr. Albion P. Goodhue, mund Clements, Mrs.
Louise Morrison of Camden,
In
evening the church was again well filled. A and his daughter, Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner, Mid- daughter, Homer Tasker and wife, F. A. Lowe
Pendleton-Bridges.
Rockland, August
special quartet, Carne, Jones, Bowen and dle street, left Sunday morning for her home and wife and L. A. White and party were at 22, Clarence E. Pendleton of Camden and AuL. Bridges of Rockland.
gusta
takthe
in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
Albert
Gardner
of
the
Etna
closing day
Sidney.
Sunday,
Camp
Brown, gave a beautiful selection and Mr.
Savage-Cunningham. In Washington, AuCarne an appropriate and beautiful farewell ing her heme in their automobile.
meeting... .Congratulations are extended to gust 26, Charles H. Savage and Miss Sadie
a
address. As the large congregation passed
Cunningham, both of Washington.
Miss Emma Hichborn came home from Bel- Mr. and Mrs. L. A. White upon the birth of
Sellers Smith. In Deer Isle. August 9,
out of the church it was in a spirit of sadness fast last Saturday to remain over “Labor-Day,” son Sept. 4th.... Mrs. Blanche Clark of West
Dudley L. Sellers and Minnie Smith, both of
that each clasped the hand of their pastor in with her sister, Miss Nellie Hichborn, West Winterport is at L. Aw White’s in the capacity Deer Isle.
farewell. In the short time that he has been Main street. She returned Tuesday morning of nurse.. Mrs. Eva Nealley was hostess for the
Tilley-Carver. In North Haven, August
with us Mr. Carne has greatly endeared him- to J. H. Howes’ dry goods establishment, Lidies Club Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 2nd. 24, Harold Tilley of Ashland and Miss Rose
Carver of North Haven.
It was the last of the regular meetings for the
self to our people. They have been in sympabeen
where she has

Lillian G. Runnells, after spending her
vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
C. Runnells, left last week for Melrose highMiss

Prof. Bertram C.

Moulton

Me.

Waists

We have juat received a nice
assortment*.
pretty White Shirt Waists. Every „ne 1
Look like waists twice their value. Only

winning number.

sert. New York.
Norfolk, Sept 5. Sld, sch Jacob M Haskell,
Boston.
Port Reading, N J, Sept 8. Sld, sch Ida B
Gibson, Camden.
San Juan, P R, Aug 25 Ar, sch Lewiston,
Charleston; 28, ar.schs Adelaide Barbour, Philadelphia; James W El well, do; 29, in port, sch
Fred W Ayer, for Jacksonville.
Bangor, Sept 4. Ar, stm L V Stoddard, Norfolk; schs Mary E Palmer, do; A F Kindberg
Boston; Gold Hunter, do; sld, schs John S
Beacham, New York; Mineola, Boston; Mary
Brewer, do; 5. ar, schs Helen Hasbrook, Boston; Mary Ann McCann, do; sld, stm L N Stoddard, Norfolk; schs C B Clark, New York;
Damietta & Joanna, do; R L Tay, Boston; 6,
ar, stm F J Lisman, Philadelphia; 7. ar. schs
WeBley Abbott, Boothbay; Andrew Nebinger,
Ellsworth.
Stockton, Sept 1. Sld, sch Emma S Briggs,
New York; 2, ar, schs Seguin and Crescent, to
load lumber; sld, stms Miliinncket, New York;
City of Philadelphia, Boston; 3, sld, sch Pochasset, Boston; 4. ar, sch Margaret,-; 7,
ar, stms Millinocket, New York; City of Philadelphia, Boston.
Searsport, Sept 3. Ar, barge Rahn, Perth
Amboy; 4, sld, stm Carolyn, Baltimore; 5, sld,
barge Kahn, Perth Amboy; 7, ar. stm Bay View1
Norfolk; barge Nesquehoning, Perth Amboy.

the modern clarion

Miea Gladys M., daughter of Capt. and Mrs,
James P. Butman, died very suddenly Sept.
W. A.
4th at her home on West Main street after an
been
she
had
illness of two years. Although
in failing health for some time her sudden
death was a great shock to her family and to
Mrs. George Baskon of Old Town is the guesi
her many friends in town. She was a young
She
of Miss Leora Partridge, Church street.
beautiful
and
character
fine
of
disposilady
arrived in town last Friday.
musician
and
skillful
and
a
talented
was
tion,
A terrible electrical storm and drenching
will be greatly missed, particularly by the
late from PeCongregational society where she took a lead- rain overtook those returning
nobscot Park on Monday afternoon.
ing part in their musical entertainments. She
Mr. Herbert Mixer came home from Frtnkis survived by her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
James P. Butman; by one Bister, Mies Mar- fort last Saturday to remain with bis wife
guerite E. Butman, and by two brothers, James over Labor Day in their Sylvan street home.
P. Butman, Jr., and Gordon Butman, who have
The grandchildren of Mrs. Horace Staples,
the sympathy of the entire community in their her guests for ten days, left Thursday to join
sad bereavement. The funeral services were their parents, Mr. and Mrs. George S. Staples,
held at her late home Tuesday afternoon. Rev. at their Pittsfield home.
C. H. McElhiney of the First Cong’l church
Mrs. Gladys (Rendell) Sprague has been the
officiating, and the interment was in the fam- guest of her sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
the
Gordon
cemetery.
ily lot in
county,
Percy Baker, Fort Fairfield, Aroostook
*
during the present month.
The News of Brooks.
Miss Esther Ellis took Sunday's boat for
Boston, after being the guest of her parents,
Adrian Lane is at home from Isleeboro fer a Mr. and Mrs. Simeon F. Eliis, Church street,
few days.
through her fortnight's vacation.

evening
rally.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday

Ask the Clarion deafer for
information.

has been in command of the steamer On the
Pacific coast for the past two years. CaptNichols arrived borne Monday morning from
New York.

down the bay.
Sawyer are on a fishing trip
H. Goodell and son
William
Mrs.
and
Capt.
Bar Harbor.
William are visiting in Bangor and
The Searsport Band went to Belfast Monday
to furnish music for the Republican

Ferris

\Tpvi; Wilictc
VV aiatd.

Martinique.
Lewes, Del, Sept 1. In port, ach Mark Pendleton, for Savannah.
Jacksonville, Fla, Aug 81. Ar, sch Margaret
Thomas, Porto Rico; 5, sr, sch Augustus H
Babcock, Porto Rico.
Georgetown, S C, Sept 3. Ar. sch John Bos-

We make a great variety
of Ranges, Stoves and Furnaces adapted to all needs.

Capt. Joseph D. Sweetser, who has been
spending the summer at home, left Friday for
New York, where he will take command of the

are

October

in

now

I
1

*

C-B Corsets

Pictorial Patterns for

j

three furnished rooms
tw o sow
irge front room and
,lul“
or light housekeeping.
''
MA!>
NO. 73*
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